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Check our 74 Series List before you buy any I.C's. Our prices
are the lowest possible. All devices ex -stock.
Pull specification guaranteed.
BI -PAS
Order No.

BP00 - 7400
BP01 = 7401

BP02 -- 7402
13P03 - 7403

BP04 = 7404
BP05 = 7405
BPI() = 7410
BP13 - 7413
BP20 = 7420
BP30 = 7430
BP40 = 7440
BP41 = 7441
BP42 = 7442

BP46 = 7446
BP47 = 7447

BP48 = 7448
BP50 = 7450
BP51 = 7451

L1:53 - 7453

Similar Types to: Description
Price and qty. prices
1-74 25.99 109 up
Op Op Op

Quad. 2 -input NAND gate .. 0.15 0-14 0.12
Quad. 2 -input positive NAND gate (with

open collector output) .. 0.15 0.14 0.12
Quad. 2 -Input positive NR gates .. 0.15 0.14 0.12
Quad. 2 -input positive NAND gates (with

open collector output) 0.15 0.14 0.12
Hex Inverters .. 015 0.14 0.12
Hex Inverter (with open -collector output) 0.15 0.14 0.12
Triple 3 -Input positive NAND gates .. 0.15 0.14 0.12
Dual 4 -Input Schmitt trigger .. 0.29 0.213 0.24
Dual 4 -input positive NAND gates .. 0.15 024 0.12
8input positive NAND gates 0.15 014 0.12
Dual 4 -input positive NAND buffers .. 0.15 0.14 0.12
BCD to decimal nixie driver .. 0.87 0434 0.58
BCD to decimal decoder (4-10 lines, 1 of

10) 0 67 0.84 068
BCD -to -seven -segment decoder driver .. 200 1.75 1.50
BCD -to -seven segment decoder drivers

(15V outputs) . 0.97 0-94 0.88
BCD -to -seven -segment decoder driver .. 017 0.94 0.88
Expandable dual 2 -input and -or -Invert. 0.15 0.14 0.12

Dual 2 -wide 2 -Input NAND -or -invert
gates .. . - 0.15 0.14 0.12

Quad. 2 -input expandal;le NANDor
Invert 0-15 0.14 0.12

The argent se ection
BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES

AC107 ISp AF I 15 17p BC I40 ISp BCY31 22p BF272 1110p EC403 15p ORP60 40p 2N918 30p 21427 I 4 25p 2143704 1 Sp

AC I 13 20p AF 1 16 17p BC 1 41 35p BCY32 23p BF273 30p 0E7880 27p OR P6I 40p 2N929 22p 2N2904 15p 2143705 111.

AC115 13p AF I 17 17p BC I 42 45p BCY33 17p 13F294 30p MATIO0 15p ST140 lip 2N930 23p 2N29044 30p 2N3706 Up
AC125 17p AF I IS 30p BC I43 40p BCY34 7Ap BF308 35p MAT 101 17p STI41 17p 2N1131 20p 2142905 15p 2143707 13p

AC126 17p AF 124 21p BC 1 45 45p BCY70 17p BF309 37p MAT120 ISp T1543 40p 2N 1 132 7.1p 2N2905A 30p 2N3708 Bp

AC127 I7p AF12.5 20p BC I 47 17p BCY7 I 30p BF316 75p MAT 121 17p UT46 27p 2N1302 17p 2142906 7.5p 2N3709 Sp

AC128 17p AF126 20p BC ) 48 lip BC 572 15p BFW10 55p MPF102 43p V405A 25p 2N 1303 17p 2N2906A 27p 2N3710 10p

AC14IK 17p AF I 27 20p BC 1 49 17p BCZ 11 20p BFX29 27p MPF 105 43p V4 I OA 45p 2N1304 7.0p 2142907 73p 2N3711 10p

AC I 42K 17p AF139 33p BC150 17p BD I 21 55p BFX84 20p OC I 9 30p 2G301 111p 2N1305 20p 2N2907A 30p 21438 1 9 40p

AC151 15p AF I 78 SOp BC 1 51 2.0p 130123 85p BFX85 17p 0C20 50p 20302 19p 2N 1706 22p 2N2923 13p 2N3820 LI

AC154 ISp AF I79 SOp BCI52 17p 130124 75p BFX86 22p 0C22 30p 20303 19p 2N 1707 2.1p 2142924 13p 2N3903 23P

AC155 17p AF180 SOp BC153 17p BDI 31 110p BFX137 25p 0C23 33p 20304 20p 2N1308 27p 2142925 13p 2N3904 17p

AC I56 17p AF I91 SOp BCI54 30p 80132 110p BFX88 lip 0C24 45p 20306 33p 2N 1309 27p 2142926 2N3905 15p
AC157 17p AF1136 45p BC I 57 20p 50Y20 LI BFY50 20p 0C25 13p 20308 35p 2N1613 17p (G) lip 2N3906 27p

AC165 17p AF219 37p BC I58 17p BF I 15 22p BFY51 20p 0C26 25p 2G309 35p 2NI7 1 I 20p 2142926 2144058 15p

AC166 17p AFZ I 1 37p BC 159 20p BF 117 45p 13FY52 lop 0C28 40p 20339 17p 2/41589 35p (Si Ilp 2N4059 10p

AC167 20p AFZ I2 4Sp BC167 13p BF 118 60p BFY53 17p 0C29 40p 2G339A 13p 2N1B90 45p 214 2926 2144060 12p

AC168 20p AL102 85p BC168 13p BF I 19 70p BSX I 9 15p 0C35 33p 20344 13p 2N1893 37p
2N3010 Sop

2144061 17.p

AC169 14p AL103 85p BC169 13p BF152 35p B5X20 15p 0C36 40p 20345 15p 2N2160 60p 2144062 17.p

AC176 /3p ASY26 15p BC 1 70 I7p BFI53 35p 85525 15p 0C4) 20p 20371 13p 2N2147 75p 2143011 20p 2145172 12P

ACI77 7.0p ASY27 /Op BC171 I7p BF I 54 35p 8S526 15p 0C42 72p 203716 10p 2N2148 60p 2N3053 20p 2145459 43p

AC187 30p ASY28 15p BC 172 13p BFI57 45p B5Y27 15p 0C44 15p 20374 17p 2N2192 30p 2N3054 30p 20034 75p

AC188 30p ASY29 15p BC173 13p BF I 58 15p BSY28 ISp 0C45 12p 20377 27p 2N2193 10p 2143055 alp 25301 50p

ACY17 23p ASY50 2Sp BC174 13p BF I 59 30p 131529 15p 0070 15p 2G378 15p 2N2 I 94 27p 2N3391 17p 2002A 45p

ACY18 20p ASYSI 7.5p BC I75 72p BF I60 30p B5538 15p 0071 9p 20382 15p 2N22 I 7 20p 2N339 I A 20p 2002 45p

AC Y I9 lip ASY52 ISp BC I77 I7p BF I 62 30p 51539 15p 0072 I7p 20401 341p 21422 I 8 15p 2143392 1p 25303 60p

AC Y20 213p ASY54 ISp BC 178 17p BF163 35p 50540 30p 0074 12p 20414 30p 2N2219 27p 2143393 15p 25304 LI .10

ACY2 I 10p ASYS5 25p BCI79 17p BF164 35p B1541 ]Sp 0075 15p 20417 25p 2N2220 22p 2N3394 15p 25305 LI

AC Y22 111p ASY56 25p BCI80 lOp BF I 65 35p BSY95 0076 15p 2N388 %p 2N2221 22p 2143395 20p 25306 L1.10

ACY27 18p ASYS7 25p BC 181 22p BF 167 lip B5 Y954 Up 0077 23p 2N388A 50p 2N2222 27p 2N3402 lip 25307 11.10

ACY28 19p ASYS8 23p 13C182 10p BF I 73 22p BU105 0 90 OCED 15p 2N404 22p 2N2368 17p 2N3403 lip 25321 60p

ACY29 30p A5/58 25p BC1821. 10p BF I 76 33p Cult 60p 0061 Isp 2N404A 30p 2N2369 sp 2N3404 37.p 25322 SOp

AC Y30 15p AS 21 40p BC I83 10p BF177 33p C400 30p 0082 15p 2N524 55p 2N2369A 15p 2N3405 43p 25322A 45p

ACY3 I 23p BC107 10p BC183L 10p BF I 78 45p C407 23p 00820 159 2N527 60p 2N24 I 1 SOp 2N34 I 4 10p 25323 60p

ACY34 ISp BC108 10p BCI84 13p BF I 79 SOp C424 17p 0083 20p 2N696 12p 2N24 I 2 SOp 2N34 1 5 20p 25324 £1 40

ACY35 IBp BC109 1 1 p BC I 84L 13p BF180 30p C425 40p 0034 20p 214697 15p 2N2616 55p 2143417 37p 25325 L140
ACY36 30p BC! 13 Isp BC I 86 27p BF181 30p C426 30p 0C139 15p 2N698 24p 2N27 1 I 11p 2N3525 74p 2026 11 -10

ACY40 15p BC114 10p BC I87 27p BF182 30p C428 lOp 0C140 17p 2N699 55p 2N27 I 2 lip 2N3702 12p 25327 1110
ACY41 ISp BC I 15 30p 8C307 1 1 p BFI83 30p C441 27p 0C170 15p 2N706 7p 2142714 139 2143703 12P

ACY44
ADI40

35p
40p

BC116
BC 117

35p
35p

BC209
BC209

1 1 p
1 1 p

BFI84
BF I 85

25p
30p

C442
C444

35p
37p

0C17)
0C200

15p
25p

2N7064
2N708

Sp
I 1p DIODES & RECTIFIERS

AD142 40p BC 1113 15p BC212L I 1 p BF188 30p C450 17p 0C201 17p 1 N709 4Sp AA I 19 Sp BYI30 15p 0A10 Up
ADI 49 43p BC I 19 45p BC213L 1 1 p SF194 13p C720 Up 0C202 27p 2N711 40p AA120 Sp BYZ 10 33p 0A47 7p

AD I 61 35p BC I25 35p BC2 I 3L lip BF I 95 24p C722 15p 0C203 25p 2Nu17 42p BA 1 16 72p BYZ 1 I 32.p 0A70 7p

AD I 62 35p BC126 33p BC2I4L 12p BF I % 30p C740 25p 0C204 15p 2N7 1 8 24p BA I 26 lip BYZI2 30p 0A79 Bp

A01611 BCI32 13p BC225 25p BF I 97 35p C742 17p 0C205 35p 2N7 I 84 50p BY100 ISp BYZI 3 15p 0481 7p

162(MP) 63p BCI34 30p BC226 35p BF200 45p C744 17p OC309 ISp 2N726 17p 55101 12p BY Z16 35p 0A85 7p

ADT140 50p BC135 30p 8C317 lip BF222 1110p C760 17p P346A 17p 2N727 27p 85105 15p 135217 35p 0A90 6p

ADZ! I LI BC136 30p 5C318 12p BF257 35p C762 17p P397 45p 2N743 17p 135114 12p BYZ IB 30p 0A91 7p

ADZ12 L1 10 BC137 ISp BC319 lip BF270 15p C764 60p OCP71 43p 214744 17p 135126 ISp BY 519 25p 0A95 7p

AF I 14 17p BC 1 39 45p BCY30 lOp BF271 17p EC401 15p ORP I2 43p 214914 17p 135127 17p OAS 17p 0A200 6p

r 74 Series T.T.L. I.C-s BP54 = 7454
BP60 = 7480

DOWN AGAIN IN PRICE BP70 = 7470
BP72 = 7472
BP73 = 7473
BP74 = 7474
BP75 = 7475
BP76 = 7476
BP80 = 7480
BP81 = 7481
BP82 = 7482
BP83 = 7483
BP86 = 7486
BP90 = 7490
BP91 = 7491
BP92 = 7492
BP93 = 7493
BP94 = 7494
BP95 = 7495
BP96 = 7496
BP100 = 74100
BP104 = 74104
BP105 = 74160
BP107 = 74107
BPI10 = 74110
BP111 = 74111
BP118 = 74118
BP119 = 74119
BP121 = 74121
BP141 = 74141
BP145 = 74145
BP150 = 74150
BP151 = 74151
BP153 = 74153
BP154 = 74154

0.15
0.15

. 0.29

.. 0.37

.. 0.37

.. 0.47

.. 0-97

.. 097

.. 1.10

.. 0.87

.. 0.87

.. 0.87
Dual entry 4 -bit shift register .. .. 0.77
4 -bit up -down shift register .. .. 0.77
5 -bit parallel in parallel out shift -register 0.77
8 -bit bistable latches .. .. .. 1.75
Single 3K flip-flop equiv. 9000 series .. 097
Single 3-K flip-flop equiv. 9001 .. 0.97
Dual master slave flip-flop .. 0.40
Oates master -slave flip-flop .. 0.55
Dual data lock -out flip-flop .. 1.25
Hex set -reset latches .. .. 1.00
Hex set -reset latches. 24 -pin .. 1.35
Monostable multhribrators .. 0.87
BCD -to -decimal decoder/driver .. 0.87
BCD -to -decimal decoder/driver. 0/C 1.50
16 -bit data selector .. .. 1.80
8 -bit data selectors (with strobe) 1.00
Dual 4 -line -to -l -line data 1.20
Ito 16 line decoder .. 1130

4 -wide 2 -input NAND -or -invert gates
Dual 4 -input expander ..
Single-phase J -K flip-flop
Master -slave J -K flip-flop
Dual master slave J -K flip-flop ..
Dual D type flip-flop ..
Quad. latch
Dual 3K with pre-set and clear
Dated full adders ..
16 -bit read-write memory
2 -bit binary full adders ..
Quad. full adder ..
Quad. 2 -input exclusive Nor gates
BCD decade counter ..
8 -bit shift registers
Divide -by -twelve counters
4 -bit binary counters ..

0.14
0.14
0.28
0.28
0.35
0.35
0-45
0.40
0.84
0.94
0.94
1.05
0.30
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.74
0.74
0.74
1.85
0.94
0.94
0.38
0.53
1.15
0.95
1.25
0.84
0434
1.40
1.70
0.95
1.10
1.70

0-11231
0
0-24
0.24
0-32
0.32
0.42
0.38
0.58
0.88
0.88
0.95
0.28
0.58
0.78
0.58
0.58
0.88
0.88
0.88
1.55
0.88
0.88
0-38
13-50
100
0-90
1.10
0.58
0-58
1.30
1.80
0-90

0-9:a1.80

rANOTHER BI-PAK FIRST !
THE NEW S.G.S. EA 1000 AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULE
* Guaranteed not less than 3 Watts RMS.
Especially designed by S.G.S. incorporating their proven Linear
I.C. Audio Amp. TA/62i providing unlimited applications for the
enthusiast in the construction of radios, record players, Audio and
Stereo units. Also ideal for intercom systems, monitoring applica-
tions and phone answering machines. OTHER USES: portable
applications where supply rails as -tow as 9V are of prime importance.

 Sensitivity 40 mV for I watt. VOLT-
AGE GAIN 40 dB but can be varied
up to 73 dB for some applications.

 Signal to Noise Ratio 86 dB.
 Frequency response better than 50 Hz

to 25 KHu for -3 dB.
 Normal spply Voltage 9-24V.
 Suitable for 8-16 Ohm loads.
 Overall Size 2 in. x 3 in. x 8 in.

 Typical Total Harmonic distortion at I watt
less than 1.0.

* Supply Voltage (Vs) wi 24V IS ohm load.
Modual Tested and Guaranteed.
Qty. 1-9 0.63: 10-25 0.28 Price each
Larger quantities quoted on request. Full hook-up
diagrams and complete technical data supplied
free with each modual or available separately at
10p each.

All prices quoted in new pence Giro No. 388-7008
Please send all orders dor`ecf to warehouse
and despatch department

HINPAN
P.O. BOX 6, WARE  HERTS
Postage and packing; add /p.
Overseas add extra for airmail.
Minimum order 50p Cash with order please

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
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LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES

SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes bre the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is an exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hard R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.

E ENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC.I -
All- I I W (P) AW47-9 I (M) CI9/AK (M CME 1 902 (M) 173K (M)

A28 -I 4W MW43-64 (M C2I/ IA (M CMEI903 (M)
211K

(M)

A31 -I 8W (P MW43-69 (M C2I /7A (M CME 1 905 205A (M)

A47 -I I W (P
A47 -13W (

MW43-80(M)C21
MWS2/20(M

/AA (M
C21 /AF (M

CMEI906
CMEI908

740SA (M)
7406A (M)

A47-I4W (M MW53/80 (M) C21 /KM (M) CME2I 01 7502A (M)

A47 -17W (P
A47 -I 8W (P

AW47-97 (M)
AW53-80 (M

C21/SM (M
C23/7A (M

CME2I 04 (M)
CME230I (1

7503A (M)
7504A (M)
760IA

A47 -26W (P AW53-88 (M C23/10 (M CME2302 (M (M)

A59 -I I W (P AW53-89 (M C23/AK (M CME2303 (M) 770IA (M)

A59 -12W (P AW59-90 (II CMEI101 (P) CME2305 (P) CRMI21 (M)
A59 -13W ( AW59-9 I CMEI 201 CME2306 (T) MW3 1-74 (M)

A59-I4W ( C17/ IA M CMEI402 (M CME2308 (M) A50-120W/R

A59 -15W (M C17/5A M CMEI601 ( CRM 172 (M) (P)

A59 -I 4W ( C17/7A (M CMEI602 (P CRM 1 73 (M)
AW36-80 ( C17/AA (M CMEI702 (M CRM2I 2 (M)
AW43-80 (A) C17/AF (M) CMEI 703 (M CRM2I 1 (M)
AW43-88 ( C17/FM (M CMEI705 (M 23SP4 (M)
AW43-89 ( C17/5M (M CMEI706 (M 171K (M)
AW47190(M) C19/10AP (T) CMEI901 (M) 172K (M)

LAWSON TUBES YEARS' GUARANTEE
FULL TUBE FITTING

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD, INSTRUCTIONS
MALVERN, WORCS. Tubes are despatched passenger

Malvern 2100
train, road or goods taking far too
lone for customer satisfaction.

REBUILT TUBES
LAWSON "RED LABEL" CRTS are
particularly useful where cost is a vital factor, such
as in older sets or rental use. Lawson "Red Label"
CRTS are completely rebuilt from selected glass,
are direct replacements and guaranteed for two
years.

Brand
New
Tubes

Red
Label

Rebuilt
Carr.
Ins.

CME 1601 E850 12" - 19"
17"
19"

E6.25
L725

E425
E4.87 J

62p

21" £8.50 L525
23" i975 L687
19" Twin Panel £10.25 E725 20" - 23"

23" Twin Panel E1550 75p
19" Panorama L938
20" Panorama E9.50
23" Panorama El I .95

NEW RANGE U.H.F. - TV - AERIALS
All U.H.F. serials now fitted with tilting bracket
and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays: 7 element, 8245; 11 ele-
ment, £2 821; 14 element, 2340; 18 element,
£350. Wall Mounting with Cranked Arm: 7 ele-
ment, UM; 11 element, 2315; 14 element,
24421; 18 element, £450. Chimney Mounting
Arrays, Complete: 7 element, £4: 11 element,
84.873; 14 element, 24.75; 18 element, 2545.
Complete assembly instruction with every aerial.
Low loss co -axial cable, 83p yd. King Teleboosters-
Labgear U.H.P. Boosters from 2315. Belling Lee
'Concord' all Band V.H.F./U.H.F. mains operated
pre -amp., 2740. State clearly ohannel number
required on all orders. P.p.: Aerials, 40p; acces-
sories, 15p. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

BBC - ITV - FM AERIALS
BBC (Band 1): Loft, £1.25;
wall S/D, £1621; 'H' array,
£3.00. ITV (Band 8): 5 element
loft array, 2205; 7 element,
L271; well mounting, 5 ele-
ment, t325. Combined BBC/
ITV: Loft 1+5, £2.75; 1+7,
23473; wall mounting 1+5,
23473; chimney mounting 1+5,
£450. Pre -amps from 0.75.
Combined BBC1/ITY/BBCE
Aerials: 1+5+9, £400; 1+5+
14, 24.50; 1+7+14, 2540.
Available loft only.

FM Radio: Loft SID, 971p: 'H', 21421; 3 element
array, 22.873. Standard co -axial cable, 5p yd.
Co -ax plugs, 83p, Outlet boxes, 30p. Diplexer
crossover boxes, 871p. P.p.: Aerials, 405; aces.'
conies, 15p; C.W.O. or C.O.D. (min. C.O.D.
charge 173p). 15yi for fully Illustrated lists.

CALLERS WELCOMED.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)

40-41 Monarch Parade
London Road, Mitcham, Surrey

01-648 4884

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Courses

0
fie%)

After brief, intensely interesting study-
undertaken at home in your spare time-
YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and T.V
Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE

Free Guide contains 120 pages of
information of the greatest importaiQce to
both the amateur and the man employed
in the radio industry. Chambers College
provides first rate postal courses for Radio
Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.S.E. (Elec.). Guide
also gives details of range of certificate
courses in Radio/TV Servicing. Electronics
and other branches of engineering, together
with particulars of our remarkable terms of
Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.
Founded 1885 Over 150,000 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(lncorp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 844V) Aldermaston Court, Reading. RG7 4PF

Vary the strength
of your lighting with a

ILILTLANITCII

The DIMMASWITCH is an attractive and efficient
dimmer unit which fits in place of the normal light
switch and is connected up in exactly the same way.
The ivory mounting plate of the DIMMASWITCH
matches modern electric fittings. Two models are
available, with the bright chrome knob controlling
up to 300 w or 600 w. of all lights except fluorescents
at mains voltages from 200-250v. 50Hz. The DI MMA-
SWITCH has built-in radior:

600-£3.20 Kit Form £2.70
300-£2.70 Kit Form £2.20

All plus 10p. post and packing.
Please send C.W.O. to :-
DEXTER & COMPANY
3 ULVER HOUSE, 19 KING STREET,
CHESTER CHI 2AH. Tel: 0244-25883

As supplied to H.M. Government Departments,
Hospitals, Local Authorities, etc.
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WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

The Service Department Wholesalers

Compare our prices
e.g. NEW 19" C.R.T's . . . OUR PRICE £7.95 Plus 65p carriage

Please note: Components are sold in packs, quantities per pack
are shown under each heading. Prices are per piece of each
value.

SUB -MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTICS

Imfd
2mfd

(5's)
8v. £0 09
8v. C0 09

RADIO/TV GLASS
FUSES

I amp, 1.5 amp, 2 amp, 3 amp.
Per dozen L0.15

TUBULAR CAPACITORS BIAS ELECTROLYTICS (5's)
£0.07

4mfd
5mfd

8v. £009
8v. C0 09(5's)

001 400v. LO.04
-0022 600v. L0.04
-0033 600/1500v. £0.04
.0047 600/1500v. L0.04
.01 400v. L0.04

25mfd 25v.
50mfd 25v. L008
100mfd 25v. LO -10
250mfd 25v. L0.15
500mfd 25v. £0.19
I000mfd I2v. L0.30

8mfd
lOmfd
16mfd
25mfd
32mfd

8v. C0-09
8v. C0 09
8v. L0.09
8v. C0.09
8v. LO09

L0-09

MAINS FUSES
2 amp, 3 amp, 5 amp, 13 amp.
Per dozen L0.25

.022 600v. L005

.033 600v. LO.05

.047 600v. L0.05
L0.05

I000mfd 30v. /0.30
2000mfd 25v. LO.35
2500mfd 30v. L045
3000mfd 30v. L0.47

50mfd
100mfd
200mfd

8v.
8v. L0.09
8v. L0.09 TERMINAL STRIPS

2 L0.12
I 600v.

.22
-47
01

-022

600v. L0.10
600v. £0.14
000v. C0 06
000v. 00.06

5000mfd 30v. £0.55
25mfd 50v. £0.08
50mfd 50v. L0.10
100mfd 50v. £0.13

THERMISTORS (5's)
Miniature LO.08
TH I L0.13

amp
5 amp. 10.14
15 amp £029

-047
I

.22
-47

000v. L0.09
000v. £0.09
000v. LOA 4
000v. LO.19
500v. L0-08

250mfd 50v. £018
500mfd 50v. L0.24
2000mfd 50v. £0.47

2500mfd 50v. 0.55

RECTIFIERS
Silicon Mains (5's)
Westinghouse SIOAR2 LO.33
BYI27 Mullard L0-26

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
i watt, I watt and 2 watt.

The following values are packed in
each value.-001 BY327 £025

cartons of six of
10 ohm 12K 150K

SMOOTHING 12 1.5K 180K

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
(5's)

10 watt rating, suitable for mainsdropper sections.27
I Ohm £009
10 Ohms £009
13 L009

ELECTROLYTICS
working.

!mid L0.0 7
2mfd L0.08
4mfd LO -I I

8mfd 10'13
16mfd L0.16

CONTACT COOLED FULL
WAVE

75ma C0 60
lOOma L0.70
150ma £0 86

..

15 1-8K 220K
18 2.2K 270K
22 2-7K 330K

3.3K 390K
33 3-9K 430K
39 4.3K 470K
43 4.7K 560K

"25 0.09
33 moo
50 L009
87 0.09
100 " 0.09
ISO '' L0.09

"

32mfd LO -23

2.2,,,,,550mfd
1,. ''8/8mfd C0 19

8/ 16mfd L0.25
16/16mfd L0.26
16/32mfd £027

CO -AXIAL PLUGS
Bakelite top L0.04
Egen metal C0.08
Single point (car radio) LO -10

47 5.6K 680K
56 6.8K 820K
68 82K IM
82 10K 12M
100 12K 15M
120 I5K 1.13M

220 "
moo

330 0.09
I K .. £0 09

32/32mfd CO -27
50/50mfd LO -42
50/50/50mfd LO -52

SLIDER PRE-SETS (3's)
100K L0.08

ISO 18K 2.2M
180 22K 2.7M
220 27K 3.3M

22K ., £009
3.3K 1,,,"2
4.7K LV."

CANNED ELECTROLYTICS
l00/200mfd L0-63

I Meg L0.08
22 Meg L0.08

270 33K 3-9M
330 39K 4.3M
390 43K 4.7M

PULSE CERAMICS (5's) 12KV
100pf 22pf £0'°6
120pf 47pf £006
I80pf 68pf rY.Y.

100/400mfd C0.83
200/200mfd L0.85
200/200/100mrd L0-95
200/400/32mfd L0.95
100/300/100/16 L0.95
100/400/32mfd L0-95

JACK PLUGS
Chrome standard C0.20
Standard L0.15
3.5mm. metal L0.15

430 47K 5.6M
470 56K 6.8M
560 ., 68K 82M

82K 10M
820 100K 12M
IK 120K 15M

250pf LV...
Tubular type for use in Scan

100/400/64/16 £1.07 All the above values are available in
both }watt, 1 watt and 2 watt versions.

correction circuits and Line
Outputs. SKELETON PRE-SETS (5's)

25K Vertical £0.07

DIN PLUGS (2's)
3 -pin 0.10
5 -pin LOA I

°Special for Philips TV's:
8.2M 2 -watt, 23p per pack.

Price) watt I0, I watt 13, 2 watt 23
50K .. LO -07

Sockets L0.06

CERAMICS (6's)
500pf 22pf L0.03
680pf 47pf £0.03
820pf 68pf L0.03
I000pf 100pf L0.03
I 500pf 120pf f0.03
3000pf 180pf L003
5000pf CO.03

100K L0-07
250K .. 10.07
500K L0.07
I meg C0 07
2 meg .. L0.07
500K Horizontal L007
680V ,. C0 07

I meg .. L0-07

DOUBLE DIODE RECTIFIERS
(5's)

Bush/Murphy/BRC, etc.
Line/frame timebases etc.
3 leg 00.31
4 leg C0.31
5 leg L0.31

VOLUME CONTROLS
Standard spindle with flat.
Double pole switch L0.25
Without switch L0. 19

(One per pack)
5K, 10K, 25K, SOK, WOK, 250K, 500K,

I meg, 2 meg.

MOBILE STORES VANS IN LONDON, WEST COUNTRY, WALES AND SCOTLAND

RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGES SERVISOL AND ELECTROLUBE
ACOS: GP67/2g. High gain general purpose Mono £0.83 PRODUCTS (Nett trade)

GP91/SC. Stereo -compatible replacement
GP9I/3SC. High gain version of above
GP94/ISS. Stereo cartridge

GENERAL PURPOSE REPLACEMENT FOR TC8's etc.
High gain, plenty of output (lap.)

LI .10
C1-10
L1.89

C0 99

Servisol aerosol can
Electrolube 2AX aerosol
Servisol Freezit
Electrolube No. I Snorkel
Electrolube 2GX Greaie

LO.63 nett
L0.70 nett
00.47 nett
C0.90 nett
CO.42 nett

REPLACEMENT
STYLI

TC8 LO -23
GC8 CO -23

Stereo version L1-89 Servisol Aero-Clene for tape heads £0.53 nett
Servisol Aero-Duster L0.53 nett
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REBUILT AND NEW TUBES-TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE
REBUILT BRAND NEW A FEW SAMPLE TYPES, REMEMBER WE STOCK EVERY

TUBE IR

VI 0,
CL 144ILI ii
0 5
ag Rt -

0
ILI r., ,(5

Z
IA
40 4

I
r.

8 csI
a)
il.

17" 4£5.95 £6.50 CMEI702, AW43-80, CRMI73, MW43-80, MW43-69*,
CRMI72*, AW43-88, AW43-89, CMEI705, CME1703, CI7AF,
CI7SM, etc.

19" # £5.95 £7.95 CMEI903.
CI9AH, CI9AF,1CI9

CME902,
ACMEI901,

AW47-90, AW47-9 1 , A47 -14W,
.

21" 4 £795 £9.90 CME2I01, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM2I I*, CRM2I2*, MW53-
20*, MW53-80*.

23" 4 £7.95 £10-80 CME2303, CME230I, AW59-90, AW59-91.

COLOUR TUBES ALL PRICES ARE NETT
IN STOCK.
PRICES ON TWIN CMEI906 1
APPLICATION PANELS I 9 " A47 -13W J

.NEW ONLY. NO REBUILDS

ON APPLICATION 23" ,V57;1°,6, } ON APPLICATION

EVERY TUBE IN STOCK INCLUDING 12", 16" PORTABLES, PANORAMA & RIMGUARDS. TERMS: CASH WITH
ORDER. CARRIAGE ANYWHERE IN GT. BRITAIN 65p per Tube

RADIO AND TELEVISION VALVES SMALL SELECTION
British made valves normally supplied. EVERY TYPE IN STOCK
DY86/7 EY86/7
DY802 EZ80
EABC80 EZ8I
EB91
EBC90
EBF80
EBF89
ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC804
ECH8 I
ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL84
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183
EF184
EH90
EL34
EY5 I

EZ90
GZ34
GY501
PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC88
PCC89
PCC189
PCC806
PCF80
PCF86
PCF87
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF806
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

PCL86
PD500
PF L200
PL36
PL8I
PL8IA
PL82
PL83
PL84
PL302
PL504
PL508
PL509
PY33
PY81
PY800
PY801
PY82
PY83
PY500
UABC80
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UL4I
UL84
UY85

CI)

O
CID

1:2

LLI

CC

ALL MAZDA/BRIMAR TYPES IN STOCK

0
CYI+I

0
0

U)
CC

laJ
0
B.

0
44
CC

w

U)
CC

Iii
0
CC

0

MINC

TRADE & SERVICE ENGINEERS ONLY SUPPLIED
Cash with order. 10% MAY BE DEDUCTED FROM THE ADVERTISED
PRICES EXCEPT FOR NETT ITEMS, C.O.D., OR TUBES

All orders must exceed [5.00 in value otherwise postage and packing
will be charged at 25p per invoice. Components must be ordered
in multiples as packed.

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE listing valves, tubes, L.O.P.T.'s
components, transistors, including HUGE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
LIST. 15p in loose stamps, please.

L 0 . P.T.'s
LINE OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED
L.O.P.T.'s ONLY AVAILABLE

FROM LONDON DEPOT

EXCHANGE UNITS AND
NEW REPLACEMENTS

EVERY MAKE SUPPLIED
(EXCEPT MURPHY OIL -FILLED)

REWIND SERVICE FOR
OBSOLETE MODELS

FRAME OUTPUT, SOUND OUTPUT AND

MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

REMEMBER . . . We are the Service department Wholesalers and supply only the Service
Engineers' requirements and can therefore carry large stocks, and also we know and under-
stand your problems regarding getting the right spares QUICKLY and the RIGHT PRICE.
HOT-LINE ORDERS: LONDON 01-5675400-2971 .01 -579-3582.SOMERSET 045-84-2597

4 & 5 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7
Telephones: 01-567 5400 01-567 2971 01-579 3582

42 WEST END, STREET, SOMERSET 045-84 2597
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I'D RATHER
HAVE A
MINITEST"
The SEI MINITEST has made a remarkable impact in the
pocket -sized multi -range meter market, by making itself
a firm favourite with discerning people in the industry.
Let's look into the reasons why.
First, the appearance. Diminutive, neat, wipe -clean
cycolac case with shock and magnetic field proof steel
liner: Controls are simple and easy to use.
Second, the range. The Minitest
measures a.c. and d.c. voltages d.c.
current and resistance over 20 ranges
to a sensitivity of 20,000 and 2,000
ohms per volt d.c. and a.c. respectively.
Third, high voltage probes. These
extend the range to 25 or 30kV d.c.
Little wonder the Minitest is preferred!

SALFORD ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD
Peel Works, Barton Lane, Eccles,
Manchester M30 OHL
Telephone 061-789 5081 Telex 667711
A Member Company of GEC Electrical
Components Ltd.

C___3 CSiS.CD

REBUILT TUBES!
YOU'RE

SAFE

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM

RE -VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
I 2in. L41.75 I9in. [5.87
I4in. .. [5.00 21 in. .. [7.25
I5in. .. [515 23in. [8.50
I7in. .. [5.25 l9in. Twin Panel 0.50

23in. Twin Panel £10
Cash or cheque with order, or cosh on delivery

COLOUR TUBES AVAILABLE
Discount for Trade

* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun
assembly and the correct voltage heater.

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card
covering it for two years against all but breakage.

* Each tube is delivered free anywhere in the U.K.
and insured on the journey.

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-
how. We were amongst the very first .to pioneer
the technique of rebuilding television tubes.
RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
T.I. 01-689/7735

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS rorEL.4984.
IRS .28 251740T .57 DY86 EL500 .82 PC1.82 86 UABC80 .33
185 .22 3001 80 DY87 46 EM80 .41 P07.83 .60 0AF42 '51
1T4 .16 30C15 68 DY802 40 EM81 .41 PCL84 17 UBC41 .52
384 .28 30C17 430 EABC80 .32 EM84 .33 PCL85 45 UBF80 .34
3V4 .37 30018 47 EAF42 .50 EM87 '37 PCL86 41 17BF89 13
5U40 .26 3085 76 EB41 .40 EY51 .38 PCL88 72 170084 .35
5V40 37 30FL1 .68 EB91 11 EY88 .32 PCL800 .77 170085 36
5Y3OT .30 30FL12 72 EBC33 40 EZ40 .43 PENA4 42 17CF80 .36
5Z40 .37 3081.14 78 EBC41 54 EZ41 '43 PEN36C 70 UCH42 432
6/30L2 .58 301.1 .32 EBC90 42 EZ80 .23 PFL200 .53 UCH81 12
6AL5 11 301.15 .62 EBF80 38 EZ81 .24 PL36 .49 UCL82
6A21.6 '13 301.17 .78 EBF89 .31 0230 .37 PL81 .46 UCL83 .55
6AQ5 .26 30P4 66 ECC81 18 0Z32 48 PL81A 151 UF41 .56
6AT6 .22 30P12 .77 ECC82 '20 0Z34 80 PL82 '33 17889 .83
6A176 .22 30P10 .65 ECC83 .35 KT41 .77 PL83 .36 17141 80
6BA6 22 30PL1 .63 ECC85 .28 KT61 .55 PL84 133 UL44 21.00
611E6 .28 30PL13 78 ECC804 .60 KT66 81 PL500 .64 UL84 15
BJ6 .42 80PL14 70 ECF80 '80 LN319 '63 P1.504 .64 UM84

6BW7 .55 30PL15 .90 E0882 .30 LN329 .72 83884 .37 UY41 .41
6006021.10 35L60T .45 ECH35 .30 LN339 63 P3125 2117 1JY85 .28
8814 .45 38W4 .28 ECH42 .63 N78 .87 VP4B .77
61,23 .71 35Z40T 25 90981 .29 P61 .50 PY33 .55 Z77 12
61,25 .62 807 .45 EMUS 41 PABC80 .35 PY81 .27 Translators
6970 .12 8063 48 ECH84 47 PC86 '51 PY82 .27 AC107 17
6980 .17 AC/VP2 77 ECL80 .32 PC88 51 PY83 .138 AC127 18
6Q70 '28 B349 65 ECL82 .33 PC96 .42 PY88 35 AD140 .37
68N70T 430 B729 '62 E0L86 46 PC97 .40 PY800 .37 AF116 20
6V60 .23 CCH35 .67 EF39 .38 PC900 47 PY801 .87 AF116 .20
6V60T 42 CY31 EF41 .60 PCC84 80 R19 .32 A1,117 20
61E4 -23 DAF91 .22 9980 .24 PCC85 .30 920 .65 AF118 .48
6X50T .28 DAF96 86 EF86 11 PCC88 .45 1)25 .68 AF125 17
7B7 .88 DF33 .38 EF86 11 PCC89 .47 1)26 45 AF127 17
10P13 .60 DF91 .16 9889 .27 PCC189 .51 U47 '68 0028 .25
12AH822.25 1)896 .86 EF91 .18 PCC805 15 1749 86 0044
12.AT7 .18 DH77 .22 EF183 .29 PCF80 .29 1750 89 0045 .ta
12AU6 .23 0932 .37 EF184 32 PCF82 32 1752 41 0071 12
12AU7 .23 D1191 EH90 .42 PCF86 47 1778 24 0073 12
12A117 .28 D1192 42 EL33 .55 PCF800 67 17191 .82 0075 .12
19B060 .87 D996 .88 EL34 .49 PCF801 .38 U193 .42 0081 .12
2082 .67 131.35 .86 EL41 .55 PCF802 .45 17251 72 0081D 12
20P3 .85 DL92 .28 EL84 .24 PCF805 .67 17301 .52 0082 12
20P4 .92 DL94 .37 EL90 .26 PCF806 -60 17329 .72 00820 12
25L60T .25 DL96 .38 E1,95 .33 PCF808 -72 17801 .98 00170 le

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,

ESSEX. Tel. 01-550 7441
Postage on 1 valve 5p, on 2 or more valves 3p per valve extra.

Any Parcel Insured against Damage In Transit 3p extra.
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NO HOLDS BARRED! THIS MONTH
The trade battle for the colour television receiver market
is now really hotting up. The latest manufacturers' home
delivery figures from BR EMA are impressive, showing a
continued acceleration. During the first five months of
this year 231,000 colour receivers were delivered to the
trade, representing a rise of 52% over the same period
in 1970 (152,000 receivers). Deliveries of monochrome
sets continue to fall-now at around the 13% level. So
people are decidedly beginning to switch to colour.

Manufacturers are also now making a strong effort to
fight off the threat from imported products. Examples
of this awakening are the new BRC 8000 series 17in.
model at a recommended retail price of only £189.75
(less than anything comparable from overseas) and the
new low prices of the GEC 19in. range. These and other
moves are encouraging signs but it would be foolish
for the industry to indulge in premature euphoria. R BM
for instance have introduced a new monochrome
portable (the TV300) which is being built in Japan,
presumably working on the principle of "if you can't
beat 'em, join 'em". And coming fast on the news of
the BRC 8000 colour chassis with its advanced solid-
state design with 41 transistors, 3 i.c.s and other
features, and bearing in mind the Philips 520 with its
5 i.c.s, we learn that Toshiba have developed a 20in.
colour receiver in which 75% of the circuitry has been
accommodated in no less than 15 i.c.s. The secret of
this design is said to be a technique which makes it
possible to manufacture i.c.s with superior linear
operating characteristics and low noise figures.

At the moment the situation is developing into a
gigantic game of leapfrog or industrial one-upmanship.
Competition is a stimulus of course and keeps manu-
facturers on their toes but the vicious atmosphere which
is becoming part and parcel of modern commercial life
can react against the interests of the consumer by way
of shoddy products-as it can be seen to have done
in many industries already.

Let us hope therefore that the colour TV battle, which
is now joined, will not result in a lowering of the high
standards to which we have become accustomed.

W. N. STEVENS, Editor
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THE NEXT ISSUE DATED OCTOBER
WILL BE PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 22
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Cover: Grateful acknowledgements this month to
Mullard Ltd. who provided us with the TV i.c.s shown
in our cover photograph.

IPC Magazines Limited 1971. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "TELEVISION" is fully protected and reproduction or imitation
in whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by "TELEVISION" to ensure that the advice and data given to readersare reliable.
We cannot however guarantee it and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are those current as we go to press. All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed to Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD. Address correspondence regarding advertisements to Advertisement
Manager, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD.
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FIRST VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDER

Philips have announced preliminary details of their
videocassette recorder Model N1500 which is due for
release towards the end of this year with full-scale
production starting next year. The recorder contains
a built-in tuner unit so that recording can be done
automatically on plugging in an aerial. In this way
the viewer can record and watch his ordinary TV set
at the same time. The recorder contains a u.h.f.
modulator to enable its output to be played back
via the aerial socket of an ordinary TV set. Fully

The Philips N1500 videocassette recorder.

compatible recordings can be made in colour or mono-
chrome and the UK version will be to the PAL
standard. There is no reduction in playing time for
colour. The whole unit will cost around £280 with
60 -minute blank cassettes costing about £12 each.

DIFFICULT UHF RECEPTION

Writing in Electrical and Electronic Trader recently
B. Sykes, Group Chairman, J Beam Aerials Ltd.,
comments on u.h.f. reception problems in what he
calls "diffused -signal areas". These are poor -signal
areas where the symptom is found that no improve-
ment can be obtained with a high -gain Yagi in com-
parison to a much smaller type of aerial. The geo-
graphical situation is that a hill obscures the direct
signal path from the transmitter, the only signal avail-
able consisting of reflected and diffracted signals
arriving from different directions and in different
phases. The basic conundrum is that because of the
diffuse nature of the signal, increased aerial gain can-
not be obtained by using a narrow-beamwidth aerial,
i.e. as already noted a high -gain Yagi does not im-
prove matters. A solution however is to reduce the
vertical aerial beamwidth while leaving the horizontal
beamwidth wide. This can be done by using two

aerials stacked vertically : when two identical aerials
are stacked vertically the horizontal beamwidth is un-
altered but the vertical beamwidth is halved and the
gain doubled. The J Beam Multibeam aerial of course
uses a configuration of vertically stacked director ele-
ments and is suggested as a help in such situations. B.
Sykes continues : "As much as a three -to -one variation
in signals between channels using a single, flat Yagi,
with one or more channels completely useless, be-
comes almost identical signal strength on each chan-
nel when the Multibeam is used. Further gain can be
obtained by stacking two Multibeams vertically but
any attempt at horizontal stacking with the conse-
quent reduction in horizontal beamwidth produces
no improvement in gain whatsoever."

ADVANCES IN ICs FOR TV

Plessey Microelectronics have announced that they
have succeeded in squeezing the entire chroma signal
processing circuitry for a PAL colour receiver into
just two i.c.s-most other firms active in this field
use some five i.c.s. to perform the same functions. The
two i.c.s are now in full-scale production at Plessey's
Swindon plant and we understand that the initial pro-
duction will be used in Rank -Bush -Murphy sets for
which they were custom designed (Plessey and RBM
have been working together in this field for some
time with Plessey producing the i.c.s used in RBM
colour sets).

Meanwhile Toshiba in Japan has announced the
development of a 20in. colour set in which 75 per
cent of the circuitry is incorporated in 15 integrated
circuits. The new set, the ICI, also uses 17 ordinary
transistors and 49 diodes. Toshiba claim that their ad-
vances in crystal device technology have enabled them
to achieve this degree of integration in a TV set.

BELGIAN TV CONDITIONS

We have received an interesting letter from a reader
in Belgium who describes the very different television
conditions there. He corhments that DX -TV is part
of the normal way of life because of the possibility of
receiving extra programmes from foreign transmitters
at "ultra -fringe" distances-facilitated by the rela-
tively flat terrain and the use of common languages.
The normal sets on the market are designed to operate
on the French 819- and 625 -line standards, the Bel-
gian v.h.f. 625 -line standard, Luxembourg 819 lines and
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. 625 -line standards adopted in the
rest of continental West Europe, with standards
switching sometimes incorporated in the channel
selector, sometimes semi -automatic and in other sets
by means of independent pushbuttons (so we thought
dual -standard sets rather a complication !).
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In Brussels the most popular foreign programme is
ORTF-1 from Lille on ch. FBA. ORTF-2 from the
same site can also be received but being on a higher
channel, ch. 21, satisfactory reception-at 127km.-is
more difficult. Dutch speakers can watch, NOS -1 and
-2 from Goes on chs. 29 and 32 at about 75km.
though some are equipped to receive NOS -1 on ch. 4
from Lopik at 133km. On the higher ground in the
eastern suburbs of Brussels Band IV aerials can be
seen directed towards Aachen WDR-1 ch. 24 (125km.)
or Monschau ZDF (ch. 21, cochannel with ORTF-2)
while in other parts of Belgium other distant trans-
mitters are used depending on linguistic interest and
propagation characteristics. In Flanders rotatable
aerial rigs are popular, generally carrying Band III
and IV / V horizontal Yagis. Dover is received by
some coastal viewers despite the low e.r.p. of this
station, the offshore direction of transmission and the
need for 6MHz intercarrier sound adaptors-which
are available commercially to enable Belgian sets to
get the UK sound signal.

There are in Brussels several municipal and private
cable distribution systems which offer up to ten
different programme services (ORTF-1 and -2, RTB /
BRT, NOS -1 and -2, ARD-1 and -3, ZDF and Luxem-
bourg) either on the original standards (but different
channels) or remodulated to facilitate distribution and
reception. Our correspondent uses a system that con-
verts all signals to the CCIR standard B with PAL
colour: Luxembourg is brought in via a microwave
relay link but all the other signals are received off -air
by aerials mounted on the roofs of tall buildings. Simi-
lar systems exist or are being built in other major
towns and cities.

TRADE NOTES

The latest BREMA figures for TV set deliveries-for
May-show the continuing rise in colour set produc-
tion and corresponding now marked fall off in mono-
chrome set deliveries. Colour set deliveries for the
month at 41,000 were up by over 17% compared to
the same month last year while monochrome set
deliveries at 91,000 fell by over 33%.

As mentioned in our Show notes last month ITT
have reintroduced the RGD brand : so far there are
two monochrome models, the RV237 a 20in. single -
standard set at £74 and a 24in. version, Model RV337,
at f82-50. These sets are fitted with the ITT VC200
chassis. Dynatron have a remote control unit for use
with their colour Models CTV9 and CTV11 : we un-
derstand that this is the first time in the UK that re-
mote control has been applied to models fitted with
varicap tuners. Two Nivico models have been intro-
duced by Denham and Morley (Overseas) Ltd., a
spherical, rotatable 9in. mains -battery model, the
Videoglobe, with visor to conceal the screen when the
set is not in use, at f69.45, and a 14in. mains -battery
portable model at £77.

Next year's Radio and TV Trade Shows will again
be held during the spring in London, from May 21st
to May 25th.

ITA's DIGITAL STANDARDS CONVERTER

The ITA's experimental digital line -store standards
converter (see Teletopics, June 1971) was demon-
strated at a recent Royal Television Society meeting.
To enable the converter to interpolate over a range
of four lines three line stores are used in the inter-

polator, each store having a capacity of 770 8 -bit
"words"-sufficient to store one line of video infor-
mation sampled at three times the colour subcarrier
frequency, i.e. 13-3MHz. The converter has been
assembled from a number of basic component
modules which were designed initially for the com-
puterised monitoring equipment which forms part of
the ITA's automation programme. These modules
however are equally suitable for use in colour syn-
chronisers and field -rate converters. The work being
carried out by the ITA on conversion is the subject
of several patent applications.

SOLID-STATE IMAGE CONVERTER

A solid-state device for converting optical images
directly to a sequential digital output has been devel-
oped by Optonetics Inc., of Teterboro, New Jersey.
The optical imagg is focused on to a photosensitive
layer of semiconductor material. This is backed by a
crossgrid of thin electrical conductors each intersection
of which is addressed in turn to obtain a signal corres-
ponding to the image brightness at that point. Using
electronic circuitry to scan the entire crossgrid matrix
in this way an optical image can be converted into
90,000 to 360,000 points per square inch. The cross -
grid of conductors is part of a multilayer sandwich
with electroluminescent phosphor laminated to the
back of the photosensitive semiconductor layer. Whilst
this has been developed with applications such as com-
puter use and character recognition in mind it never-
theless shows up the possibilities that may some day
lead to a radically different form of picture display
device in TV.

NEW LIGHT -EMITTING MATERIAL

A new company has been set up in the UK to develop
what it claims to be an important advance in the field
of light -emitting semiconductor material for solid-
state displays. The generation of devices about to
enter the stage of large-scale production are based on
gallium arsenide phosphates but the new company
claims advantages in using a new material for this pur-
pose, zinc selenide, which has an attractive band gap
for light emission. New processing techniques to ob-
tain pure zinc selenide have been developed and with
the evaporation of a thin translucent layer of gold
on the zinc selenide chip a light -emitting Shottky
diode is obtained. The efficiency of the new material
in terms of lumens per watt is apparently already
comparable with the best gallium arsenide phosphide
lamps while the driving voltages are i.c. compatible at
15V.

TRANSMITTER NEWS

ITA transmissions on u.h.f. from Durris, Kincardine-
shire carrying Grampian Television programmes in
black -and -white have now started. The full colour
service is to start on September 30th. The channel is
25, polarisation horizontal and a Group A receiving
aerial is required.

The BBC has announced the start of engineering
tests for the BBC -1 service from the Sheffield relay
station on channel 31 (receiving aerial Group A, ver-
tically polarised) and for the BBC -2 service from the
Wharfedale relay station on channel 28 (receiving
aerial Group A, vertically polarised).
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INTERCARRIER SOUND 1.C.s

Hardly have we got used to all -transistor colour re-
ceiver, chassis than we find the first designs incor-
porating integrated circuits being introduced. This
is a trend which is certain to continue in colour sets
since so many of the stages are low-level pulse cir-
cuits which are readily adaptable to the use of i.c.s;
the trend is also showing in monochrome receivers as
the volume of production of i.c.s increases and the
range of functions they can carry out also increases.
In this series of articles we shall examine some of the
i.c.s now available or shortly to be available for use
in TV sets, how they are employed and the receiver
circuitry used around them.

One of the first i.c.s to be widely used in TV sets
was the Mullard TAA570 which is encapsulated in a
10 -lead TO -74 casing. It is used in the Pye 169 single -
standard monochrome chassis, the GEC-Sobell
2047-1047 series of monochrome sets and the Philips
G8 single -standard colour chassis to carry out the
operations of intercarrier sound i.f. amplification,
limiting, demodulation and preamplification of the
audio signal. The output of this i.c. can be fed
directly to an audio output stage which requires an
input for maximum delivered power of around 0.5V.
Mullard suggest a Class A single -ended push-pull
circuit using a BC158 and two BD131 transistors but
it can also be used to drive a triode -pentode such as
the PCL86.

The Circuit
The internal circuit of this complex i.c. will not be

reproduced here and in any case would not be useful
to the service engineer since only a few points in
the circuit are accessible at the external pins. Be-
cause active stages are as easy or easier to form in
i.c.s than passive components, the "circuit design" of
an i.c. tends to be more complex than that of the
transistor circuits which it replaces. Another factor is
that cross -couplings and distributed resistance and
capacitance exist which cannot be represented in a
conventional circuit diagram. For these reasons we
shall show the block diagrams of most of the i.c.s to
be covered rather than the detailed internal circuitry.

The block diagram of the TAA570 is shown in Fig.
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6MHz
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filter
stages of amplification

and limiting

LC ase
shifting

ph
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De -emphasis
capacitor

AF
out
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con rot
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the TAA570 intercarrier sound
amplifier, limiter and detector i.c. There are 32 transistors

and seven diodes in this 1.c.

1 along with the associated external components it re-
quires. The separated intercarrier sound signal at a
centre frequency of 6MHz is fed to the input which
presents an impedance approximating 4k1.2 in parallel
with 13pF. The first four stages provide amplification
and limiting of the 6MHz signal, using long-tailed
pair balanced amplifiers. The signal then takes two
routes, one directly to a quadrature detector and the
other via an external 90° phase -shift network whose
output is then fed into the other input of the quadra-
ture phase detector. The a.f. signal from the detector
is de-emphasised by an externally -connected capaci-
tor and passes to an audio preamplifier.

The gain of the preamplifier can be controlled by
applying a steady voltage to this section of the i.c. (at
pin 4). Alternatively audio gain can be controlled in
the normal way by a potentiometer in the signal path
at the output of the i.c. D.C. control of gain is par-
ticularly useful if remote control is desired, and a
minimum control range of 60dB is quoted. The out-
put resistance of the final stage is around 5.6ki2.

Quadrature Detection
As the principle of quadrature detection of an f.m.

signal is not as well known as that of the commonly
used ratio detector a few notes on this will be given.
The most important point about a quadrature detector

R_FIRILF1

Limited
signal

1.111F1J

External
decoupllna

De -emphasis
capacitor

rfk, (external)

V2
Reference signal from

LC phase shift network

Fig. 2: The quadrature detector circuit. The external LC
phase -shift network is driven by the signal fed to it via Cl
The sinewave signal from the phase -shift network drives
Tr6 base and by emitter -follower action appears across its
emitter resistor Rk. Thus Tr6 is driven at its base and Tr5
is driven at its emitter by the same basic waveform. This
of course amounts to paraphase drive and Tr5 and Tr6

provide anaphase squarewave outputs.
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Fig. 3: Quadrature detector waveforms.

is that it uses no inductors in the signal path : this
alone makes it desirable for use in an i.c. since the
use of a ratio detector circuit would entail having a
pin on the i.c. for each transformer connection. In
addition this circuit has excellent a.m. rejection and
is very easy to set up, the only adjustment necessary
being to the phase -shift network which is simply
tweaked until the a.f. output is a maximum (with
input signal adequate to produce the limiting action).

Figure 2 shows the quadrature detector circuit used
in the i.c. Trl and Tr2, Tr3 and Tr4, Tr5 and Tr6
are long-tailed pairs. The upper set Tr 1-Tr4 is fed
with the limited (i.e. clipped or squared) f.m. signal
in paraphase and the lower pair with a reference
sinewave signal-again in paraphase-whose phase is
90° different from the phase of the f.m. carrier. This
reference signal is obtained from the external LC
phase -shift network. Thus the inputs to Tr 1, Tr2 and
Tr3, Tr4 are antiphase squarewaves which are fre-
quency modulated while the inputs to Tr5 and Tr6
are antiphase sinewaves which are phase modulated
since the 90° phase -shifting circuit smooths out the
squarewave carrier fed to it and shifts its phase as the
frequency varies.

Figure 3 shows the waveforms at different signal
frequency conditions. At (a) there is an exact 90°
phase shift between VI (the squarewave signal from
the limiter section) and V2 (the 90° shifted sinewave).
At (b) the frequency has shifted slightly (increased).

Taking the collector currents in Tr5 and Tr6 as
Ic5 and /c6 respectively we can see that these currents
flow only when the voltage waveform V2 switches
these transistors on; and since V2 is applied in para-
phase the output currents /c5 and /c6 flow alternately.
The signal voltage VI is fed in paraphase to the
upper pairs Trl, Tr2 and Tr3, Tr4 so that /c5 flows
alternately via Tr 1 and Tr2 and /c6 flows alternately
via Tr3 and Tr4. We can construct a table (Fig. 4)
showing under what conditions current will flow in
the load RL which is common to the collectors of Tr 1
and Tr3 and we can thus predict the current IL in
the load.

Now examine the case-Fig. 3(b)-where V2 has
been slightly phase shifted as well as changed in
frequency. Following the same procedure we can see
that the frequency of the output signal has changed,
and its mark -space ratio has also changed. We have
thus produced a rectified signal consisting of a series

V1 V2 105 106 ii.
+ + ON OFF ON
+ - OFF ON OFF- - OFF ON ON- + ON OFF OFF

Fig. 4: Voltage and current
conditions in the quad-

rature detector circuit.

71-LJT_EL_-LELJ-

Signal
before

clipping

(clipped
signal)

V2

les

IL

Fig. 5- The effect of amphtude modulation. although IL
consists of pulses of differing widths, the spaces alter in
proportion so that a constant d.c. level is preserved. In this

way a.m. produces no output.

of pulses whose frequency and mark -space ratio vary
as the original signal varies in frequency. The load
resistor RL forms with the de -emphasis capacitor an
integrating circuit which adds the pulses, providing an
output signal which varies in amplitude as the signal
frequency changes, which is what is wanted.

A.M. Suppression
The effect of a.m. in the signal is shown in Fig. 5.

When a signal which has become amplitude modu-
lated (because of interference or rapid fading) is
clipped the output from the limiter is a squarewave
which varies in width at the frequency of modulation.
Following the waveforms in Fig. 5 we can see that
the width modulation of VI merely shifts the pulses
in the output load to-and-fro without affecting the
mark -space ratio over a number of cycles so that
good a.m. rejection is achieved.

Another incidental advantage of this form of quad-
rature detection is that the waveform which is finally
rectified is at double the intercarrier frequency, i.e.
12MHz. This is of particular importance in an i.c.
in which it may be difficult to prevent feedback from
one stage to an earlier one, since it means that feed-
back will be at a harmonic, which causes much less
chance of instability.

The performance of this detector circuit is impres-
sive and is a clear example of the advantages of using
i.c.s. With discrete components it would hardly be
economic to use a detector circuit which required six
transistors and an LC circuit in addition to the com-
plications of paraphase drive!

D.C. Gain Control
Internal a.f. gain control is achieved by another

long-tailed pair in a circuit whose principle is shown
in Fig. 6. The input signal is fed to the base of Tr3
which drives the emitters of Trl and Tr2. The col-
lector current of Tr3 thus flows through Trl and Tr2
and by varying the bias on the bases of these two
transistors the proportion of Tr3's collector current
passing through each can be adjusted. At low Tr2 base
bias very little signal current will pass through Tr2 and
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403Control bias

Fig. 6 (left): The principle
of the d.c. gain control

circuit.
Fig. 7 (right): Suggested
external circuits for the
TAA570. Resistor R is in-
cluded if the 0 of Ll is
greater than the optimum

figure of 25.

to its collector load from which the output is taken. At
high Tr2 base bias most of the signal current will pass
through it. In this way the bias on Tr2 can be used
to vary the signal output obtained from its collector.

External Circuitry
A recommended external circuit for the TAA570

is shown in Fig. 7. A 12V supply is needed with a
current drain of about 20mA; this will usually be
obtained from a zener diode stabiliser. The inter -
carrier sound i.f. signal from the pick -off point is
coupled through a bandpass filter to pins 8 and 9
and so to the long-tailed pair balanced amplifiers. The
phase -shifting components are connected between
pins 1 and 2 and provide the 90° phase shift for the
quadrature detector. The capacitor which forms part
of the de -emphasis circuit is connected to pin 6. Pins
1, 9 and 7 are decoupled to earth while pin 10 is
directly connected to earth. Pin 4 applies the external
base bias to the output stage and can be used to pro-
vide gain control as just described : a variable resistor
and a fixed resistor in series are required since the
bias resistor is internal. An external load resistor is
connected between pins 3 and 5, pin 3 being the con-
nection to the collector of the output stage and pin 5
the main positive supply pin, again decoupled. The
layout of the circuit should allow the signal de -
coupling pins 9, 7, 6, 1 to be earth returned as close
as possible to the earthing of pin 10.

Philips G8 Circuit
The circuit of the a.f. section of the Philips G8

single -standard colour chassis which employs a

220p

Input from
0A90 cletoctor
circuit 5-6k

2 0.1

Output

Input

106

TAA570 amongst other i.c.s is shown in Fig. 8. An
OA90 diode is used to detect the luminance and
chroma signals and provide the 6MHz intercarrier
sound signal. The chroma and sound signals are then
amplified by the BF194 transistor shown in Fig. 8,
the chroma signal being taken from the emitter circuit
and the intercarrier signal from the 6MHz tuned
circuit in the collector lead of the BF194. This tuned
circuit provides the required selectivity for the inter -
carrier sound signal which is then applied to the input
of the TAA570. The bias on the output stage of the
i.c. is not varied in this case, gain control being
achieved by a conventional volume control in the
feed to the BC158 driver stage. The sound output
stage consists of a BD131 pair working in Class A
push-pull. The working voltage of the i.c. is derived
from a zener diode fed from the 46V line used for
the output pair.

The TAA350
The Rank -Bush -Murphy single -standard and Pye

691 single -standard colour chassis use the Mullard
TAA350 i.c. to provide intercarrier i.f. amplification.
This simpler i.c. is used in conjunction with an exter-
nal slope detector circuit. The external circuit con-
nections were shown in Fig. 6 on page 460 of the
July 1970 issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

The Author gratefully acknowledges the help of
Mullard Ltd. and Philips Ltd. in the preparation of
this article.

NEXT MONTH: THE TAA700 JUNGLE CIRCUIT
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Fig. 8: The TAA570 and associated audio circuitry as used in the Philips G8 single -standard colour chassis. The signal
developed across R2 in the collector lead of the lower BD131 is used to drive the upper BD131, being applied via R1
and Cl to the base of this transistor. A.C. and d.c. feedback are applied from the output to the emitter of the BC158 driver

transistor.
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THE WELLER AUTO -HEAT
SOLDERING IRON
AN almost bewildering array of soldering irons of
various shapes and sizes is now available. Few of
these have the facility of thermostatic control yet this
is a most desirable feature for workshop use where
soldering irons must be ready for instant use and so
are usually left on all day.

An iron that does possess this facility is the Weller
TCP1 which has a number of novel features. Heat
control is by means of a thermal -magnetic element
associated with the actual soldering bit thus ensuring
that it is always at the correct temperature. The
principle of operation relies upon the fact that iron
ceases to have any magnetic attraction when its tem-
perature is raised above a certain level known as its
Curie point.

Principle of Operation
The bit is made of copper (for maximum heat

transfer), iron -plated and aluminised for long life and
easy tinning, and incorporates a small iron disc at its
base. This is inserted along with the shank of the bit
into the barrel of the iron. Next to this disc in the
barrel is a bar magnet which is connected by a rod to
a switch in the handle. This rod passes through a
magnetic tube at the end of the magnet farthest from
the bit. There is thus a form of tug-of-war for the
magnet between the end of the tube and the disc next
to the bit.

When the iron is cold the magnet is attracted to the
disc and the rod closes the contacts of the spring -
loaded switch. On attaining the desired temperature
the disc reaches its Curie point and there is no further
attraction for the magnet which is then attracted to
the end of the tube. Assisted by the spring action of
the switch, it moves down the barrel and the rod
opens the switch contacts. On cooling to just below
the Curie point the iron disc resumes its attraction
and the magnet moves back to close the switch con-
tacts again.

The iron discs can be made with various Curie
points enabling interchangeable bits to be made for
specific temperatures. In fact Weller have had four
different temperature bits available, for 500, 600, 700
and 800 degrees, but I understand that the demand
for the 500 degree bit is small so that it is being
dropped. Any of these bits can be used with the basic

iron and changed at will to give the desired operating
temperature.

Range
The range of bits is extensive as they are available

in numerous widths, shapes and lengths. There are
five different widths from 1/32 to 3/16in. and 10
different types in each temperature rating. Long life
is claimed for the bits and the iron cladding is partly
responsible for this. Solder has a natural affinity for
copper and absorbs minute amounts from an ordinary
copper bit resulting after a while in the familiar
cavities. The iron cladding is not subject to this effect.
Also as the correct temperature is maintained the
scaling which is common with ordinary irons is pre-
vented. It should however be mentioned that while
these bits are undoubtedly longer -lasting than
ordinary copper ones continual workshop use takes
its toll and replacements are not infrequent-which
can be rather expensive at 50p a time.

The bit should not be filed or cleaned with any
abrasive material. A damp rag or the damp sponge
which is part of the transformer/stand i$ all that is
needed. Bits are easily removed by unscrewing a ring
at the base of the barrel and sliding off the outer
casing liberating the bit at the same time. When
refitting the ring must be screwed only finger -tight. It
has been found over a period of use in the workshop
with a couple of these irons that the outer casing
tends to escape occasionally from the retaining ring
and slide off on to the floor. Flattening out the flange
at the base of the casing gives more for the ring to
grip and usually keeps the casing in place. All the
bits are stamped with their temperature, the 700
degree one being the best for general workshop use.

Irons are available with either four or eight feet of
cable, the longer one adding 60p to the cost. The
cable is covered in silicon -rubber which is claimed to
be burn -proof, and indeed placing the hot bit on the
cable for several minutes failed to produce any
damage. As almost every workshop iron burns its
lead at one time or another this is a useful advantage.

The iron operates from 24V. The original models
were rated at 40W but this has been uprated to 48W.
A transformer can be supplied which is rated at 60W,
this giving ample reserve. With the original 40W
models it was possible to operate two irons from the
same transformer as the load is intermittent due to
the thermostatic controls. With the uprated models
this is no longer recommended.

A conical spring fixed at an angle at the back of
the transformer affords a parking place for the iron
when not in use and of course the weight of the
transformer is sufficient to ensure that it is not
knocked over. A compartment at the front of the
transformer houses a flat sponge pad which must be
kept moist so that the bit can be wiped on it when
needed. If other stands are used they must not con-
tain steel otherwise the magnetic action of the thermo-
stat may be upset.

Use
In use the first impression is the lightness of the

tool. Weight including lead is only 2-5oz. When
idling in the stand the iron switches on for between
3-5 seconds and is then off for about 15 seconds.
When in use the on periods are longer depending on

-continued on page 512
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BASIC CIRCUITS THE CONSTRUCTOR
THIS MONTH: TRANSISTOR VIDEO AND
SYNC SEPARATOR CIRCUITS
THE video amplifier is perhaps the weakest link in
nearly every domestic television receiver and few
manufacturers can feel justly prbud of the video
circuits they have produced. Mean -level a.g.c.,
attenuation of the d.c. level and in some receivers
blatantly uncompensated a.c. coupling have all con-
spired to produce pictures which can cause consider-
able annoyance to the more discerning viewer. Briefly
the basic problems are that a.c. video coupling causes
the overall picture brightness to change with picture
content while d.c. coupling results in interdependence
of the brightness and contrast controls which makes
optimum adjustment rather difficult.

In this month's article the constructor is given the
option of using d.c. coupling, a.c. coupling or a com-
bination of the two. There can be no doubt that d.c.
coupling gives the best results, even up to studio
monitor standard, but it has several drawbacks. There
is the problem just mentioned of brightness and con-
trast control interdependence and also that a greater
beam current must be supplied by the tube when the
picture content is predominantly white. It is thus
essential to have a modern tube with good emission
and an e.h.t. supply with reasonable voltage regula-
tion.

Video Circuits
On 405 lines pin 1 (Fig. 1) of the final 405 i.f. trans-

former is decoupled to chassis by C31 and C32. A
small d.c. bias is tapped off from VR31, passes
through the final i.f. coil and the detector diode to
pin 3 to set up the operating point of Tr32 and
ultimately Tr34. The detected vision signal at pin 3
of the final 405 i.f.t. is passed to the base of Tr32
through a low-pass i.f. filter (L31, C35). The signal
is transformed to a lower impedance by Tr32 and is
developed across R34 with the picture information
positive -going. Similarly the 625 signal is developed
across R240 (see Fig. 3, July issue), but with sync
pulses positive -going.

Selection of the 405/625 signals is accomplished by
relay contact RLY31A and the output from , this
passes to the base of Tr34. This is a high -voltage
transistor specifically designed for use in video output
stages and can easily provide the 100V peak -peak
vision signal required to drive a modern tube. The
frequency response of the video stage is tailored by
C39 and L33 and the deleterious effects of stray capa-
citance are reduced to an absolute minimum by the
use of Tr35 as a buffer stage before applying the video
signal to the c.r.t. R315 and L34 provide a significant
degree of protection from high -voltage flashover with-
in the tube.

Tube Modulation
Because of the differing polarities of the 405- and

625 -line signals a relay mounted at the base of the
tribe (RLY32) is arranged so that the tube is modu-
lated at the cathode on 405 lines (conventional prac-
tice) and from the grid on 625 lines. This system

. ..

J.W.THOMPSON

works extremely well even though 30% more drive is
required for grid modulation. Note that the bright-
ness control will work backwards on 625 lines and if
this is likely to cause confusion the matter can be
easily rationalised at the expense of an additional
relay.

Blanking and Sync Separation
The problems introduced by switched tube modu-

lation are two -fold. First the field flyback blanking
pulses have to be of opposite polarity for each
standard (see Fig. 2). Secondly there is the problem
of separating the sync pulses from the vision infor-
mation. Relay contact RLY31B carries out the neces-
sary switching, taking the signal for the sync separator
Tr36 from the video driver, Tr32 via R36 an C38 on
405 lines and from the video output emitter -follower
Tr35 via R314/C311 and C312 on 625 lines. In both
cases the sync pulses are negative -going with positive-
going video. A positive bias develops across C313
the level of which is determined by the setting of the
presets VR32 (405) and VR33 (625). By suitable
adjustment, Tr36 is held cut-off except on the sync
tips when it conducts heavily. The system is self-
adjusting within a wide range of signal strengths.

The following transistor Tr37 is an npn type and
is thus turned on by the positive -going pulses at Tr36
collector. High -amplitude negative -going sync pulses
are developed across R318 and are suitable for driving
valve or transistor oscillators. The field sync inte-
grating circuit (D32 etc.) provides an output suitable
for feeding to the pentode grid of a PCL85 field
oscillator -output valve through a lkfi limiter resistor
(as for example used in the Bush TV135 series).
Adjust the value of C321 for optimum sync; if it is too
large field bounce will occur.

Output Transistor Rating
For the benefit of readers who cannot wait until the

end of the series to try this circuit a few comments
about power supplies and transistor breakdown vol-
tages will be given. The manufacturer's data on the
D4ON1 transistor indicates that the maximum safe h.t.
voltage in this circuit is 240V and at no time must the
h.t. be allowed to rise above this level. On a domestic,
receiver however the h.t. can sometimes rise to as
much as 300V during the warm up period. Power
supplies for high -voltage transistors are thus rather a
headache for the set designer and there are no less
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than four solutions to the problem : (1) Use a transis-
tor with a higher voltage rating. There is a transistor
(D40N3) which will take 300V and we understand that
this is available from the supplier mentioned at the
end of this article. (2) Stabilise the main power
supply. This is a costly solution and will not be con-
sidered here. (3) Connect a 15k12 3W resistor from the
collector of Tr34 to chassis : even if the h.t. reaches
350V the breakdown voltage of Tr34 will not be
exceeded. Tr35 is still in danger however, so this
method can only be used with the circuit shown in
Fig. 4(b). (4) Use a partially loaded mains transformer
(this method is used in the prototype receiver). The
h.t. for the entire receiver is obtained from a trans-
former with 190V no-load a.c. output, providing 210V
d.c. at 0.25A through a silicon bridge rectifier. At no
time does the h.t. exceed 240V : a resistor chain across
it (30.2 plus 3Id2) draws a continuous current of about
30mA and serves the dual purpose of limiting the
peak h.t. value and of producing at the junction of

Field
output

transformer

To C318

To scan
coils

Fig. 2 (left): Because of
the switched drive to the
c.r.t. it is necessary to
invert the polarity of the
field blanking pulses on
the two systems. The
arrangement shown here
provides the necessary
blanking pulse inversion.

Fig. 3 (right): Suggested
layout-as used in the

prototype.

these two resistors a 100V h.t. line for the medium -
voltage transistors (e.g. Tr37 which has a maximum
V( ER of 140V).

Recommended Solution
The fourth solution is recommended because it per-

mits the use of an earthed chassis. Note that the
+ and -15V supplies may be readily obtained from
a low -voltage transformer with suitable rectification
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Fig. 4: Optional modifications to the basic circuit. (a) Circuit
to reduce aircraft flutter. (b) A.C. coupling to the c.r.t., with

the emitter -follower Tr35 omitted.

and smoothing while the 340V line is derived direct
from mains live through a BY127 rectifier and 100/(F
parallel smoothing capacitor.

Layout
The layout (Fig. 3) is not critical so only a rough

overall plan is given. It is advisable to keep all signal -
carrying leads as short as possible and on the same
side of the chassis as the transistors. The d.c. leads
may be as long as necessary and it is a good idea to
have as many of them as practicable on the other side

of the chassis, feeding the circuit through nylon lead -
through tags.

The transistors themselves should be mounted on
low -capacitance tagstrip (e.g. porcelain stand-off type)
and the two video output transistors will each need to
be bolted to at least 6 sq. cm. of black painted alu-
minium. The heat sink tags on these transistors are
connected to the collector so the heatsinks should be
well away from all stray capacitances and must not
touch the chassis. The body of relay' RLY31 is on the
opposite side of the chassis to the transistors and
should be mounted on a squared, inverted U-shaped
clamp. The relay tags protrude through a rectangular
hole cut in the chassis. RLY32 is mounted on the tube
base with due regard to stray capacitance. RLY33
may be mounted almost anywhere.

Setting Up
Turn VR31, VR32, VR33 and VR201 (Fig. 3, July

issue) to their mid -positions and polarise the relays for
625 -line operation. Do not plug in the aerial yet.
Turn the brightness control so that the slider is at
the most positive end of its track and attach a meter
(250V range) to Tr35 emitter. Switch on the receiver,
allow five minutes for it to warm up completely and
adjust VR201 to give a reading of 160V on the meter.
Any faults at this stage should be apparent from
measuring voltages at the points marked in Fig. 1.

Next plug in the aerial and adjust the contrast and
brightness to give a well-balanced 625 -line picture.
All being satisfactory at this stage adjust VR33 for
optimum sync conditions. Then switch to 405 lines,
set VR31 to give 160V at Tr35 emitter and adjust
VR34 and the contrast control for correct grey scale.
Adjust VR32 for optimum 405 sync. The value of
C321 may need changing, as previously mentioned,
for the best field sync conditions.

If the picture is streaky either the vision i.f. is
misaligned or there is excessive stray capacitance in

* components list
Resistors:
R32 11a1 R39 3-9k0 2W R315 11a2 R321 22k VR31 10k S2 VR35 250k11
R33 10k S-2 R310 3.9k CI 2W R316 12k C2 R322 2201(12 1 W VR32 500k S2 Linear potentio-

R34 330 S2 R311 3.9k 2W R317 100k S1 R323 56052 VR33 5001(12 meter

R36 82052 R312 3.9k12 2W R318 47k S2 R324 2.21a2 VR34 250k C2

R37 3952 R313 12011 R319 68k12 Carbon film 5% IW Linear preset

R38 1k S2 R314 4.7k S2 R320 2.2M SI unless o'wise stated

Capacitors:
C31 3,300pF 160V P C310 0.1 pF 400V P C315 0.1 uF 160V P C320 270pF SM

C32 10µF 15V E C311 0.02µ.F 160V P C316 2 p.F 150V E C321 220pF SM

C35 5pF SM C312 0.47 p.F 160V P C317 0.01 p.F 400V P C322 2,700pF SM

C38 2µF 1 5V E C313 220pF SM C318 0.047µ.F 400V P E electrolytic; P polyester

C39 1,000pF SM C314 0.1 :J.F 160V P C319 1,000pF 160V P 10%; SM silver mica 5%

Inductors:
L31 33pH L33 150µH

Semiconductors:
Tr32 BC107 Tr34 D4ON1

Relays:
RLY31 RLY32 RLY33

L34 68µH

Tr35 D4ON1

Painton chokes, epoxy encapsulated.

Tr36 AF117 Tr37 BF117 D32 BA1 55

Omron type M H2, 6V, double -pole changeover. (Home Radio).
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"Is it us or them do you think ?"

the video circuit, most likely around the collector
lead of Tr34.

Modifications
In the writer's opinion the video amplifier stage of

a receiver can be the most entertaining stage to play
around with, perhaps because the picture is so directly
influenced by the smallest adjustment. Having built
this circuit the reader will probably want to experi-
ment with different component values. For this pur-
pose it is as well to know the "key" components.
These are grouped below in terms of their effect on
the video amplifier's performance.
Gain: Basically set by the value of R37. This resistor
may need to be increased to reduce the gain if the
circuit is driven from a valve i.f. amplifier. Reduction
below 22C2 is inadvisable.
Bandwidth: The ultimate limitation on frequency
response is the cut-off frequency fT of Tr34 and Tr35.
The upper limit can be increased at the expense of
gain by reducing the value of R39 and R310 combined,
but not below 4.71a2 or the transistors will overheat.
L33 acts as a peaking coil and may be adjusted.
Pulse response: The time -constant C39, R37 is the
main factor determining the pulse response of the
circuit. If C39 is too small, pulse edges will be
rounded; if it is too large, overshoot will occur. It
should ideally be adjusted for critical damping. Do
not forget to alter its value if R37 is changed.
D.C. attenuation: A small degree of attenuation can
be a positive advantage in areas of low field strength
where aircraft flutter is troublesome. Fig. 4(a) shows
a suitable network; the picture black level however
will be slightly spoilt. For domestic purposes, and
especially if an old tube is being used, viewers may be
prepared to put up with a.c. coupling. Fig. 4(b) is the
ultimate in cheap and nasty circuitry and regrettably
has been used on occasion by several television manu-
facturers. Let us say no more about it.

Component Supplies
In case of difficulty the transistors for every circuit

in this series are stocked by A. Marshall & Son Ltd.,
28 Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. The
video circuit coils may be obtained from ITT Elec-
tronic Services, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.

TO BE CONTINUED

TELEVISION
20MHz PULSE SCALER
This versatile instrument using mainly i.c.s can
be used on its own as a self-excited or externally -
triggered wide -range pulse generator but has
been designed principally to serve as a front-end
adaptor for our recently published digital
frequency meter. Used with this it extends the
frequency range up to 20MHz.

SECRETS OF THE SONY COLOUR SET
The Sony colour receiver is now being widely
distributed in the UK and its performance has
left a good impression with engineers. It is not
however a PAL-D-or a PAL-S-set ! Just what
does go in this remarkable receiver will be
revealed in detail next month.

CIRCUITS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
Two circuits this month. First a three -stage
38.15MHz sound i.f. strip for the 405 -line
system to complement the vision i.f. strip given
in our June issue. Secondly a line -gated a.g.c.
circuit to provide a control potential related to
the signal black level to control the 405 vision
i.f. strip.

TROUBLE -TRACING CHART
A clearly presented list of fault conditions with
the checks to make in order to pinpoint quickly
the source of trouble. All types of monochrome
receiver-single- and dual -standard, valve, tran-
sistor and hybrid-have been taken into account
in compiling this chart. Of particular value to the
newcomer to television receiver servicing.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserveldeliver the OCTOBER issue of
TELEVISION (20p), on sale SEPTEMBER 22,
and continue every month until further notice.

NAME

ADDRESS
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DEVELOPMENTS in FILMS for TV
THE width of film gauges varies considerably. There
are 70mm., 35mm., the CinemaScope and Vistavision
variations of 35mm., 17.5mm., 16mm., super sixteen,
9.5mm., 8mm. and super eight. In Britain the BBC
and ITV companies use the film print 35mm.
standard and 16mm. standard gauges both of which
have the long-established Academy aspect ratio of
1.33:1 width to height. This is acceptable to their
telecine equipment and of course the screens of tele-
vision receivers which present that aspect ratio,
though many have the squarer shape of 1.25:1. But
photography for television is also much concerned
with the smaller areas of 2+ x 2fin. (for slides) and
8mm. film. With both 16mm. and 8mm. film the
photographic area for each frame of picture is
relatively small because so much space is occupied
by the optical sound track alongside the picture and
by the perforations.

When sound -on -film pictures started in the cinema
in 1928 an area was sliced off one side of the picture
to accommodate the sound track. The resulting
picture was square and ugly and was very soon
restored to a more artistic shape-to fit the 4 X 3
shaped cinema screens-by masking off small sections
of the top and bottom of the picture in the film -gate
of the motion -picture camera. This naturally
thickened the frame line between successive pictures,
further reducing the relative picture area in the cause
of achieving a more acceptable screen shape. This
expedient didn't seem to worry anybody at that time
but doesn't look so good today.

Sound Films for Television
From the very start of television the BBC used

35mm. film for telecine and continue to use this gauge
for feature films however old they may be and
whether in colour or black -and -white. Gradually,
however, for newsreels, magazine items and docu-
mentaries the BBC started using 16mm. film, and
the BBC has lately been venturing into the use of

colour 16mm. film for photographing exterior
sequences or even complete productions which can
be made on location.

Faults with Small Film Gauges
Nearly all British television documentaries and

exterior drama sequences cut into colour videotaped
interiors are now photographed on 16mm. colour
negative or reversal stock, with considerable success
in matching the colour balance between film and
videotape. What is the next step? But first what is
the difference in the picture obtained from a 16mm.
colour film compared with a 35mm. one-apart from
the extra cost of film stock and processing? My own
colour set-which has been very carefully adjusted-
reveals the following faults on 16mm. colour film
prints: (1) the grain of the photographic emulsion is
more noticeable; (2) the dust, dirt and scratches are
more conspicuous; and (3) the picture is slightly less
steady. I hastily add that these faults are generally
quite slight and scarcely discernible on the majority
of colour receivers.

A return to the use of expensive 35mm. colour
film for this type of television production could not
be justified; but there are ways of achieving a big
improvement with 16mm. colour film. This has been
achieved in Sweden in the super sixteen system
devised by Rune Ericson, lighting cameraman and
founder of the Swedish Society of Cinematographers.
His objective however was to achieve 35mm. film
quality prints for use in wide-screen cinemas by
making more efficient use of 16mm. gauge film and
camera equipment.

Super Sixteen
Following experiments financed by the Department

of Technical Research, Stockholm a 16mm. film
camera was modified to photograph an extended
frame picture with an area about 40% larger than
the standard 16mm. film frame. The principal change
is for the picture in the camera to make use of the
former sound track area on single -perforated 16mm.
film. Several other changes have had to be made,
such as moving the optical axis of the lens to a new
central position, enlarging the camera aperture plate,
replacing the lens with one capable of covering the
larger area without vignetting, modifying the reflex
mirror -shutter and viewing ground -glass, also the
magazines and so on. It wasn't just a matter of doing
10.040 O

O

0
0
0

(a) (b)

0

0

0

0

(c)

Fig. 1: Comparative picture areas-to same scale-of
(a) standard 8mm. film, (b) super-8mm. and (c) 16mm.
film, all with sound tracks on the prints. Super -8 has

52% greater area than standard 8.
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Fig. 2: Making the most of the 16mm. gauge. (a) Double -
perforated 16mm. film-shaded area indicates loss of
picture area when projected on a 1.85: 1 cinema screen.

4 (b) Single -perforated 16mm. film with sound track
omitted, showing (shaded) the additional area available
for photographing a 1.65: 1 frame for television or a
1.85: 1 frame for cinema release.

without the sound track therefore. The sound can be
separately recorded on lin. tape (with an accompany-
ing synchronising pulse), transferred to 16mm.
magnetic sound film for editing and played off on
telecine in sepmag form.

In Rune Ericson's experiments the original negative
was blown up to 35mm. Eastmancolour reversal in-
ternegative film type 5249 from which large numbers
of 35mm. colour prints were struck off. The same
basic system however should be entirely suitable for
top-quality 16mm. colour telecine play-off use.

It is not many years ago that 16mm. film was called
"sub -standard" and was the special province of
amateurs. Since then black -and -white photographic
emulsions have improved enormously and good
reversal colour film stocks have been introduced. It
is now fully professional with millions of feet used
by television organisations, educational authorities,
industry, etc., while its use for advertising is expand-
ing.

Super Eight
When the professional cameramen of television

news and magazine items moved into the 16mm.
gauge manufacturers of professional film cameras,
lenses, tripods and accessories moved too. Industrial
and educational films then adopted the gauge as
standard, particularly as 16mm. colour film is so much
less expensive than the 35mm. gauge they had been
using in black -and -white for years.

At this time a large number of amateurs moved
out of 16mm. into the "standard" 8mm. gauge. It
was a logical development, splitting the 16mm. gauge
in half and retaining the same sized perforations-on
one side. These perforations now seemed very large
in relation to the size of the picture and dirt and
scratches became more conspicuous.

Film Hire
Many tilm libraries hire out 16mm., 8mm. and

super eight gauge films. Their 16mm. films are
frequently used by BBC and ITV stations without
much complaint but the condition of copies for pro-
fessional hire and use has to be closely watched. The
worry really commences however when it comes to
the hire of 8mm. standard gauge or super eight. The
super eight gauge has over 50% more picture area
than standard 8mm. but the perforations are smaller
calling for very tight tolerances in the design and
manufacture of the film transport mechanisms : dirt
and scratches are less noticeable on super eight but
the perforations are more easily damaged.

Super 8 Cameras
Nevertheless the manufacturers are starting to make

high -precision super eight cameras and projectors for
professional use in US regional TV stations, the first
being by the Fairchild Co. of Los Angeles in col-
laboration with the Eumig Company in Europe. An
astonishing high -precision super eight camera has
been announced by the French Beaulieu Company,
associated with the American Hervic Corporation.
The Beaulieu cameras have a range of extra refine-
ments available : an infinitely variable speed range
from 2 to 70 f.p.s. and an Angenieux zoom lenscapable
of focusing from infinity to half an inch, retaining
focus throughout a zoom of 10 to 1. The Bauer
super eight camera includes provision for making
lap -dissolves in the camera by mechanically over-
lapping the fade-out of one shot into the fade-in of
another. This facility might be important because
contact film printing and optical dissolves and effects
cannot at present be carried out in labs from such
small negatives.

Projection and Telecine
In addition to the major sprocket -hole changes there

is with super eight an increase in the pitch of the film
pull -down from frame to frame. Four and a half
frames of super eight picture cover the area previously
occupied by five frames of standard 8mm. This
necessitates a major change in the claw mechanism
for transporting the film. There are further compli-
cations if a sound track is added and recorded on the
original film in the 8mm. camera. Complications
thus include the matter of film transport speed-
whether the 8mm. film is to be photographed at 16,
24 or 25 f.p.s.-whether the sound is to be recorded
on optical or magnetic sound track in the film camera
and what is to be the differential position of sound
recording-in front or behind the relative position of
its corresponding film frame. These points are being
fought over in the USA by the many manufacturers
interested in 8mm. film.

The Professional Angle
In the amateur field there are projectors in which

it is possible to change gear from 8mm. standard
pull -down to super eight. For professional use in
television in the USA at present the sound is either
(a) added later or (b) separately recorded on lin.
magnetic tape with a synchronising pulse on a parallel
sound track. In the USA these differences of stand-
ards are dealt with by using the appropriate 8mm. film
projectors multiplexed and presented to a photo-
conductive type telecine machine with a long delay
time to cope also with amateur filming at 16 f.p.s. The
quality is usually poor but the use justified by the
news value of the material.

BINDERS FOR YOUR "TELEVISION"
You can keep your copies of TELEVISION safe
in a binder which holds a year's issues and is
available at 75p from the Binding Department,
IPC Magazines Ltd., Carlton House, Great
Queen Street, London, WC2.
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by VIVIAN CAPEL
THIS time our title is somewhat of a misnomer as we
are going outside the workshop for a change to give
a few hints and tips to help the outside service
engineer. Many problems arise with outside service
work that are not found in the workshop and some
attention to these can make the outside engineer's day
that much easier.

Route Planning
First the engineer must actually get to the call

before he can start the repair. It is surprising how
many firms rely on a very haphazard arrangement in
assigning service calls to their engineers. Often when
the engineer reports he is handed a batch of calls
situated at all points of the compass.

No service department should be without a large
street plan of the area normally covered and as build-
ing and new streets are continuously progressing in
many areas this map must be kept up to date. This
can be done by obtaining new editions as they are
published (some workshops have grimy maps on their
walls that are ten years or more out of date). In
between any new roads that are discovered can be
drawn in; these need not be accurate or to scale.

When requests for service are received they should
be put together with those in the same area and
different areas or collections of calls then assigned to
different engineers. If there are only one or two
engineers working outside assign a group of calls in
one general area each time. The engineer can then
report back when these calls are finished and can
next be given those calls in another area. It is possible
that in the meantime other calls may have come in
for the second run and these would otherwise have
been missed if all calls had been assigned in the first
place.

Thus a rough sorting out should be done by the
service manager to start with. Next the engineer him-
self should work out in advance a route giving a
sequence of calls involving the least time and travel-
ling between. A few minutes spent doing this, con-
sulting the map if need be, will be more than made
up in the savings accomplished. There will of course
always be the few awkward calls that have to be done
at specified times which will throw the spanner in the
works, but it may still be possible with slight
rearrangement to work these in.

It is a good idea to brief the person taking in the
requests for service to avoid special times if at all
possible. In the majority of cases it has been found
that these can be almost eliminated by suggesting
that the key be left with a neighbour or concealed at

some prearranged place. The former is the preferable
arrangement as there is then no risk of unauthorised
persons entering the house by discovering the key
and suspicion falling on the engineer if anything is
missing.

Routes should be further planned to avoid busy
roads or thoroughfares during rush periods.

"Not Homes"
Even when customers have stated that someone

will be at home on a certain day and in some cases
special times have been set engineers sometimes call
to find that there is no one at home. To simply call
again the next day-unless the van is passing the road
-will very likely be a waste of time because a call
will not be expected then and a further "not home"
will be recorded. On finding no one at home then
a note should be left stating that the engineer called
at a certain time. An odd scrap of paper or the back
of a cigarette packet is not the most bUsinesslike
reminder to leave of the visit. Printed or duplicated
slips are by far the best.

Such slips should state that in response to their
request for service an engineer called at (here leave
a space for the time). The onus should then be placed
on the customer to make a further arrangement. The
wording could run this way : "Please let us know
which day would be convenient for a further call to
be made and whether someone will be home during
the morning or afternoon or both." It should avoid
being more specific than stipulating morning or
afternoon for reasons we have already mentioned.
If different from the shop the phone number of the
service department .should be included.

When leaving a not -home slip make sure that it is
well pushed through the letter box or under the door
and that no part is accessible or visible to the outside.
If this is not done it could well prove an open invita-
tion to housebreakers who are on the watch for such
signs of an owner's absence.

Plastic Foam Van Mats
Much of the engineer's time is spent in transporting

television receivers to and fro. Modern slim -line
receivers give rise to problems in the van. It needs
only a slight jolt-a sharp corner or an emergency
stop-to send the set tumbling about with disastrous
results to the cabinet and probably internal damage
too. Some vans are equipped with straps fixed to the
sides and sets are duly strapped in place when in
transit, with blankets or other means of padding to
prevent the straps chafing at the edges of the cabinet.
This is quite an effective method of preventing
damage but it is rather time consuming if a number
of sets are to be carried.

A better idea which has proved very successful in
practice is to equip the van with a number of large
foam plastic mats which should be about two inches
thick. The receiver is placed face downward on the

Fig. 1: Slim -line sets lie securely on a plastic loam mat
which moulds to their contours.
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mat and no other securing is needed (Fig. 1). The
mat readily takes the contours of the front of the
set and a suction is formed to the c.r.t. face or implo-
sion shield. A grip is also exerted on the floor of
the van by the foam under pressure from the weight
of the set.

It will be found almost impossible to slide either
the mat or the set upon it along the floor. It has in
fact proved almost too effective inasmuch as if room
must be found in the van for another set after it has
been loaded it is not possible to move them all up
closer.

Soldering Irons
While it is common practice for soldering irons to

be left on all day in the workshop this cannot of
course be done by the outside engineer. This being
so he must wait for his iron to warm up each time
he needs it, and to cool down again before packing
it away afterwards. Because of the time taken by
conventional irons to do this a considerable amount
of time can be wasted each day. Many outside
engineers find one of the several transformer -type
irons now readily available very suitable for outside
servicing work. These are low -voltage models and
as a result heat up very quickly-in just a matter of
seconds-and cool in much the same time. Some are
cylindrically shaped like a normal iron and have
separate transformers. While these are more con-
venient for workshop use they are less so for outside
work as there are two objects to carry and pack and
also two leads.

Those irons incorporating the transformer in the
iron itself are as good as any for this type of work.
Admittedly they have drawbacks, for example being
heavy and hence tiring to use for protracted periods.
Also the bits are short-lived, being usually made of
a loop of copper wire which forms the actual element.
These though are not serious snags to the outside
engineer because the use of a soldering iron is usually
much less than in the workshop.

Mains Plugs and Adaptors
A variety of mains sockets are likely to be

encountered by the outside engineer in various homes
and this raises problems as to what plugs to fit to the
soldering iron, crosshatch generator and other test
equipment. There are multi -type plugs obtainable
which will correct to almost any size or type :
although quite ingenious and useful for many applica-
tions they have been found to be unsuited for outside
service work. Some have been found to be not suffi-
ciently robust to stand the hard use-and often abuse
-normal in day-to-day service in the field. If the
selecting plate gets buckled or out of line, or if the
retractable pins get jammed, selecting the right pins
can be quite time consuming and fiddling. Their size
is also something of a drawback.

After considerable experimentation the best
arrangement has been found to be as follows. A 5A
two -pin plug of the round Clix type is fitted to the
lead of the iron or test equipment. These plugs will
in addition to fitting 5A 2 -pin sockets spread
slightly to fit also the 5A three -pin socket. A shaver -
adaptor in the tool -kit will enable a quick connection
to be made to 13A sockets which are by now the
most widely used sockets. If however another type is
found for which there is no adaptor, a 5A -to -BC

adaptor will allow the plug to be used from the
nearest lampholder. The iron lead needs to be fairly
long to enable this to be done without difficulty.

Thus a single small plug on the lead and two
adaptors will care for nearly all eventualities. As for
test equipment such as crosshatch and signal gene-
rators, many excellent models are now on the market
that run from batteries. These are well suited for
outside work and eliminate among other things the
mains -plug problem.

Coaxial Plugs
It is often found when investigating complaints of

low or intermittent signal strength that the trouble
lies in the coaxial connector. Slight movement of the
plug brings things back to normal. On investigating
further the centre conductor is discovered to be lying
in the centre pin without any solder and of course
the copper wire has over a period oxidized and thus
forms only intermittent contact. It seems to be com-
mon practice among aerial installers not to solder
the centre conductor or to arrange any mechanical
contact whatsoever but to leave things as described
with the inevitable contact trouble in due course.

The real remedy of course is to solder the connec-
tion, but if for any reason this should prove incon-
venient there is a method whereby a sound mechanical
joint can be made without solder. This consists of
simply nipping the base of the coaxial centre pin
with the conductor inside using a pair of sidecutters.
Fig. 2 shows that the walls of the pin grip and cause

Fig. 2: Coaxial plug inner connector with pin pinched at
the base to grip the inner conductor.

an indentation in the solid centre cable conductor.
If the cable uses stranded wire this may have to be
bent back to double the thickness as it is necessary
for there to be no empty space in the pin. If this is
not done the pinch will not grip the wire.

The danger in nipping the centre pin is that too
much pressure is used so that the pin is nipped right
off. There is a knack in getting the pressure just right,
as too little will not grip the wire. Do not get the pin
too near the joint of the cutter as it is here that the
maximum force is exerted and the possibility of
severing the pin is the greatest. If there are some old
coaxial plugs about it may be as well to practise on
them first.

Not all sets exhibiting the symptoms described turn
out to have poor connections in the coaxial plugs.
Often the trouble is associated with the aerial socket.
Repeated removal of the aerial plug over a period
for service, cleaning, decorating or just moving to
another room can cause bad connections to develop.
A common source of trouble is the rivets holding
the body of the socket to the paxolin panel. These
tend to work loose and as they carry the braid con-
nections this leads to trouble. The most satisfactory
way of dealing with them is to run solder over the
rivet heads and the base of the socket. Often the
print connecting either the body of the socket or the
centre pin becomes fractured giving a similar effect.
It always pays to check these points.
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1951-1971 TWENTY YEARS OF COMPATIBLE COLOUR TV

.44<

PART 3

WE have seen that the development team working on
display tubes had considered every possible suggestion
which had been made for colour tubes, and had
settled on beam shadowing as the most feasible
method, a choice encouraged by the new methods of
photoetching which had been developed for use with
printed circuitry. Both three -gun and single -gun ver-
sions of the shadowmask tube were demonstrated to
the FCC in March and April 1950. The technical
description of these tubes is interesting as it shows how
right the RCA engineers were at the time to pursue
this method.

Shadowmask Tube Construction
The shadowmask principle is now well known. The

phosphors are laid on the screen in dots, grouped in
threes in RGB triad sets (see Fig. 1). The tube shown
in 1950 had about 117,000 groups (351,000 dots total)
and was aluminised. The phosphors used were : wille-
mite, the traditional green phosphor which was one of
the earliest phosphors known; a complex calcium
magnesium silicate, titanium doped, for the blue; and
a manganese doped cadmium borate for an orange -
red. Since the last was not close enough to a true red,
a special yellow -rejecting glass filter was placed in
front of the tube face to correct the red colours. And
because of the inefficiency of the red phosphor the
output from the other two phosphors had to be
reduced by feeding attenuated signals to the B and G
guns.

The shadowmask was made of an alloy of 70 per
cent copper and 30 per cent nickel, of thicknesses
from 0.002 in. to 0.004 in. (0.05-0.1 mm). It had one
accurately located hole for each group of phosphor
dots, a total of 117,000 holes, each held to a tolerance
of 0.0005 in. (0.0125 mm). The holes in the mask were
lined up with the phosphor dots by an elaborate hand -
operated stencilling technique and the shadowmask
was hot when assembled with the screen so that it
was stretched slightly at normal temperatures and
would not expand noticeably when it heated under
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Fig. 1: Alignment of the ho/es in the shadowmask with the

groups of phosphor dots on the screen.

I. R.SINCLAIR
electron bombardment. The scanning coils were
wound in sections and carefully assembled and wired
to give a suitable convergence pattern.

The shadowmask tubes shown in 1950 (see Fig. 2)
must have been incredibly expensive and could never
have formed the basis of a colour receiver whose price
would have been within the range of the public, even
in the USA. The subsequent development of the tube
is a classic study of how intelligent engineering for
mass production can make an extraordinarily com-
plex article for low cost. At today's prices a shadow -
mask tube is cheaper than most 35mm. cameras of
any quality yet the standard of construction and
complexity is many orders greater. The investment
made by RCA in the tube ran into many millions of
dollars and the profits took a long time to come :
every cent of profit made now has been richly
earned.

Later Development
The resolution of the early tubes was judged to be

insufficient so the total number of dots was increased
to 585,000. An improved red phosphor based on
manganese doped zinc phosphate was introduced and
this made the yellow -rejecting glass filter unnecessary.
A new blue phosphor was also used as the original
one had a rather long persistence resulting in a blue
edge to moving objects. (Modern tubes use consider-
ably improved phosphors based on what are known as
the rare-earth elements.) The brightness of the picture
was increased by the use of these phosphors and also
by improvements in mask processing which enabled
the beam energy to be increased by two and a half
times without creating expansion problems (expan-
sion would make the mask move out of register with
the phosphor dots).

The later mask -screen assembly departed from the
earlier hand -matching procedures and enabled any
shadowmask to be married up with any screen. The
shadowmask holes, alignment slits and clamping holes
were made in one photoetching operation to ensure
uniformity and a system of locating the mask to the
screen was devised. This consisted of three pins with
collars fitted in a frame to which the shadowmask
was bolted. Each pin had a hemispherical, off-centre
tip which located exactly in a V groove in the phos-
phor plate (see Fig. 3). Screwing the collets into the
frame had the effect of changing the separation be-
tween the shadowmask and screen while rotating the
pins moved the phosphor plate round slightly so that
the alignment of the mask with the screen could be
adjusted.
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tube if they wished to consider making it under
licence. Altogether 152 tubes were given away then

Flange and by March 1953 477 tubes had been supplied to
for welding 177 companies. Pilot production of tubes was run-

ning at 10-15 per day by late 1951 and planning was
in hand for a production capacity of 2,000 tubes per
month within a period of nine months. These were
16in. tubes and a 21in. version was also being
developed using 969,000 phosphor dots. This tube size
was first shown in July 1951 and in a later version in
April 1953.

Fig. 2: The early shadowmask tube. The glass face of the
tube was not the screen but simply a transparent cover
sealed to a metal ring on which were mounted the
phosphor -dot screen and the shadowmask. This assembly
was in turn welded to a metal cone to which the stem
carrying the guns was sealed. The whole tube was
adapted from the 16in. metal -cone tube used for black -
and -white television for a considerable time (the same as
the monochrome tube made in the UK at the time by

English Electric).

The method of printing the phosphor dots was also
being steadily improved but was unchanged in prin-
ciple. By projecting light from sources positioned as
though they were the guns of a tube a photographic
plate was printed with the shadowmask dot pattern.
One plate was made (carefully lined up to the mask)
for each light position R, G and B and stencils were
made from the photographic plates and used to mask
the screen as the phosphors were allowed to settle. In
practice the phosphors are mixed with a sodium sili-
cate solution, with various additives to control the
grain size of the powder, and allowed to settle on the
glass on which the silicate acts as a binder. This
technique proved very satisfactory at the time.

Improvements in the deflection system included
continuously wound coils to replace the elaborate
built-up assemblies and the use of "field compensat-
ing tabs"-small strips of nickel alloy which could
be bent to form a fine adjustment to the magnetic
field.

A meeting was held between RCA engineers and
TV set manufacturers in New York City on 19th and
20th June, 1951. The operation and manufacture of
the shadowmask tube were fully described and each
receiver manufacturer was offered a free gift of a
shadowmask tube and deflection components. Tube
manufacturers were offered a free set of parts for the
Phosphor

plate

Offset ball
tip

Spacing screw to
adjust distance -1

V groove

Shadowmask
frame

Eccentric to
adjust alignment

Fig. 3: Lining up the shadowmask with the phosphor -dot
plate.

Receivers
Another section of RCA, the RCA Victor Division,

was coping with the design of receivers using the
NTSC signal and the shadowmask tube. Earlier
receivers (Trinoscopes) had used separate c.r.t.s with
colour filters and projection screens. The first
shadowmask model started life in April 1950 and 35
receivers had been made by December of that year.
This model used the 16in. shadowmask tube, 45
valves and had two separate chassis. The second pro-
totype shadowmask receiver used 54 valves and
incorporated colour phase alternation, with a sub -
carrier at 3.58MHz. Six were built and tested in New
York during April 1951. The third prototype model
used a 3.89MHz subcarrier and CPA, thirty-five were
built but at this time the alternative to CPA in the
form of I and Q signals of different bandwidths was
crystallising. The fourth model started life in
December 1951 using 35 valves on a single chassis
within a cabinet comparable in size to the black -and -
white sets of the time. CPA was still used in the early
stages but this was changed in October 1952 to the
specification adopted by the NTSC in February 1953.
Twenty-one sets were made and demonstrated to the
FCC in April and May 1953.

The last prototypes built before FCC approval con-
tained a u.h.f. tuner, a colour hue control, an inter-
carrier 41.25MHz i.f. strip, crystal controlled sub-
carrier and colour killer circuits. These sets were the
model for the types which went into production
immediately FCC approval was obtained for the
colour standards.

Picture Quality
In addition to the public opinion surveys RCA also

asked qualified TV engineers - their own and NBC
employees-to give their opinions on picture quality.
These could be given anonymously if wished and no
conferring was permitted while the questionnaires
were being filled in. The opinions on general picture
quality were high, matching the views given by the
public, but the engineers particularly noticed mis-
registration and colour fringing when these were
present.

Tests were also conducted with nontechnical staff
to find what fault levels would be acceptable to
observers. The first set of tests was of cochannel inter-
ference-where two stations working on or near the
same frequency cause interference. Every combina-
tion of possible effects had to be tested and it was
found that this form of interference was no worse with
colour signals than with monochrome ones. In
general an interfering signal 40dB down was just
detectable and one 30dB down was just tolerable. The
next set of tests was on random noise and sinewave
interference and here the observers found that colour
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signals were about 1 dB more susceptible to random
noise and much more susceptible to sinewave inter-
ference near subcarrier frequency compared to
black -and -white.

Multipath reception was more troublesome how-
ever with colour signals as much as 2.7dB down com-
pared with similar effects on black -and -white signals.
There was some doubt as to how far this test could
be related to actual field experience for the ampli-
tude of the reflection used was very large, only 8 dB
down for the main signal,
the continuous colour change caused by reflection
from a moving object. The most serious objections to
the NTSC system have always arisen from this type
of problem and it was because of this that the phase -
alternation principle was revived in the new form of
PAL. The extra price paid in Europe for the greater
complexity of the PAL system is a measure of how
strongly the complaints about colour shifts in the
NTSC system affected the Post Office committee
which decided in favour of the PAL system in this
country.

Studios and Transmission
Considerable changes were of course necessary in

studio and transmission equipment in order to handle
colour. Sync generators had to be more closely con-
trolled in frequency and had to incorporate a sub -
carrier generator and burst gate for adding the colour
burst to the back porch of the line sync pulse.

The cameras used three image orthicon tubes with
the light from a single lens split so as to project an
image on to the face of each tube (see Fig. 4). Regis-
tration of the three images was the main problem
here, along with the enormous size and mass of the
camera. The camera viewing tube was a monochrome
one since small colour tubes were not available.

Monochrome monitors were used, with switching so
that the signal from the R, B or G channel could be
viewed separately. The separate RGB channels were
maintained throughout the video system and this was
also done in other pickup devices such as slide and
movie scanners. A new device, the colourplexer, was
used to mix the colour signals, to form the I' and Q'
signals and to modulate them on to the subcarrier.
Colour monitors were of two types, one using the

separate RGB signals and the other decoding the I'
and Q' signals.

Transmitters had to be modified so that their phase -
frequency characteristics did not appreciably change
the colour information of the signal and the amplitude
linearity had to be good. In general however the
requirements for transmitter equipment were much
easier to meet than those for studio equipment, so
meeting the claim that RCA colour would not add
greatly to the cost of the radio station operator who
did not run his

Approval
All the evidence so meticulously assembled was

condensed into one document of 697 pages and
presented to the FCC. A few copies of this document
still exist and are a priceless piece of history. The out-
come of the petition was as near a foregone conclu-
sion as can be imagined and the RCA system became
the colour -broadcasting system for the USA and later
for Japan, Canada, Puerto Rica and Mexico. Hun-
dreds of manufacturers took out licences to build
colour sets and components, yet sales dragged and
continued to drag for years. RCA had to wait ten
more years before seeing any prospect of breaking
even financially on their huge investment, but they
did have the satisfaction of knowing that their
engineering ability would keep them ahead of the
game for the foreseeable future.

The NTSC system is still in use, unchanged except
in minor detail. Improvements in receiver design have
greatly reduced the problems of colour stability as
well as greatly reducing the price of sets and there is
no likelihood of the system being replaced in the US
by any other system of transmission. It provided the
world's first viable colour TV service and it is ironical
that after much deliberation Europe adopted a variant
which, in a primitive form, was tried and discarded.
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SERVICINGA 1television
receivers

L. LAWRY-JOHNS
SOBELL ST282 SERIES

A large number of these receivers are now available
on the secondhand market and properly serviced pro-
vide an admirable second set. The basic models
covered are the Sobell ST195, ST282, ST283, ST284,
ST285 and ST286 and also the GEC BT452 and
McMichael MT762 and MT763, with many near
relatives. We will set out this article on the basis that
one of these sets has been obtained secondhand with
no known history.

Mains Adjustment
Assuming that the locality has a 240V mains supply

the first essential is to check the voltage setting
adjustment. In far too many cases this will be found
at too low a setting, not to suit the mains voltage but
to avoid replacing a faulty dropper section. It is a
great pity that this should be done because it does
seriously shorten the life of the tube and valves.
Revert the setting if incorrect to the 245V position
and make checks on the nearer dropper sections (top)
which feed the anode of the PY33. In most cases it
will be the 17Q section R87 which is affected or one
of the 2312 sections R85 or R86. These values are not
critical and replacement is quite easy using wire -
ended or Radiospares dropper sections.

It is often suggested that the PY33 be replaced
with a silicon power diode. We do not agree with this
in a receiver which has been used to the slow voltage
build up of the valve rectifier. The reliability of the
receiver will be maintained by retaining the PY33.

Common Troubles
ti Assuming that the receiver is working, with the

heaters lighting and h.t. at the smoothing choke
(Ch 1), the common troubles with their symptoms
are as follows.

No Sound, Vision or Raster
Although total absence of h.t. is invariably due

to an open -circuit dropper section (R85, R86 or
R87) there is often full h.t. at the choke along with
some evidence of overheating in the line output
stage. This should immediately direct attention to the
sub-h.t. line resistor R80 (150Q). If this is burnt out
or is otherwise open -circuit, the line oscillator cannot
function and there is no supply to the i.f. stages.

The trouble should be looked for on the left side
panel and some signs of the source may easily be
seen around the vision i.f. stage V4. A shorted de -
coupling capacitor (often C45) starts the trouble,
burning out R30 and perhaps damaging the panel.

This type of damage may not be as serious as it
looks and can be cleared away quite quickly with
the new components wired on the print side if this is
more convenient.

The valves should not be above suspicion. Remove
these in turn, starting with the two PCL84s, to see
if the meter needle swings up to a higher resistance
reading when any one is removed. EF80 valves do
not as a rule suffer from internal shorts but frame -
grid valves such as the EF184 and EF 183 most cer-
tainly do.

Line Timebase
When the short has been cleared and a new 150I2

resistor fitted the line timebase should start oscil-
lating and e.h.t. should be present. If it isn't either

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT DATA

The readings given below were measured with a 240V
mains input and a weak signal just sufficient to lock the
timebases, with the contrast control set for zero voltage
across MR1 and all other controls adjusted for a normal
picture, using a 20,0000/V meter. HT1 210V; HT2 202V;
HT3 190V; HT4 173V; boost voltage (C97 to chassis)
700V; total h.t. current 292mA.

Valve Anode
volts

Screen
volts

Cathode
current (mA) volts

V3 160 106 11 1.3

V4 172 172 12.6 19
V5b 90*
V6a 138 173 11 4
V6b 45
V7a 35+
V7b 189 202 487 19
V8 215 a.c. 292 210
V9 175 175 125 1.5

V10a 92
V10b 190 190 18 21
V1 1 a 182 13 4.3

V11 b 127 4 4.3

V12 130 115
V13 202

* With P11 set for minimum suppression. t Dependent
on the setting of the height control.
C.R.T. voltages: Cathode 135V; first anode 580V; e.h.t.
15.5kV.
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram, Sobel/ ST282 series 625 -line convertible models. CH6 is only present when a push-button

the PY81 or the PL36 may have suffered damage
due to the overheating and the glass of the latter
valve may well be cracked.

If the valves are not at fault it is essential to check
the screen feed to the PL36. Whilst R 134 does not
often give trouble it may well overheat. This is

because C129 often shorts. This 0.00114F capacitor
is in an extremely awkward position and it is quite
possible to cut the track across from it and the lower
end of the resistor to the PL36 base. With the track
removed it becomes possible to wire the resistor from
the upper h.t. point to the PL36 valve base, omitting
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tuner is used. 19in. models are fitted with an AW47-91 tube, 23in. models with an AW59-91 tube.

the capacitor. of the tag panel where R80 is located, i.e. out of
The timebase should then run normally if the sight behind the rear centre tagstrip.

ECC82 is in order. If there is still no e.h.t., with no Apart from the EY86 becoming faulty this is the
clear whistle, remove the PY81 top cap. If thi, sum total of the normal line output troubles.
seems to restore some sort of working replace the
boost line capacitor C97 0.25//F. This is over the back CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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PRIMARY -COLOUR TUBE DRIVE CIRCUITS-cont.

WHEN primary -colour drive is employed the red,
green and blue signals are usually fed to the appro-
priate cathodes of the picture tube (not to the grids).
The grids are then connected together (as in effect are
the cathodes in receivers using colour -difference
drive) and suitably biased for the correct black level.

Cathode primary -colour drive is preferred because
the in circuit picture tube has a greater effective
sensitivity at the cathodes than at the grids. This eases
the drive level requirement for maximum contrast and
saturation-indeed when colour -difference drive is
adopted an allowance for an extra 30 per cent drive
signal from the colour -difference amplifiers must be
made. The first anode comes into the sensitivity equa-
tion because the effective potential on this is relative
to the cathode, not to the supply negative line or
chassis.

Last month we looked at the offset luminance
system used in the BRC 3000 chassis for beam limit-
ing and brightness control. The Rank -Bush -Murphy
chassis employs a modified arrangement for this.
However, before we look at the circuits involved here
a run-down on the video circuits would be desirable.

RBM Circuits
This chassis uses the primary -colour drive technique

in conjunction with transistor amplifiers which incor-
porate black -level stabilising (see Fig. 3). The three
primary -colour signals are obtained from a silicon
integrated circuit. This device is fed with the U and
V chroma signals from the PAL decoder and also the
luminance Y signal from an emitter -follower (3VT5)
which is driven from a luminance amplifier in the i.f.
channel via the Y delay line. Other inputs are a supply
of 18V, the U and V subcarrier reference signals and
a brightness pulse signal.

The device is designed to demodulate the U and V
chroma signals to obtain the R -Y and B-Y signals,
to matrix these to obtain the G -Y signal and then to
matrix all three colour -difference signals in conjunc-
tion with the Y signal to produce the red, green and
blue primary -colour signals. The Y signal input is to
pin 10 and the red, green and blue primary -colour
outputs at pins 13, 12 and 7 respectively feed the
appropriate primary -colour amplifiers (3VT12 /
3VT15 for the red channel, 3VT13/3VT16 for the
green channel and 3VT14/3VT17 for the blue
channel) each of which has an input level preset for
signal balancing.

The appropriate primary -colour signal is applied to
the base of the first transistor of the pair, is d.c.
coupled from the emitter of this to the base of the
second transistor of the pair, and the collector signal
of this then drives the appropriate cathode of the
picture tube. Fig. 1 shows the connections to the tube
cathodes. The series resistors (4R9 /4R10/4R11) are

RECEIVER

CIRCUITS
GORDON J. KING

feed hold -offs which work in conjunction with the
spark gaps (4SG6/4SG7/4SG9) in blocking any flash-
over discharge energy from the amplifier transistors.
It will be noticed that the collector of the final transis-
tor of each pair is fed effectively from a potential
divider (3R85/3R94 in the red channel for example).
This enables the stage to be fed from the 200V supply
rail.

A very important aspect of the design of primary -
colour amplifiers is the need for high black -level
stability. Poor black -level performance in mono-
chrome receivers encourages the display of grey
when black is being transmitted and depending on the
nature of the signal leads to dark -key scenes dropping
below the natural black level. Poor black -level stability
in colour sets tends to alter the saturation of the
colours. This is compensated to some extent when
colour -difference drive is used because a black -level
drift on the signal applied to the cathodes (i.e. the Y
signal) has the opposite effect to a similar drift on the
colour -difference signals applied to the grids. With
primary -colour drive however the colour -difference
and Y signals are matrixed prior to the tube and since
only one electrode of each gun is modulated any drift
tendency is emphasised. Receivers using primary -
colour drive are more sensitive therefore to changes in
d.c. level than their counterparts using colour -
difference drive. For this reason, primary -colour drive
receivers employ special circuits to hold a very stable
d.c. black level reference both under conditions of
changing picture information and long-term drift of
parameters.

There are two factors involved. One is the d.c. level
with respect to the operating point of the amplifier it-
self and the other the d.c. reference with respect to the
black level of the signal. We can now return to the
circuit in Fig. 3 to see how Rank -Bush -Murphy
tackled the problems.

Black -level Regulation
The scheme is based on the use of clipped pulses

obtained from the line flyback pulses in the line out-
put stage. These clipped pulses are a.c. coupled to a
diode whose cathode is connected to the collector-
and hence the picture tube cathode-of the primary -
colour amplifier output transistor. It will be seen that
there is a diode and an RC coupling circuit for each
primary -colour amplifier. The coupling components
for the red stage for example are 3R97/3C61 and the
diode is 3D19. Now the clipping action is arranged to
give the pulses an essentially rectangular form and a
positive excursion which is equal to the required black
level for the cathodes of the tube - 120V above
chassis.

It will be seen that the base circuit of each primary -
colour input transistor also receives the pulses
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CATHODE RAY TUBES TRANSISTORISED UHF TUNER UNITS
New and Budget tubes made by the leading manufacturers. Guaranteed for 2 years. In the event of failure NEW AND GUARANTEED FOR 3 MONTHS
under guarantee, replacement is made without the usual time wasting forms. Complete with Aerial Socket and wires for Radio and Allied TV sets

Type New Budget Type New Budget but can be used for most makes.
2 8 Continuous Tuning, 24.50; Push Button, 25.00.

MW38-20 24.50
A50-120W/It CME2013 210.85
AW59-80 £8 930 £6 25 SERVICE AIDS

MW38-21 84.50
MW43-09Z CRM171

CRM172 18.80 24.624

AW59-88 CME2101 28.934 2225
AW59-90
AW69-91 CME2303 29584 27.20
A59 -15W CME2301

Switch Cleaner, 65p: Switch Cleaner with Lubricant, 55p; Free,.,
821p. P. & p. 74p per item.

PLUGS
31W43 -80Z CRM173 28.80 £4.620 CME2302 Jack Plugs and Sockets Co -Axial Plugs
AW43-80Z CME1702 2820 84.820

CME1703 28.80 24.829
CME2303 69.584 27.20

A59 -11W -CME2305 Standard Plugs 190 Belling Lee (or similar type) 84p

CME1706 £880 24.829
C17AA 118.80 24.829

1.59-13W CME2306 213.65 210.974
A69 -16W CME2308 213.65 £10974
A59 -23W CME2305 112-60 210.50

Standard Sockets 1249 Add 2p per dos. p. & p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

C17AF 2820 84.620 A159-23W/R 212.80 210.50 U.E.C. BT454 8475 O.E.C. 2028 24'75
AW43-88 CME1705 28.80 £4.6.24 A61-120W/R CME2413 213'50 21150 0.E.C. BT458 24 75 U.E.C. 2041 1475
AW47-90
AW47-81 .A47 14W 25.95 24.87
A47 14W CME1901 25.95 24.87

CME1902 26.95 14.87

A65 -11W CME2501 11950 114.50
COLOUR TUBES
A49-1911 19 inch £52 50
A56 -120X 22 Inch 257 50
A63 -11X 25 inch 182'50

U.R.C. 2010 24.75 G.E.C. 2000 Series
U.E.C. 2013 24.75 Philips 19T(.1 14.75

24.75 Pye Mod. 3(1 2G.E.C. 2014 4.75
CME1903 2625 24.87 PORTABLE SET TUBES G.E.C. 2018 £4 75 Pye Mod. 40 2415
C19AH 25.95 £4.87 T80217 211'50 G.E.C. 2043 £4 75 Thorn 000-820 24.75

147 13W CME1906 610.274 2840
A47 -11W CME1905 88.889 27.00

T8D282 111'50
1.28-14W 29.164 Nut

supplied
0.E.C. 2048 £4 75

STYLII-BRITISH MANUFACTURED
A47 -26W CME1905 28.889 27.76
A47 -26W/11 CMEI913R 29.339

CMEI6OI 27.75
CME1602 1800 All types in stock.

A discount of 10% is also given for the purchase o 3 or more tubes at any one time.
All types of tubes In stock. Carriage and insurance 75p anywhere in Britain.

Single Tip "8" 13p Double Tip "B" 33p
Single Tip "D" 37p Double Tip "I)" 47p

"8" .-.- Sapphire '1Y --- Diamond

CARTRIDGES
SEMICONDUCTORS

29388A 1130

851697 209

BRAND NEW
893704 230
8513703 20p

MANUFACTURERS
AFL le 25
AF117 259

MARKINGS
BC118 339
BC134 58p

NO REMARKED
BF115 259
BF117 48p

DEVICES
TI943 40p

A0011
Inc. P. T.

each SIR.
Inc. P. T.

see\
p.r.
Nth

29698
N706

89706A

2,45p

13p
13p

8144081
8N4062
894286

23p
23p
18p

A1118
A1124
AF125

80p
13p
20p

110135
80116
BC137

P/A
P/A
P/A

BFI63
BFI87
B1173

36p
25p
33p

DIODES &
RECTIFIERS
19914 81,

BONITTE
OP79
OP91-1Ple

SOBS
1 11.05

X331 0/8
IOU 8/0

21.39
SI IS

105 9/6
106

Sep
SIP

69930
991132

289
339

894291
RCA

189 AF126 20p BCI:i8
BCI42

P/A
80p

BF178
BF178

35p
73p

AA119
BA102

10p
23p

031.91-213e 51.05 TM PM £189 DC400 S/S UP 891303 18p 40253 P/A AF139 38p BC143 Pi A 8F180 35p 81.115 85
GP91-38e 21.06 1614 0/8 1..39 DC40080 24/8 700 891305 23p 40398 P/A A1178 45p BC147 18p BF181 33p BA114 13p
Suitable to replace TC8 815M 0/5 51-514 105 D/8 sum 13511308 259 40458 P/A AFI79 45p B0148 16p 111184 26p BY100 23p
0592 111.32 8X5H TDB 51814 108 0/8 11419 061307 259 A0107 30P APIS° 53p BCI49 189 BF191 239 13 Y126 20p
0593-1 11.01 13116M 13/13 DC400 0/8 1140 N2614 30p AC117 809 A1181 43p 130162 18p BF195 Up BY127 230
0P94-1 11.611 8X6H D/S 21.999 0040080 D/8 84p 1N3826 30p AC126 209 AF186 gyp BC158 18p 1111011 43p BZY88
GP94-6 21-80 1406 D/S 304 N4905 P/A AC127 Up A1239 43p 80169E 14p BFIO7 329 (Series) 330
GP95
GP96

1144
21.57

GOLDR13113
850 5626n 11010TO1E

094914
N1711

P/A
Up

AC128
AC176

209
Up

AS Y28
BA144

Up
P/A

Bc169C
BCI71

16p
180

BF -200
81224

370
30p

0A5
0A47

13p
8p

0800 ITU 8TA D/8 21.25 892147 79p AC187 839 8A145 P/A 110175 Up BF'225 SOp OA i0 8p
ACO8 0.8002 115.00 9TA D/B £1.79 692160 Liflp AC188 38p BA 148 239 BC183 239 BF257 47p 0A70 99
104 1-10 6209 0800 Super E 119 50 9TAEI0 D/S 21.79 892646 68p ACY17 289 BA155 P/A 80184 23p BFX29 35p 01.71 8p

892905 40p ACY20 Up BAl5Ii P/A 110187 29p BF161 P/A OA90 8p
492926 ADI40 409 000107 15p 11(2131. 27p BF162 P/A 0A91. 8p

Green 14p AD142 58p B0108 1511 1.10 Y32 38p BF163 25p 0A202 10p
Yellow 13p ADI49 58P 80101 15p Be Y58 23p BFY19 23p P/A = price
Orange 13p ADI61 Up BC113 Up BC Y7u 209 BFY50 23p un application

N3053 Up 1.DI62 58p BC114 38p 120121 85p BFY51 23p
N3055 75p AF1O2 1189 BCII5 33p 110123 830 BF Y52 23p

8513392 20p A F114 259 B0116 63p 111)124 83p BSX21 38p
3702 18p AF115 25p .116.4 38p 11111:11 98p P346 A 25p

ADD 3p PER ITEM FOR POST & PACKING FOR ORDERS UNDER 24 PIECES
I

TERMS. CASH WITH ORDER ONLY. POST & PACKING PAYABLE
ORDERS UP TO £6.00. AFTER THAT FREE EXCEPT C.R.T.'s.

ON
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Heater supply

4R9 1.5k
Inputs R-o-1AArei
from 4R10 1.5k

primary- G
colour 4R11 1.5k

amplifiers B.Ip---i\AA,
C7 T-7

4S06 4SG S

EHT
over-
wind

820k

EHT
tripler

601
BY140

Link
1

4R15
7.5k

4R14

Picture tube

G

)B

Blanking From Al
Field Line circuit

4R16
3k

4R3
220k 4R13

1.8k

4VT2
BC171

4VT1
BC117

56k
33k

4R4
10k

Fig. 1: The picture tube grid clamping, beam current
limiting and line and field flyback blanking arrangements.

(through 3R82 and 3R73 in the red channel). Each
input transistor however passes a fairly high current
because of the other resistor in the base potential -
divider arm which is returned to the 18V rail (3R76
in the red channel). Since the emitter of the input
transistor is d.c. coupled to the base of the second
transistor, the collector current of the latter is con-
trolled by the base current of the former and under
no -signal conditions the collector current of the
second transistor is thus fairly high. A substantial
voltage is thus dropped across the collector load
(3R85 in the red channel) and if it is assumed for a
moment for the sake of description that the lower
circuit of the base potential -divider of the input tran-
sistor (3R82/3R73 in the red channel) is open -circuit
then the potential at the collector of the second tran-
sistor of each pair would be about 30V relative to
chassis. The subsequent description relates to the red
channel but the other two channels work in exactly
the same way.

The cathode of 3D19 is thus at 30V positive which
means that between pulses it is non -conducting. It is
turned on each time a pulse occurs however because
the pulse amplitude (120V) at the anode over -rides the
positive cathode voltage. The result of this is that the
coupling capacitor 3C61 charges negatively. The
charge is conveyed to 3C55 through 3R82, this capaci-
tor thus also charging negatively and counteracting a
portion of the forward bias at 3VT12 base applied by
3R76. The result is that 3VT15 collector current falls
causing its collector voltage to rise.

On succeeding pulses the same process occurs but
with each pulse more charge is added to that already

Clipped
pulses

Clamp pulses to
primary -colour amplifiers

-e- 200V

8D4
BA148

805
BA14B

Line flyback
pulses

Part of
line output
transformer

Fig. 2: Method by which the clamping pulses are obtained
by clipping the line flyback pulses.

in 3C55 until eventually after a few lines 3VT15
collector potential rises to that of the pulse amplitude
(120V) which corresponds to the black -level voltage.
The degree of 3D19 conduction during all subsequent
pulses is very small and corresponds to that required
to maintain a steady charge in 3C55.

Stability
The stability of this circuit is very high (better than

1 per cent) because with the feedback arrangement
between 3VT15 collector and 3VT12 base, coupled
with the loop gain of the d.c. coupled stage (about 50),

only a small change in 3VT12 base bias conditions is
required to reflect a larger change at 3VT15 collector.
Thus even very small departures from black level are
corrected. The heavy effective negative feedback
occurring during the period of the pulses acts as a
very efficient d.c. stabilising system without inhibit-
ing the gain during the lines of the picture-since dur-
ing these periods there are no pulses and hence no
feedback ! The pulses which operate the circuit are
timed to occur during the back porch periods and the
circuit from which the pulses are derived is shown in
Fig. 2.

Because the cathodes of the picture tube receive the
drive signals the primary -colour signals are negative -
going on picture information and positive -going on
sync, relative to the black level. The black level is
established by the flyback pulses during the black -
level porches and the clamp diodes will fail to conduct
when the sync pulses are present because these repre-
sent a positive -going signal at the cathodes of the
clamp diodes. The sync pulses thus tend to hold the
clamp diodes away from the conducting level.

Gain and Bandwidth Characteristics
To conclude this discourse on primary -colour

drivers it is worth noting that in addition to having
stable black -level regulation each amplifier must have
balanced gain stability and balanced bandwidth.
Owing to spreads in transistor parameters the gain
should as far as possible be tied to the passive circuit
components rather than to the active devices. The
same applies to bandwidth consistency. If the band-
width of one of the primary -colour channels is wider
than that of the others the signal will pass through this
one more quickly and horizontal colour fringing will
occur at points on the picture corresponding to sharp
changes in signal level.

In Fig. 3 the network 3C58/3R91 across the second
transistor's emitter resistor increases the gain at high
frequencies (because the reactance of the capacitor
falls as the frequency increases, thereby reducing the
total impedance and hence the current feedback in the
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2.2k

3R39
16k

3C64

B TO -1
output

3VT5
BF194 3.9k

Chroma notch
filter

1.5k

18V

6.4

2.2k

3R73 BF194
10k

3C55

3VT12

200V
supply

3R79
470

3R86
100

3C65

3R85
5.6k

3VT15
BF179

3C58 3R94
1500p 22k

3D16
BA148 o

3R91

22

Clamping
pdlses

V

Red

s3019
A BA145

3R82 3C61 3R97
20k 2 6.8kW,  I rVVV

Brightness pulse signal

18V

4-7k

Fig. 3: The primary -colour tube drive circuits used in
the Rank -Bush -Murphy single -standard colour chassis.
Component values are not shown in the green and blue
channels since they are identical to those shown in the.
red channel 3VT12-3VT15.

emitter circuit) in this way compensating for high -
frequency loss in other parts of the circuit e.g. due to
the capacitive shunting effects of the tube cathode cir-
cuit. The network mentioned is in the red channel:
each of the other two channels incorporates similar
compensation.

Brightness Control
The brightness control works in conjunction with

the black -level clamping system. It will be seen (Fig.
3) that the clipped clamping pulses are also fed to
3VT18 base via the potential -divider 3R100/3R101.
The collector of this transistor is loaded in part by the
brightness control 3RV11 and the pulses appear
across this in inverted form after being phase reversed
by the transistor. From the slider of the brightness
control the pulses are fed through 3C64/3R39/3C26
to pin 8 of the i.c. in which they are mixed with the
decoded signal. Since the primary -colour clamping
pulses and these "brightness" pulses coincide, the

18V 200V

3V T13
BF194

3VT16
BF179

18V 200V

Brightness
Brightness 3RV11

pulse inverter

3017 3VT18

BA148 3R100 BF194
22k

,47

3020

3R101
330 s 150

k

1.8k

BA145

3D21
BA145

Green,.

Blue

setting of the brightness con rol which adjusts the
amplitude of the inverted pulses fed to the i.c. deter-
mines the nominal black -level potential to which the
primary -colour stages are clamped and hence the
brightness of the picture.

The remainder of the picture -tube circuit relating to
the modulation electrodes is shown in Fig. 1. The
three grids are connected together and clamped to
chassis by reason of the steady 700/AA of bleed current
which flows through 4R3 and diode 4D2 from the
first anode circuit which is energised from the boost
h.t. supply. 4D2 is thus held heavily conducting and
presents a low impedance to chassis thereby ensuring

-continued on page 512
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Delayed V Signal Changeover
IN a PAL colour receiver the phase of the R -Y
signal or that of the locally -generated reference
oscillation fed to the R -Y synchronous detector
must reverse during the blanking period at the end
of each line. If this changeover occurs later there
will be a strip of incorrect colours on the left-hand
edge of the screen, e.g. red and cyan will be trans-
posed, the width of the strip depending on the
extent of delay. Though not common, this fault can
be produced by many different causes according to
the R-Y or reference signal switching circuitry
employed.

In the BRC 3000 series chassis for example the
reference oscillation is switched by a conventional
switching circuit (see Fig. 1) controlled by the ident
signal. The sinewave signal at the collector of the
ident amplifier is first clipped by a pair of clipping
diodes to produce an approximate squarewave for
driving the switching amplifier VT307. This trans-
istor produces a magnified version at its collector,
increasing the cathode potential of W309 and the
anode potential of W310 on one line and reducing
them both on the next. As the anode of W309 and
the cathode of W310 are held constant by the 4/AF
electrolytic C330 this line -by-line change in VT307's
collector voltage alternately biases each diode on in
turn.

The output from the reference oscillator is
applied to the junction of C328 and C329 so that

Fig. 1: The PAL switch circuit
used to invert the reference
signal feed to the R-Y syn-
chronous detector on alternate
lines in the BRC 3000 chassis.
The variations in VT307's
(labelled Tr307 in the circuit) collector
voltage alternately forward bias diodes
W309 and W310 so that on alternate fines
the reference signal passes through different
sections of T301 primary winding. When the ident

Cupped 82
7.8kHz 200dent signal p

0.5V t

signal is present a voltage is developed across
C330. This voltage is thus used as the turn -on bias
remove the colour -killer action in the chroma channel.

+ye

Tr307
BC214L

to

when W309 is conductive the top half of trans-
former T301's primary winding is energised while
on the next line when W310 is conductive the bot-
tom half of the primary is energised. Thus the
phase of the reference signal induced in T301
secondary reverses at the end of each line and the
R -Y output from the synchronous detector
similarly reverses on alternate lines to cancel the
R -Y signal phase inversion on alternate lines
carried out at the transmitter.

Normally when the 7.8kHz coil in the collector
lead of the ident amplifier is correctly tuned the
diode switching occurs at precisely the right
moment, but in these models it is worth noting that
delay can occur if this coil-L303-moves on its
former. This affects both the tuning and the ampli-
tude of the ident signal, so if a miscoloured strip
develops on the left-hand edge of the screen check
the position of this coil. The correct position for
the top of the winding is 0.45in. from the top of the
former. Secure it with adhesive or wax. The right-
hand edge of the picture can also be affected in this
way by mispositioning of the coil.

Insufficient Height
LIKE SO many things TV complaints tend to run in
cycles. For example we have had three GEC sets come
our way recently all with the same complaint-in-
sufficient height-although we can't recall a similar
failure with these excellent receivers for years. The
models were the BT454DS, 2018 and 2020 all using a
PCL85 in a conventional self -oscillating circuit with
the pentode section cross -coupled to the triode to give
a multivibrator action as well as providing the power
output.

As previously mentioned in these columns loss of
height with linearity largely unaffected is usually
caused by low voltage on the triode anode and this
proved to be the case in all three instances. The basic
cause in the BT454DS was that R127 (Fig. 2) a 12M1.1
resistor in series with the boost h.t. feed to this valve
was high -resistance. In the 2018 however we found that
the height stabilising v.d.r. had drastically reduced in
operating resistance and on unsoldering one end we
obtained an exceptionally tall raster. Disconnecting
one of these v.d.r.s will of course always result in
increased height since stabilisation is effected by this
component taking a small current drain which varies
with applied potential. If therefore you find an
instance of reduced height which is nicely restored by
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Fig. 2: Triode section of the field timebase circuit used in
GEC ISobell dual -standard models. Reduced height can
be caused by increase in value of the feed resistors to the
boost line or by decrease in the operating resistance of the

height stabilising v.d.r.

snipping out the v.d.r. be assured that the v.d.r. is not
at fault, for if it is not in circuit the increased voltage
at the triode anode should cause grossly excessive
height when the h.t. feed resistors are OK. In the third
case-the 2020-we found it necessary to change both
R132 the boost h.t. feed resistor and the v.d.r. Doubt-
less the extra current taken by the latter had caused the
resistor to change value.

Voltage -dependent resistors are-especially in this
application-very reliable components but as it is
virtually impossible to test them with an ohmmeter-
save by direct cpmparison with the exact equivalent-
check whether any of the associated high -value feed
resistors appear discoloured as this can be taken as
sure evidence of change of value.

Excessive Blue
WHEN tracing faults in complex circuitry it always
pays before getting too involved to check components
such as miniature electrolytics and diodes which tend
to have a higher failure rate than resistors and other
types of capacitor. This point was emphasised recently
when servicing a receiver fitted with the BRC 2000
colour chassis. This had been giving intermittently a
very blue picture and was now constantly doing so.
The chassis uses RGB drive, i.e. the luminance and
colour -difference signals are matrixed before being
applied to the shadowmask tube which is therefore
driven by primary -colour signals applied to the three
cathodes.

Our first move was to check the voltages in the blue
video circuit, working back from the cascade output
stage (see Fig. 3). With only one or two exceptions all
voltages were incorrect indicating a defect in an early
stage as with the d.c. coupling employed an incorrect
transistor voltage in an early stage produces voltage
changes throughout the whole circuit. Some of the
voltages in the maker's service manual are given with
respect to chassis and some with respect to the 30V 1.t.
rail. There should be about 2V dropped across the
collector load R73 of the clamp transistor VT19 but
we obtained only the smallest meter deflection. It
appeared therefore that either the transistor was fail-
ing to pass collector current or that there was a short
in C31 which shunts the load resistor. The latter was
obviously the most likely cause and after checking
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Fig. 3: The B -Y channel and blue output stage of the
BRC 2000 chassis. The fault was excessive blue. The B -Y
preamplifiers VT17 and VT18 are d.c. coupled and their
gain controlled by the clamp stage VT19 which provides
forward bias for VT17 via R72. VT19 is driven fully on
once each line by the pulses from the line timebase applied
to its base. C31 then charges to the potential set by the
set video bias control, this voltage forming the base bias
for VT17. C31 was found to be short-circuit and there was
in consequence excessive bias to VT17 so that the gain

of the B -Y preamplifier stages was excessive.

with an ohmmeter we found it to be almost completely
short-circuited. On replacing this component normal
operation was obtained.

Always check for voltage across electrolytics there-
fore, especially on printed panels where it is much
more difficult and time-consuming to check transistor
voltages.

Weak Picture
A MURPHY Model V2311 displayed a very weak pic-
ture on a bright raster, the brilliance control having
only slight effect. The first suspicion in such a case is
that the tube is defective. On checking at the c.r.t. base
however we found that operating the brilliance con-
trol varied the grid voltage normally but the cathode
voltage was only about half the correct 150-170V.

In this model the c.r.t. cathode is directly fed from
the PFL200 video pentode anode (see Fig. 4) and we
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Fig. 4: Video output stage used in the Bush -Murphy
TV161U-V1910U series. 2VDR provides switch -off spot
suppression: as the h.t. falls on switch -off its resistance
rapidly falls thereby quickly reducing the c.r.t. grid voltage.

found this valve and nearby feed resistors severely
over -heating. A replacement valve produced similar
results and also over -heated quickly. On making
voltage tests at the cathode we obtained only a mar-
ginal meter deflection instead of the normal 6V. A
resistance test then indicated slightly over 2011 to
chassis instead of the normal 288t formed by the
series resistors 2R37 and 2R38. Reference to the cir-
cuit showed that the only cause of the low reading
could be a short-circuit in 2C45, the 320)(AF capacitor
decoupling 2R38, leaving 2R37 (1852) as the sole
cathode resistor. Replacing this electrolytic restored
a normal picture but it was found necessary to
change the two screen feed resistors and the anode
load resistor as they were all discoloured and
slightly reduced in value.

The weak contrast had been caused by negligible
bias on the video pentode while inability to
reduce the brightness normally was due to the
valve's anode voltage and therefore the c.r.t. cath-
ode voltage being abnormally low.

TO BE CONTINUED

COLOUR RECEIVER CIRCUITS
-continued from page 509

the correct black -level operation relative to the drive
signals at the cathodes.

Beam Limiting
Beam -limiting control is applied to the grids via

4VT1. The base of this transistor receives a negative
control voltage, derived from diode 6D1 which recti-
fies sample line output stage signal, via the potentio-
meter network 4R14/4R15/4R16. Under low beam
current conditions the transistor is non -conducting
due to the biasing. With increasing beam current how-
ever the negative base bias decreases turning on
increasing 4VT1 collector current which flows via
4R13/4R4 and the bleed network. Since 4VT1 collec-
tor current flows in opposition to the bleed current
there comes a time when 4VT1 current predominates.
This switches off 4D2 and causes the grids to go
negative, thereby automatically pulling back the beam
current.

The circuit ..component values are arranged for
4VT1 current to cancel the bleed current when the
beam current exceeds lmA in 19 in. models. In the 22
and 25 in. models the base potential -divider resistor
4R16 is shorted out by a link and the changeover
point then occurs at 1.5mA beam current.

Flyback Blanking
The picture tube grids also receive the flyback

blanking pulses. Field blanking utilises 4VT2. Posi-
tive -going flyback pulses from the field timebase are
fed to the base of this transistor, causing heavy con-
duction. During the pulse periods therefore 4VT2
collector -emitter impedance is very low so that the
zener diode 4D1 is virtually shorted across. Since this
diode is in 4VT1 emitter circuit the current through
this transistor rises sharply and the resulting negative -
going pulses at its collector are communicated to the
grids of the tube thereby cutting the tube off during
the flyback period.

The line blanking is less complicated : negative -
going pulses from the line output transformer are fed
through 4R1 /4R13 direct to the grids, resulting in
the same sort of blanking action.

NEXT MONTH: PAL CODING AND DECODING

TV TEST REPORT
-continued from page 491

the nature of the work. These figures were noted with
the older 40W irons.

An advantage with all low -voltage irons is their
rapid warming up time. The Weller TCP1 is ready to
solder less than 25 seconds after plugging in. Heat
recovery time is also very fast and solder can be made
to run freely on a chassis even with the 700 -degree
bit. It thus does the job of both a normal instrument
iron and a heavy-duty one. Most low -voltage irons
have a spring -loaded trigger or switch so that con-
tinual pressure is needed when soldering. This can be
very tiring and it is not always easy to judge the right
temperature for the job. The automatic control on
this iron takes the fatigue and guesswork out of low -
voltage iron soldering.

Care must be taken when unsoldering components
not to use the bit to unpick joints or lever back bent -
over terminal tags as this may damage the protective
coating and so greatly shorten its life.

The overall length of the iron is 8in. and the
distance from bit tip to handle just 3in. This is rather
short for some applications and I would have liked
at least another inch on the barrel length. The many
good features however outweigh these minor dis-
advantages and make this a worthwhile addition to
the equipment of any workshop and indeed a useful
tool for the home constructor.

Prices are L550 for the iron alone with 4ft. of
mains cable and L610 for one with an 8ft. cable. The
combined price of iron, 4ft. cable and transformer is
£11.10. The instrument is made in Canada and the
UK distributors are Weller Electric Corporation,
Horsham, Sussex.
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NEW LIRE
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

ALBA 655, 656, 717, 721 £3.75. 890-895, 1090, 1135, 1195, 1235, 1395, 1435 £5.00.
ARGOSY. 17K10, 17K11, 17K12, 17K14, 19K17, 17K43 £4.00.
BAIRD. All models price £5.90. From model 600 quote part no. normally found on TX base plate.
BUSH TV63 to TUG69 £2.00. TV91 to TV139 £4.75. (From Model TV123 an alternative Square Tag Panel was fitted on Main Bobbin,

please state if required.) TV141 to TV176 please state part number £4.50. TV75 to TV86 14.75 (except TV80).
COSSOR 904 to 957 Rewind £4.50. CT1700U to CT2378A £5.00.
DECCA DM1, DM3C (90°), DM4C (70°), DR1, DR2, DR121 £4.50. DR95. DR100, DR101, DR202, DR303, DR404. DR505. DR606

C4.50.
DEFIANT 7P20 to 7609. Prices on request.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35, TV36, TV37. TV38, TV39, TV40. TV41, etc. £4.00.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311,1326,1327,1330, TM B272, T344, 7344F, T345. TP347. T348, T348F, TC347, TC349,

TC356,1368, T370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373, TC374, T377A, T393, T394, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 all at £4.00. 503. 504. 505
506 £4.75..

FERGUSON 306T, 308T, 406T, 408T, 416, 436, 438, 506, 508. 516, 518, 536. 546, 604, 606, 608, 616. 619. 636, 646, 648, 725, 726.
727, 3600, 3601. 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612. 3614, 3617, 3618. 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624. 3625. 3626. 3627, 3629
£4.00. Jelly Pots. please state colour: red, black or white.

FERRANTI T1001, 11002, T1002/1, T1004,11005,11023,11024,11027, T1027F, TP1026, T1071, T1072. T1121, TC1122, TC1124,
11125, TC1126 £4.00. 1154, 1155 £4.75.

G.E.C. BT302. BT342 £3.50. BT454DST-456DST. 2012. 2013, 2014. 2012, 2000DS, 2001DS, 2002DS £4.50.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869, 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1896. All models to 2645 £400.
KB 0V30, NF70, NV40, PV40, QV10, QV30, RV10, RV20, RV30, PVP20 £4.50. Featherlight £4.50. Chassis No. VC1-VC2-VC3-VC4

£4.50.
MASTERADIO 4013 DST, D500 DST, D507 DST £4.50.
MARCONI VT153. VT155, VT156, VT157, VT159, VT161, V1163. VT165. VT170, 4611, 4800, 4801, 4803, 4615 £4.00.
MURPHY V310 to 929 £4.75.
PAM 600S to 5106 £4.00.
PETO SCOTT. Prices on request.
PHILCO 1019, 1020. 2021 £4.13. 1029, 1030, 1035, 1036. 1040. 1050. 1060 £4.13.
PHILIPS 11TG190 to 241301 £5.00. 1768U to 2196U. Rewind £4.75 (old unit required).
PILOT PT450, 452, 455. 650, PT651, P60A, P61 £4.00.
PYE V200, V400, 200LB. 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310, 210S, 410, 510, 530, 600, 620, 630. 700 A or D. 710 A or D, 830 A or D or LBA

£4.00. 11 U Series, 11 U-P/NO, AL21003, 21 F to 61. Part Nos must be given when ordering Pye LOPTS £4.00.
REGENTONE 197-198. 298. TV402, TV401. TV501, TV502 £4.50. 10-4-10-6 10-21 17-18, 10-12, 191-192 £4.00.
R.G.D. 626. 627, 628. 726, RV202, RV302 £4.50. 519-619-620-621 C, 723 £4.00.
SOBELL 1000DS, 1002DS, 1005DS, 1010DST, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1032, 1033. 1038, 1039 £4.50.
STELLA 11011 U to 2149A £5.00.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772.1782, 2172, 1771, 2171. 1775. 2175.1774, 2174, 1773, 2137, 1980c, 1984c. 100c, 200c, 2380. 2384, 1984.

1985, 1986, 1980, 1980a, 1780. 2180, 2181, 2183, 2182, 1871, 1783. 6600. 6625. 6626, 6628. 6632. 6642 etc. £4.00.
Vie can rewind most LOPT £4.75.

Post and Packing 26p. C.O.D. 30p extra.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS ONLY
BUSH TV92-TV93, TV94-TV95-TV96-TV97, TV98, TV100. TV101, TV103, TV104, TV105, TV106, TV108, TV109. TV110, TV113. TV115.

TV115R, TV115c, 123, 125, 128 £2.75. Complete with heater windings. TV75, TV85 £2.75.
DECCA DR95. DR101. DR202, DR303. DR404, DR505, DR606 £2.75.

RETURN OF POST SERVICE ON ALL STOCK ITEMS
CALLERS WELCOME. But to avoid disappointment please phone to check that the items you require are in stock.
All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown being due to faulty

manufacture or materials. S.A.E. all enquiries.

Dept. "R" D.&B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
80 MERTON HIGH STREET, S.W.19 01-540 3513

3955
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone 01-722-9090
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20085 0.25
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ECC88 016
200189 048
ECC804 045
ECC807 1.70

EL37 017
EL41 0.53
EIA2 0.53
EL81 040
EMS 0.88
21.84 0.22
ELM 040
EL88 0-38
EL91 0.23
EMS 084

1W-1,350 -38
1W4/500 .38
K1'2 0.25
KT8 1.75
KT41 0.98
KT44 1.00
KT63 0.25
KT88 080
KT74 0.63
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1710 0.45
1712/14 0-38

0A2 030 6AX4 049 6J7GT 0.88 10P14 1.10 3001 0.28 1821 0.53 DK96 0-35 ECF80 0/7 EM34 0.90 KT81 2.00 PEN45 0.85 R17 048 1216 0.75
OB2 0.30 6880 0.18 61(70 0.10 12A6 0.68 30015 040 5702 0.80 DL33 0.35 ECM 0-27 El&80 0-38 KT88 1.70 PEN45DD 218 0.50 U17 0-35
OZ4 023 6BA6 040 6K70T 0.213 12AC6 0.40 30017 0.77 5763 0.50 DL92 0.27 ECF86 0-66 EM81 0.89 KTW610-63 015 219 0.30 U18/20 0.75
1A3 0.23 6808 040 6K80 0.16 12AD6 0.40 30018 060 6060 040 DL94 0.32 ECF8042.10 EM83 0/5 KTW620-63 PEN46 0-20 1020 0.56 1719 1.73
1A5 025 613E6 0.21 61.1 048 12AE13 0.48 30F5 070 7193 0.68 DL96 0-35 ECH21 048 EM84 081 KTW630.50 PEN453DD 252 0.35 U22 0.39
1A7GT 0.38 613H13 0.48 6I,60T 0.39 12AT6 028 30FL1 040 7475 0.70 DM70 0.30 ECH42 011 E1387 046 M8162 083 048 R01/240A U25 0.65
1B3GT 037 68.16 049 61.7 0.63 12AT7 016 30FL2 060 A1834 1.00 DM71 0-38 ECH81 0.27 EY51 0.83 ME14000.74 PENA4 0.98 1.98 026 0.56
105 038 68Q5 0.22 81.18 0.45 12AU6 0.21 30F1.12 970 A2134 0.98 DW4/500 ECH83 0.89 EY81 0.85 MHL4 0.75 PEN/DD/ RK34 0.88 031 0.30
1D6 048 OBQ7A 0.88 61.19 148 12AU7 0.10 30FL14 0 68 A3042 0.75 0.88 ECH84 0.84 EY83 0.55 N78 2.05 4020 0.88 8P42 0.76 1733 1.50
1FD1 0.33 6827 0.79 61.090 048 12AV6 0.28 30L1 0.29 AC044 146 DY87/6 0-25 ECL80 0.30 EY84 0.50 N108 1.40 PFL2000 -53 8561 0.83 1735 0.83
166 0.30 6828 043 6N7GT 0.40 12AX7 0.22 30L15 0.68 AC2/PEN DY802 0-37 ECL82 040 EY87/6 0-80 N308 0.95 PI.33 0-38 TH4B 0.50 1737 1.75
SHOOT 0.33 68137 1.25 6528 0.59 12AY7 0.68 301,17 0.69 0.98 2808 140 201,83 0.52 EY88 0.43 N339 0.44 PL36 0.47 TH233 0.98 1745 0-78
1L4 013 6BW6 0.72 6Q7 0.43 12BA6 0.30 30P4MR -95 AC6PEN E83F 1.20 ECL84 0.55 EY91 0.53 N359 0.44 PL38 090 TT2620 0.98 1747 0.65
1L05 0.80 6815'7 0.55 6Q70 0.27 128E6 040 30512 0.69 088 288CC 0.60 ECL85 0.55 EZ35 0-25 P61 048 PL81 0.44 UABC80 1749 0.56
1LN5 0-40 687.6 0.81 627 0.55 12BH7 047 30816 040 A02/PE7I/ E92CC 0.40 ECL86 086 EZ40 0.40 PABC80 .33 PL81A 050 0-30 1.150 0-26
1N5GT 0-37 6C6 0-19 6270 045 12E1 0.85 30519/ 1313 0.98 E18OF 0.90 EE80 070 EZ41 0.42 PC86 0.48 P1.82 0.30 UAF42 0.49 U76 0.24
1115 0.27 609 0.78 613A7GT -35 12J70T 0-38 3054 0.58 AC/PEN(7) 2182001-18 EF22 0.68 2280 041 PC88 048 PL83 0-33 UBC41 0.46 U78 0.20
184 0.22 6017 0.68 68A7 046 12E5 040 30PL1 0.59 048 E1148 0-58 EF36 0.88 EZ81 0.23 PC95 0-53 PL84 0.80 UBC81 0.40 17107 0.92
185 020 OCB6A 0.26 68C7GITO.88 12K76T 84 30PL13 0-75 AC/TH10 60 EA50 0.18 EF37A 045 EZ90 0-20 PC97 0-86 PL302 0-58 TJBF80 0.29 U191 0.58
104 0-29 601:166 148 830711T -118 12Q70T0 28 30PL14 0435 AC/TP 0.98 EA78 0.88 2E39 040 FW4/500 PC900 0.84 P1.504/500 UBF89 0.30 17251 0.68
1U5 0.48 6008A 080 60117 0.68 128A7GT 30PL15 047 AL60 0.78 EABC80 -30 EF40 0.50 0.75 PCC84 0.29 0.63 UBL21 0.55 17281 0.40
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384 0.27
3V4 0.82
524GY 0.58
5V40 0.35
SY3GT 0.26
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11 ridT 0 ME TELEVISION
THE excellent conditions experienced during May have
largely continued into June except for a short lull at the
beginning of the month. It certainly looks as though
this year will have one of the best Sporadic E seasons
for possibly seven years and we have every reason to
think that conditions will remain active for some time
yet! In view of the amount of reception logged here I
will limit my report as last month to periods of sustained
Sporadic E only.

1/6/71 TVP (Poland) R1, R2; ORF (Austria) E2a;
DFF (East Germany) E3, E4.

2/6/71 RAI (Italy) IA, IB; TVE (Spain) E2, E3, E4;
NRK (Norway) E2, E3.

5/6/71 Switzerland E2; TVE E2.
6/6/71 TVP RI, R3; USSR R2; MT (Hungary) RI,

R2; RAI IA, IB; JRT (Yugoslavia) E3, E4;
ORF E2a, E4; WG (West Germany) E2; ORTF
(France) F2; plus unidentified signals.

7/6/71 TVE E2; JRT E3; plus unidentified signals.
9/6/71 NRK E2 (twice), E3.

13/6/71 DFF E4; TVE E2, E3, E4; JRT E3, E4; RAI
IA, IB; Switzerland E3; plus unidentified
signals.

14/6/71 TVE E2, E3, E4; RAI IA, IB; ORTF F2, F4.
15/6/71 SR (Sweden) E2; NRK E2; Denmark E3, E4;

RTP (Portugal) E2, E3; RAI IA; ORTF F2,
F4; CT (Czechoslovakia) R1; TVP RI, R2; plus
unidentified signals.

16/6/71 USSR R1, R2; DFF E3; NRK E2, E3; RAI IA;
TVE E2, E3, E4; RTP E3; plus unidentified
signals.

17/6/71 RTP E2, E3; TVE E2, E3, E4; RAI IA; MT
121; TVP RI.

18/6/71 USSR RI (twice), R2; CT 121; TVP R2; DFF
E4; NRK E2; RAI IA; ORTF F2, F4.

19/6/71 TVE E2, E3, E4; RTP E3; RAI IA; Switzerland
E3; WG E2; JRT E3, E4, TVP RI.

20/6/71 USSR RI; CT RI (twice), R2; WG E2; JRT
E3 (twice), E4; RAI IA; RTP E2, E3; MT R1,
R2.

21/6/71 ORF E2a; RAI IA; ORTF F2; plus unidenti-
fied signals.

22/6/71 TVP RI; CT RI; RAI IA; JRT E3, E4.
23/6/71 USSR RI; TVE E2; RAI IA.
26/6/71 CT R2; ORF E2a; WG E3, E4; RAI IA; TVE

E2, E3; plus unidentified signals.
27/6/71 USSR RI, R2; TVP RI, R2; plus unidentified

signals.
28/6/71 SR E2, E3; NRK E2; RAI IA; JRT E4; plus

unidentified signals.
29/6/71 TVE E2, E3.

Excellent openings which I unfortunately missed were
also noted on the 11th, 24th, 25th, 28th, 29th while on
certain of the days above the Sp. E openings were well
under way when I switched on. Good tropospherics were
noted in many parts of the UK at the beginning of the
month, brought about by the sustained fine weather, with
signals from France, Belgium, Holland and West Ger-
many -notably on u.h.f. Of particular interest here was
my reception of Leige E3 via tropospherics-a difficult
one due to an extremely strong local signal on ch. B3.

In an opening here on 15/6/71 Denmark was noted
using the old Test Card G -with "Danmarks Radio" iden-
tification -prior to the ORF type electronic card the latter
with no identification. With Austria on ch. E4 with the
similar card care is called for when logging this station.

The same Sp. E opening brought forth an interesting

ROGER BUNNEY
event on ch. E2 with NRK Norway. Within the space of
10 minutes they were noted to change from Test Card G to
the ORF type electronic card (with identification) and then
to the electronic card used by SWF (West Germany) and
Finland (see June DX -TV column for photograph). The
latter card carried the identification NRK in the central
black rectangle. With Finland also using this distinctive
card on both the TV1 and TV2 networks obvious pre-
cautions need to be taken. (We have heard that the TV2
ch. E2 Finnish transmitter at Tampere was off the air
1/6/71-15/6/71.)

The USSR has been noted to change the identification
on their test card. Usually it carries the number
"0249" within the central circle but at times this is
replaced with the letters "CCCP". Possibly the former
orginates from the transmitter itself while the latter ver-
sion indicates a network transmission card.

With recent reception favouring the South East, Yugo-
slavia has been well received and has brought about a
number of queries. There are three main networks in
this country: Zagreb (using the Telefunken card and
checkerboard pattern); Ljubljana (using the Retma card,
with identification, and EBU pattern); Beograd (using
the Retma card, no identification, and EBU pattern).
Often one network will be transmitting a programme while
the others are on test patterns. Yugoslavia has also been
noted in the recent openings using numerous patterns on
E3 and E4 -various grey scales, contrast wedges etc.

From our Correspondents
A number of enthusiasts have from time to time noted

the DFF (East Germany) test pattern, which usually
carries the identification "DFF Berlin", carrying other
wording often too small to be deciphered. Keith Hamer
(Derby) has sent us the answer to the problem. The
wording is "DFF UBERNIMMT DAS PROGRAM VON
RADIO DDR". Keith tells us that this means basically
that the DFF TV network is taking the sound from Radio
DDR and relaying it over the television transmitters.
(This is similar to ORTF who relay the France Inter
radio programme during the TV test transmissions.) Our
grateful thanks -to Keith for clearing up this mystery
which has puzzled more than one person!

P. Watts (Grimsby) has written with a log of stations

The -CS U 01" Czechoslovakian test pattern.
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he received during the recent good conditions. He too
has noted the tendency for reception to the South East
and has also received the Hungarian test pattern with
the new identification in the black rectangle (see last
month's column). The new Czechoslovakian test pattern
was also received at good strength. and we are most
fortunate to be able to feature this pattern with the
column this month.

P. D. van der Kramer has sent us a photograph of the

Czechoslovakian "CS U 01" test pattern as received by
him in Slikkerveer, Holland. He too has been most active
with reception on most days throughout May and June.
In his letter he mentions that Belgium has used the ORF
(Austria) type electronic card which confirms the obser-
vations of Mr. Bunyan of Sittingbourne Kent, mentioned
in the April DX -TV column. P. D. van der Kramer goes
on to say that he organises a small DX -TV club currently
active in the Low Countries. This includes publication
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of a monthly bulletin in Dutch. If there is sufficient
interest he is considering an English version. Readers
interested should write to him direct (with an I.R.C.) at
Europese Testbeeldjagers, Diepenbrockstraat 2, Slikker-
veer 3210, Holland.

Our friends Lothar Scholt (Ziegelroda, East Germany)
and Seppo J. Pirhonen (Lahti, Finland) have both written
to us with latest news. They report excellent conditions
prevailing in their respective countries. Lothar has seen
openings on most days since May 14th although he is
unfortunately unable to resolve the BBC -1 405 -line signals
that are often received there. Seppo tells us that he has
been looking in the early mornings with his aerials to the
South East and as early as 0515 BST has logged weak
signals on ch. R1 which he suspects-and I agree-may
have originated in the Central Asian part of the USSR!

To complete the list of Italian transmitters featured in
the May DX -TV column the following information is
now to hand : No. 19, Gambarie, ch. D; No. 28, Badde
Urbara (Sardinia), ch. D.

News
Luxembourg: We now have more detailed information
about the changes at Tele-Luxembourg. As mentioned
last month a changeover to 625 lines with positive
video will take place from September 1st 1971 and test
transmissions are already in progress. A new 300 metre
mast is under construction and in the Spring of next year
higher gain ch. E7 transmitting aerials will be brought
into service at the 260 metre level. During Summer 1972
a 1000kW ch. E21 transmitter will come into service with
transmitting aerials at the full 300 metre height. The
studio will be capable of colour transmissions using the
SECAM system (similar to ORTF-2).
Monaco: Tele Monte -Carlo is to construct a 1000kW
u.h.f. transmitter in the Alps-North of Tenda on Mount
Bec Rouz-to transmit programmes in Italian to Northern
Italy along the Po
mitter is planned for Corsica with a coverage into Rome.
Both transmissions will be using the SECAM system.
Sunspot Counts: Predictions of the smoothed monthly
counts: June 64, July 62, August 60, September 58.
October 56. November 54. Courtesy Swiss Solar
Observatory.

New Transmitters
France: Toulouse/Pic Du Midi ch.24 500kW horizontal.

Autun (Central France) ch.51 500kW horizontal.
Lebanon: Jounieh ch.E2 1kW horizontal.

This station is virtually impossible but has been listedas showing an encouraging sign of possible further
stations in Band I in an area where Band 111 tends to be
used in preference to other frequencies.
Sweden: Halmstad ch.24 1000kW horizon-

tal (approximately 70
miles north of Copen-
hagen).

Boden ch.36 increase of e.r.p.
to 1000kW horizontal
from 100kW.

Denmark: Copenhagen ch.31 has been taken out of
service.
Holland: Goes ch.E7 has been taken out of service.

DX -TV Pamphlet
We decided some while ago to produce a small

pamphlet giving basic information on DX -TV. Due
to Charles Rafarel's untimely death this was held up
but is now however complete, containing information
on vision standards, propagation, aerials and ampli-
fiers, receiver requirements and modifications, inter-
ference rejection, photography, etc. To cover costs it
is necessary to make a charge of 15p. Postal orders
should be made out to R. Bunney and sent care of
Television, IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.

High Salary
A Dream House
A New Car
And A Secure FutureGet into the Computer
Industry the fast and
easy way.
Now for the first time, anybody (no special qualifications
are needed) can train outside the computer industry for
an exciting career as a computer operator in only 4
weeks-and can earn £2,000 ++ p.a.
How? We are the only commercial training organisation
in the U.K. permitted to use the famous
'Eduputer'.
JOBS GALORE! 144,000 new
operators will be needed over the
next five years alone. And the
moment you qualify our
exclusive computer appointments
bureau introduces you to
computer users everywhere.
This is your big opportunity to get
out of a rut and into the world's
fastest growing industry. Find
out more FREE and
without obligation by
posting this coupon
TO -DAY.

MIME II MEM
London Computer Operators
Training Centre
068 Oxford House, 9/15, Oxford Street, London, W1.
Telephone: 01-734 2874
127/131 The Piazza, Dept. 068 Piccadilly Plaza,
Manchester 1. Telephone: 061-236 2935.
Please send me your FREE illustrated brochure on exclusive
Eduputer 'hands on' training for computer operating.
Name

Address

Tel
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The Crown
7TV105

mains /battery
portable

H. K.HILLS
IT is always interesting and informative and for the
service engineer frequently essential to become con-
versant with the often very different circuits and de-
sign ideas used in the many foreign sets now being
imported into this country. Getting to grips with these
circuits is however hampered for the busy service en-
gineer by the fact that, certainly in the case of the
many single -standard monochrome portable sets
around, the service manuals seldom contain circuit
notes while the circuit diagram draughting is usually
completely different to the accepted UK style. The
aim of this new occasional series therefore is to
highlight and explain the many interesting technical
features to be found in the various types of imported
sets. To start the ball rolling we shall first take a look
at a typical Japanese mains -battery portable model,
the Crown 7TV105. This single -standard, solid-state
monochrome model is fitted with a 7in. tube and uses
21 transistors and 19 diodes. It is a compact set weigh-
ing just 6.61b.

Vision Receiver
The receiver stages up to the point where the

video and 6MHz intercarrier sound signals are separ-
ated are shown in block schematic form in Fig. 1.

Looking first at the tuner we immediately see a com-
plete contrast between current UK and Japanese prac-
tice, for this tuner uses just one transistor, as oscil-
lator, whose output together with the aerial signal is
coupled to a diode mixer. Two tuned lecher lines pro-
vide the required pre -mixer selectivity and the i.f.
output is taken to a single -stage "bandpass amplifier"
mounted on a separate printed -circuit board. The
tuned input and output circuits of this stage are
centred on 36.8MHz and the amplified output is then

Aerial. Rod or external

UHF tuner Bandpass amplifier 3 -stage vision  IF amplifier

001 ©
CR101 021
Mixer Osc

Til;q*
020

36.8MHz 36.8MH

taken to a three -stage vision i.f. strip. As the receiver
can give a usable picture from a 40µV input signal,
absence of an r.f. amplifier stage implies low -noise
conversion by the mixer diode.

The first two vision i.f. amplifier stages are both
gain controlled and are shown together with the
associated a.g.c. circuitry in Fig. 2. The collector coils
of these two stages are series tuned, also to 36.8MHz,
by the associated 15pF capacitors. The base feed to
the following transistor is in each case taken from the
junction of the coil and the 68! resistor-R107 or
R113-which also forms part of the total collector
load. This series arrangement is quite different from
the conventional parallel -tuned circuit in which the
coil, capacitor and loading resistor are all shunted
together with the feed to the following stage taken
either from the collector or a coil tapping point to
suit the input impedance of this stage. The final i.f.
stage in this receiver however has a parallel tuned
collector load, tuned to 35.35MHz, which is capaci-
tively linked to a tapped coil tuned to 38.15MHz
which feeds the vision detector diode.

Overall, therefore, there are five i.f. coils tuned to
36.8MHz, only the final pair of coils being stagger
tuned. In the input circuit to Q1 a bridged -T filter is
tuned to 40.9MHz to eliminate the adjacent channel
sound while an acceptor trap tuned to 32.9MHz deletes
the adjacent channel vision. The overall vision i.f.
response, shown inset in Fig. 1, locates the vision
carrier at 38.9MHz midway down the h.f. flank and
the sound 6MHz lower at 32.9MHz.

AGC Circuits
A comon feed from the a.g.c. amplifier Q6 controls

the gain of Q1 and Q2 while a delayed a.g.c. line con-

'IE54534'
3611MHz 409MHz 32.9MHz
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the vision receiver sections of the Crown 7TV105 portable model.
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Fig. 2: The controlled i.f. stages
Q1 and Q2 and the a.g.c. cir-
cuits. The delayed a.g.c. line
controls the bandpass amplifier
Q20 and comes into operation
when Q1 conducts heavily
enough for Q7 to cut on.
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trolled from a point in Q l's collector circuit is used
to bias the bandpass amplifier stage Q20. Thus three
of the four i.f. stages are gain controlled. A wide a.g.c.
control range is important in portables which must be
sufficiently sensitive to give a good picture from the
built-in telescopic aerial but must not be overloaded
when fed with a strong signal from an exterior aerial
array.

As is usual with single -standard receivers the a.g.c.
potential is directly related to the true signal strength
-the amplitude of the sync pulses-but an unusual
feature is that the a.g.c. amplifier is gated on during
the sync pulse period by flyback pulses from the
line output stage. As indicated in Fig. 2 the a.g.c.
amplifier Q6 is driven from the emitter of the video
emitter -follower (the point is shown in Fig. 3). At the
input to Q6 the video information is positive -going
while the sync pulses are negative -going, i.e., the sync
pulse tips represent the most negative signal level at
the input to Q6. The a.g.c. amplifier is a pnp type with
its emitter connected to a potential divider across the
10.25V 1.t. rail. The sync pulses will thus drive the
a.g.c. amplifier into conduction and the increased
current through R315 will result in a positive -going
pulse at this point. These output pulses are smoothed
by the filter and used to bias the bases of the
controlled stages Q1 and Q2. Increase in signal
strength will produce an increasingly positive control
potential which will drive Q1 and Q2 harder on to
reduce the gain through forward a.g.c. action. The
collector of Q6 is linked to its load via a low -voltage
winding on the line output transformer: this provides
a negative -going flyback pulse which switches Q6 on
during the line blanking/sync pulse periods to give
the gating action.

Delayed A.G.C.
As with r.f. amplifiers in tuners, the gain of the

first controlled stage.,, in this case the bandpass ampli-
fier, must if the signal-to-noise ratio is to be preserved
be maintained at maximum unless it is necessary to
reduce the gain of this stage to avoid crossmodula-
tion. The a.g.c. supply to this transistor is therefore
"held off" by the delay amplifier Q7 until the signal
strength rises to an excessive level at which cross -
modulation could occur.

The base bias for the bandpass amplifier is taken
from the junction of R321 and R322. Q7 is another

2k R321
27k

Delayed AGC to
bandpass amplifier

Output to base of
3rd I F amplifier

2 7k

319
1k

Q7
2SA15

R322
8.2k

Filter

10.25V

Input from video
emitter -follower

5kpeLAGC
AGC delay

R320
820

AGC 2'2
^1.j,;,)...._(

15k

Winding
on line
output
transformer

1R315
1.86

3.3k

06
2SA15

...191k

pnp type transistor and is normally non-conductive
because the voltage at the junction of R109 and R107
to which its base is taken is positive with respect to
the voltage at the junction of R319 and R320 (with
R319 correctly set) to which its emitter is connected.
With excessive signal strength the forward a.g.c.
action drives Q1 hard on so that the voltage at the
junction of R109 and R107 falls below the emitter
potential of Q7. Q7 is thus brought into conduction
and the increased current through R322 produces an
increase in the voltage at the junction of R321 and
R322. This positive -going potential is used as the
delayed a.g.c. and increases the forward bias applied
to the bandpass amplifier, reducing its gain through
forward a.g.c. action.

Video Circuitry
The video circuits are shown in Fig. 3. So far as

the video signal is concerned Q4 acts as an emitter -
follower to give impedance matching between the
vision detector and the video output transistor Q5.
As with most current designs from all sources how-
ever, this emitter -follower acts as a conventional
common -emitter stage so far as the 6MHz intercarrier
sound signal is concerned. This signal is of course
developed by the video detector and appears amplified
across the tuned circuit in Q4's collector lead. The
diode shunted across the tuned circuit tends to skim
off any amplitude variations in the f.m. signal due to
its non -linearity at low signal levels. The 6MHz
acceptor wavetrap across Q4's emitter load resistor
R309 serves two purposes : it prevents the sound
signal reaching the video output stage and by eliminat-
ing negative feedback across R309 at 6MHz enables
Q4 to give maximum amplification to this signal in
the collector circuit.

The video signal developed across R309 is a.c.
coupled to the base of the video output transistor Q5.
R307 provides base bias for this stage and as this bias
is taken directly from Q5's collector instead of from
the 68V supply rail both d.c. and video negative feed-
back are introduced, stabilising the operation of this
stage. As is the usual practice in small portables of this
type contrast control is effected by means of a poten-
tiometer in the emitter circuit which varies the degree
of negative feedback. Being in series with a 100µF
capacitor its adjustment has no effect on the d.c.
working conditions of the stage. L303 and L304
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Fig. 3. The video circuitry.

330k
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provide h.f. peaking and the signal is coupled by C312
to the tube cathode. The small value of C312 com-
pared to the capacitor feeding Q5 base-though both
pass the same signal-clearly shows the need to relate
the feed capacitor value to the load impedance if 1.f.
attenuation of the signal is to be minimised. The
c.r.t. input impedance is quite high, representing
about lookn in parallel with 10pF, while the input
impedance of the video output transistor Q5 may be
no more than ]kit.

Sync Circuits
As we have seen the signal developed across R309

is used to drive the video output stage and the a.g.c.
amplifier. It is also used to drive the sync separator
Q12. The sync circuitry (Fig. 4) incorporates several
interesting features so we shall now take a look at
this section of the receiver. The sync pulses at Q4
emitter are negative -going. A pnp transistor is there-
fore used as the sync separator, with its emitter taken
to the 12V 1.t. rail. Slight forward base bias is provided
by the potential divider R402/ R403 to ensure that the
transistor completely saturates during the sync pulses.
The collector voltage of Q12 thus rises from just
above chassis potential during picture information to
almost rail voltage during the sync pulses.

The field sync pulses are integrated by C402 and
fed via the pulse sharpening diode CR501 to a tertiary
pulse -injection winding on the field blocking oscillator
transformer. Diode CR502 is held non-conductive
as the field pulse builds up, but on the negative -going
overswing caused by the transformer inductance when
the oscillator triggers CR502 conducts to protect the
blocking oscillator transistor.

The line sync pulses are established across C405 and
fed via C404 to the flywheel line sync phase splitter
Q13. This is an npn transistor without fixed forward
bias so that it conducts only when the positive -going
pulses from the sync separator appear at its base. It
then produces equal but antiphase output pulses across
the 3301/ load resistors in its emitter and collector
leads. The pulse at Q13 collector is negative -going so
that CR401 is switched on while that at its emitter is
positive -going so that CR402 also switches on. A

10k
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frequency 04
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047 02
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Fig. 4: Sync separator and flywheel line sync.

sample waveform from the line output transformer is
fed to the junction of these two diodes. D.C. feeds
from the line hold and line frequency controls are
also fed to this point. These two controls have a
similar effect : the use of two controls enables the
picture to be locked with the main user control in the
mid -position. When the pulses from the line output
transformer coincide with the pulse feeds from Q13
the voltages across the diode loads R409 and R410
are equal but opposite so that the bias applied to the
base of the line oscillator transistor is the voltage
tapped from the line hold and frequency controls. If
however the sample pulse train deviates in frequency
the diodes do not conduct equally, the voltages
developed across R409 and R410 alter differentially
and a correcting positive- or negative -going voltage
is applied to the line oscillator to restore the correct
operating conditions.

Timebases
The output from the field blocking oscillator tran-

sistor is taken from its emitter and a.c. coupled to a
driver stage which is in turn a.c. coupled to the field
output transistor. The latter is loaded by an inductor,
its ouput being capacitively coupled to the field
deflection coils.

A tertiary winding on the line blocking oscillator
transformer feeds the line driver stage which is trans-
former coupled to the 2SC664 line output transistor.
The line output stage also provides the 9.5kV e.h.t.,
a 248V supply for the tube first and focusing anodes
and the 68V rail for the video output stage.

Miscellaneous Points
In the audio section an npn driver is transformer

coupled to a pair of 2SB77 pnp output transistors in
a single -ended push-pull circuit.

One pole of the two -pole on -off switch is used to
switch the live feed to the mains transformer while
the other pole controls the output feed from the
power supply circuits to the rest of the set.

All in all, this is a high -sensitivity portable with
many interesting features.

TO FOLLOW: THE SANYO 10in. MAINS -BATTERY
PORTABLE
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(3LPROBLEMS
SOLVED

PYE CT78
There is an intermittent buzz on sound though the

picture and colour are not affected in any way. The
buzz is sometimes present on switching on and can
occur two or three times a night. It can be com-
pletely cured for a time by touching TP3 with a
metal object. The buzz can also be reduced to almost
zero by placing a finger on top of transistor VT3.
Otherwise the sound is OK but is very occasionally
reduced and slightly distorted when the buzz is
present. Thinking that the trouble could be frequency
drift in the tuner the a.f.c. voltage was checked but
found to be correct even when the buzz is present.-
G. F. Young (Corby).

The symptoms suggest a dry -joint in the sound i.f.
section-around T2, T4 and the integrated circuit-
which should be carefully examined for this likeli-
hood. Check also the tuning of the slope detector
circuit by adjusting L19 for optimum sound.

FERRANTI T1046
The picture has moved to the left-the picture only,

not the raster. By moving the line hold control the
picture can be moved to the right and the foldover on
the left gets very small. As however the picture ap-
proaches the correct position it breaks up. This set
does not have flywheel sync yet there appears to be
a phase shift in the line synchronisation.-G. Penrose
( Burton).

This picture shift can occur on sets such as this
where the feedback to the line oscillator stage is
tapped from the line output transformer and some-
times indicates that the line output transformer is
ageing. However, first check the line oscillator and
output valves, the cross -coupling capacitors C90, C94
and C89, the sync coupler C99 and the grid resistors.

PAM L123A
The sound is OK but there is no picture, only a

thin horizontal line across the screen. The field time -

base valves have been replaced without effecting a
cure.-R. Jackson (Welwyn).

A frequent cause of this trouble is the VA1054
thermistor inside the field scan coil assembly. The
fault could however be almost anywhere else in the
field timebase: a check with an oscilloscope would
quickly reveal it.

1. Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
P problems must be accompanied by a 10p
postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),
the query coupon from page 523 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.

REGENTONE 195
The fault on this set is no raster, sound OK. The

voltages on the PL36, PY800 and ECH84 are correct
and the line whistle can be heard. A 4in. spark can
be drawn from the DY86 anode and about }in. from
its cathode. The boost voltage is correct at the test
point.-G. Barth (Greenford).

The e.h.t. section appears to be in order so we
suggest you check the tube base voltages particularly
that at pin 3 (first anode) where you might find the
0.02/4F decoupler shorted.

MURPHY 929U
The height of the picture and the spacing between

the lines increases, the picture also rolling. If the set
is switched off for about twenty seconds the trouble
goes and the set functions correctly for the rest of
the evening. The timebase valves have been replaced
without overcoming the difficulty.-T. Downing
(Bristol).

We have come across the odd Murphy 929U
receiver where this fault is due to shorting turns on
the field output transformer. Normally however it is
simply due to poor h.t. smoothing. Check therefore
the main reservoir and smoothing electrolytics 3C43
and 3C42, then 3C46 which smooths the supply to
the field timebase and the other electrolytics in this
block-the common fault with these multiple elec-
trolytics is leakage between the sections in the same
can, virtually short-circuiting the effect of the smooth-
ing resistors. If these electrolytics are OK check the
field output valve cathode decoupler 3C35 500/AF from
pin 8 of the PCL85.

PYE 62
One of these sets which are fitted with the Pye 368

chassis is suffering from vertical jitter and pulling on
whites. The jitter starts on mainly white pictures.
The PCL85, PFL200 and ECC82 have been replaced
and the capacitors in the field timebase checked. The
preset contrast and width controls have also been
adjusted.-J. Maundy (Cardiff).

Check that the 1.t. feed to the tuner-a sleeved
yellow wire running above the system switch-has not
got too near the line linearity choke.

-71-12FIF 1
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HMV 1893
There is cramping at the bottom and stretching at the
top of the picture. The field timebase valve (PCL82)
has been replaced and all components to the valve
checked and found to be OK. The linearity controls
and associated components also seem to be OK. The
ECC82 which forms the other part of the field genera-
tor has also been replaced. Apart from this fault the
picture is perfect.-L. Warner (Bristol).

Check the 22kfl anode load resistor (R113) of the
field generator section of the ECC82 and the 0.01/AF
capacitor C97 behind the linearity control.

MURPHY V510
A picture is only obtained by putting the contrast
control hard over but the picture is then negative. As
the contrast control is adjusted the picture gradually
becomes less negative until a point is reached where
the picture becomes positive. At this point, however,
the picture and sound-with no further movement of
the contrast control-suddenly go off (the tube stays
on). Both picture and sound can be brought back as
before by putting the contrast control hard over
again.-H. Redman (Blyth).

The abrupt action of the contrast control denotes
a fault in the a.g.c. circuit. This is a rather involved
circuit consisting of a 6-30L2 valve coupled to the
common i.f. amplifier stage and the tuner unit. Check
the 6-30L2 valve then the 30L15 on the tuner and
the 30F5 common i.f. amplifier before getting in-
volved if necessary with the components associated
with the 6-30L2.

FERGUSON 3602
The sound is very distorted though if the volume
control is turned fully up the distortion clears. The
distortion returns a few minutes after turning the
volume control down to a reasonable listening
level. The volume control and audio valve have
been replaced without improving matters.-B. Cox
(Birmingham).

There are two 0.02,uF capacitors (C106 and C109)
behind the PCL82 audio valve on the upper left-hand
side. Change these capacitors: one of them appears
to be leaky. Also check the loudspeaker. "

BUSH TV97
There is excessive width on this model even though
the width tapping adjustment has been set to its lowest
setting.-G. Truecott (Axminster).

Check the setting of the line linearity sleeve under
the deflection coils (make sure that it has not at some
time been removed). If this does not solve the problem
check C123 (0.25µF) and C124 (0.1µF). These are the
S -correction capacitors in series with the line scan
coils. One of them may be short-circuit.

PHILIPS 19TG158A
This set has developed uncontrollable brilliance
and having checked out all the associated circuits I
am forced to the conclusion that the tube is at fault.
Are there any steps I can take that may make a new
tube unnecessary'-D. Docker (Perth).

A voltage check at pin 2 or pin 6 (grid) of the

AW47-91 will probably show approximately the same
voltage as at pin 7 (cathode) whatever the setting of
the brilliance control. Short across the base socket
heater pins 1 and 8 and note what happens to this
voltage when the c.r.t. base is removed. If the voltage
now follows the setting of the control the tube has a
cathode -grid short. Leave off the base socket and with
pins 1 and 8 still shorted to maintain heater line con-
tinuity connect pin 7 of the tube base to chassis. Con-
nect a well -insulated lead to pin 6 and touch its other
end momentarily to the top cap of the line output
valve. This should result in a slight discharge inside
the tube and this should clear the short. Repeat if
necessary, taking care not to give yourself a little of
the same treatment.

FERGUSON 3703
There is an intermittent fault on this set. A very
severe vertical line of patterning about }in. wide
suddenly appears on the right side of the screen,
accompanied by lesser patterning all over the screen
and also noise. This sometimes lasts only a minute
or so while at other times it lasts up to half an hour
after which it suddenly disappears. It can always be
cured by switching the set off and on again. The
fault affects all channels and usually occurs during
the first hour. Otherwise the picture is perfect.-
G. Lorrimore (Chester).

The trouble is most likely to be in the tuner unit
and is probably caused by improper contact between
the tuning gang spindle, the earthing clips on the
spindle and the tuner bulkheads (the divisions be-
tween the sections). be
effective or the tuner can be replaced.

STELLA ST1017U
There is heavy snow present on all the Band I
channels but after about two hours' viewing this
slowly disappears until only very faint snow is visible.
The trouble has been slowly getting worse. Band III
is not affected in this way.-F. Moorfield (Bath).

Since the Band III channels are not affected it
appears that the trouble is in the Band I coil biscuits.
Remove these and resolder the connections as there
seem to be one or more dry -joints or other faulty
connections. Also check the PCC89 r.f. amplifier
valve.

GEC 2039
Sound and vision on u.h.f. suddenly went completely.
About the same time the ITV picture started to
pull badly to one side in the middle while a week
or so later ITV sound and vision also went com-
pletely. BBC -1 vision and sound are still excellent.
Having had some trouble with the Band switching
on the v.h.f. tuner I opened this up and cleaned
the switch contacts. After this ITV sound was
obtained again but still no vision and no response on
u.h.f. A new u.h.f. tuner has been fried with no
improvement.-R. Green (Clerkenwell).

The u.h.f. tuner i.f. output is taken to the v.h.f.
tuner where it is amplified by the mixer section of the
PCF801. If as seems likely the loss of ITV and
absence of u.h.f. are due to a common cause this is
likely to be in the screen feed to the PCF801 mixer
section. Check R7, 22kQ, to pin 7 of the valve base.
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PHIL CO 1030
The picture is displaced to the left leaving a 3in.

wide black vertical band on the right. There is also
intermittent picture break-up which necessitates very
careful adjustment of the line hold control. This
requires further attention from time to time. The
following valves have been replaced: PL81, EY86,
PY32, PY81.-E. Gunn (Swansea).

You do not mention the two ECC82 valves V12
and V13. These must be checked together with their
associated components. There is no direct sync on this
model, locking being determined by the line sync
comparator valve V13 which is the first suspect.

EKCO T231
The fault is that the picture is darker, or "shaded",

over about one third of the screen on the left-hand
side. Could this be due to a failing h.t. metal rectifier
and if so could this be replaced by a BY100 silicon
rectifier? The set is fitted with spot -wobble: can you
tell me the purpose of this?-R. Wise (Aberdeen).

The shading trouble is due to a faulty field flyback
suppression capacitor. This 0.001µF capacitor is
below the claassis near the main smoothing compon-
ents and feeds flyback suppression pulses from the
field oscillator circuit to the tube grid circuit. You
can use a BY100 rectifier with series surge limiter to
replace the metal h.t. rectifier if you wish. There is a
switch which brings the spot -wobble circuit into
operation. This consists of an oscillator coupled to

the scanning assembly and moving the spot as it
scans the line so as to diffuse the line structure. It is
unfortunately liable to cause patterning on the set
next door.

EMERSON E704
The set operates correctly for about five minutes

after which the width of the lines at the top of the
picture increases, those at the bottom remaining the
same. Adjusting the linearity control helps a little but
the effect is still prominent. The field hold control
keeps needing adjustment as well.-R. Blackwell
(Birmingham).

Check the PCL82 field output valve and its associa-
ted components, including the biasing which in this
circuit is applied to the grid from the triode oscillator
section. The bias is sometimes cancelled by leakage
through C77 the 0.01/(F coupler from the oscillator
triode.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until September, 22,
1971, and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 521. I

Don't forget the 10p postal order !

TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1971 I

105 Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

10 A Rank -Bush -Murphy colour receiver came into
the workshop with the complaint of incorrect

colour displays but with the blue and yellow hues the
least affected. The receiver was set up in the work-
shop from an oft -air signal and it was discovered that
while the reproduction was normal on a monochrome
transmission and on a colour one with the colour
control turned right down the symptom of incorrect
colours occurred when the colour control was
advanced on a colour transmission. The symptom
was accompanied by Hanover bar interference (i.e.
horizontal lines across the picture, fairly closely
spaced).

The receiver was then operated from a PAL -
encoded colour -bar generator. At normal viewing
distance the white bar appeared white, the yellow bar
green -yellow, the cyan bar light blue, the green bar
gold -yellow, the magenta bar blue -towards -magenta,

the red bar dirty -red or brown, the blue bar blue -
towards -magenta and the black bar black. What area
in the receiver would be at fault and what particularly
would be most likely to cause incorrect hue displays
of this nature? See next month's TELEVISION for the
solution and for a further Test Case item.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 104
Page 474 (last month)

On changing from one channel to another the line
timebase tends momentarily to fall out of
synchronism. This change in generator repetition
frequency results in a change in the flyback pulse
potential and hence a change in the e.h.t. and boost
voltages. There can also be small differences in the
sync/blanking signals of different stations which can
reflect minor line timebase potential changes.

Now as the field oscillator anode is fed from the
boost line a mild fault in the field generator could
be aggravated by the change in boost voltage when
changing channel and under certain conditions this
could lead to loss of field lock as described last month.

Since the technician discovered that the symptom
could be influenced by shorting the anode of the field
oscillator triode to chassis the next check should have
been of the components in the anode circuit. The
resistors were found to be without fault but the
voltage -dependent resistor used in the set in question
to stabilise the height was found to be passing
excessive current and thus starving the triode anode
circuit. Replacement of this component completely
cleared the fault.

Published approximately on the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon S , London, E.C.4A 4AD. Printed in England by FleetwayPrinters, Crede Hall Road, G d. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (A/sia) Ltd.; South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.,
Rhodesia and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd ; East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage): for one year to any part of the world,
L2.65. "Television" is sold subject to the following condttions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be
lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold,
hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, lior pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4p a word (minimum 12 words), box number 7p extra.
Semi -display setting £2.50 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made
payable to TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for inser-
tion in the next available issue.

EDUCATIONAL

ENGINEERS-get a technical certificate.
Exam. and Certificate Postal Courses in
all branches of Engineering, Electronics,
Radio and TV, Computers, Draughts.,
Building, etc. Write for helpful FREE
BOOK. B.I.E.T. (Dept. H.6), Alder-
maston Court, Reading, RG7 4PF.

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in
your spare time, guaranteed certificate
and exam Home Study courses in Radio,
TV, servicing and maintenance, R.T.E.B.,
City & Guilds, etc., highly informative
FREE Guide.-Chambers College (Dept.
858K), Aldermaston Court. Reading,
RG7 4PF.

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.T.E.B.,
P.M.G. Certificate, etc. Free brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russet Street, Reading.

MEN! You can earn £50 p.w. Learn
Computer Operating. Send for FREE
brochure-London Computer Operators
Training Centre, C98 Oxford House,
9-15 Oxford Street, London, W.I.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
WITH ICS

Study at home for a progressive post
in Radio, TV and Electronics.
Expert tuition for City & Guilds
(Telecoms Techn's Cert. and Radio
Amateurs') R.T.E.B., etc. Many
non -exam courses incl. Colour TV
Servicing, Numerical control & Com-
puters. Also self -build kit courses-

valve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find
out how ICS can help you in your

career.
ICS. DEPT. 560, INTERTEXT
HOUSE. STEWARTS ROAD,

LONDON SW8 4UJ.

FOR SALE

NEWNES "Radio & TV Servicing."
Complete Set. 15 Vols., 1 to 1964-65,
good condition, £50 o.n.o. 15 Tyndale
Road, Woodfield, Dursley, Glos.

LADDERS

VARNISHED TIMBER LADDERS from
manufacturer, LOWEST PRICES any-
where: 15} ft ext. £6.20; 17 ft ext. £6.50;
20 ft ext. £7; 21+ ft ext. £7.75; 24* ft
ext. £8.90; 29 ft ext. £10.25; 31} ft triple
ext. £12.25; 36 ft triple ext. £16. Carr.
80p. Free Lists. Also Aluminium Ext.
and Loft Ladders. CALLERS WEL-
COME. Dept. PIT, HOME SALES,
BALDWIN ROAD, STOURPORT,
WORCS. Phone 02-993 2574/5222. Plac-
ing order on C.O.D.

MISCELLANEOUS

RECORD TV sound using our loud-
speaker isolating transformer. Provides
safe connection to recorder. Instruc-
tions included. 70p plus 10p P&P.
Crowborough Electronics (T), Eridge
Road, Crowborough, Sussex.

17" BBC/ITV
TELEVISIONS ES

Working Perfectly.
Plus P. & P. £1 CWO.
Suitable for any area.

3 Channel 19" D/S TVs. ITV, BBC 1,
BBC 2, £25 inc. carriage. 17" 13 Channel,

Complete but untested £1.50 each plus
£1 P. & P. CWO.

SPEAKERS

6" x 4", 7" x 4" 3 Ohm, 20p plus 8p
P. & P. each. CWO.

Regular deliveries throughout England & N.Ireland

TRADE TV's
407 Thornton Road, Girlington,

Bradford 13, Yorks.

19 IN. SLIME BBC. ITV TVs, £14,
BBC £2, £25, working perfect, plus
postage and insurance, £l. Also trade
enquiries welcome. Marco Services, 126
Wilmslow Road, Manchester 14. Tel.
-061-225-0773.

-TOP TRANSISTORS-
Brand New and Individually Tested Transistors
supplied unmarked, but packed separately
for identification and guaranteed to be within
their correct specification or money refunded.

All at 9p each or
Any 25 transistors for only 11.90

ACY22 8E1'51 0072 2N3702
BC108 BEY52 0C202 2N3703
BC109 BSY27 ZTX300 2N3705
BCI68 0C45 2N706 2N3706
BCI69 0071 2N2926 2N3708

Money back guarantee. P. & P. 10p
J. M. KING (Z)

17 Butkridge, Portpool Lane, London, ECI

AERIALS

BAKER and BAINES for UHF Aerials
These aerials are suitable for both colour and black
and white. Supplied with tilt clamp which will take
up to a 2 in. mast. 10 ele 18.10, 12 ele 1810, 14 ele
1286,18 ele 1816, 22 ele 5325.
Combined 406 aerials
Dipole and 5 52.70, D and 8 63.10, Loft Special D
and 5 62.10 complete with loft pole for ease of
mounting In the loft space.
Lashing Kite-Co-az-Diplexere and Triplexers--
Clamps and couplers. UHF Pre -Amps, 68.76,
p. & P. 121p
Please state channel numbers when ordering. Postage
paid on all aerials inland. Accessories postage by
weight.
S.A.E. will bring our full lists.

11 Dale Crescent, Tnptoo, Chesterfield

AERIALS
UHF: Set Tops E210, Outside: 9 ele
LI .25, 10 ele E1.90, II ele £2.50, 12 ele
£2.55, 18 ele E3.25, 20 ele E3.50. Multi -
beam 46 and Supremes 0.50.
All aerials supplied with clamps.
ANTIGHOST: Troubleshooters/Log-
beams LS.
FM/VHF: H £2.25, 3 ele £3.25, 4 ele
L1.75. Sterio 6 ele
Motorized Units: Semi Auto E20, Auto
£25.
All Aerials by leading makers.
ELECTRONICS, ACCESSORIES:
Incl. Masts, Lashings, Plugs, Amps.,
Headphones, Meters, Stereo Cartridge
Players, Cassettes, Tapes, etc., etc.
COAXIALE: Standard 100 Mtrs. £4.50.
Low Costs E7, or per Mtr.
State channels for all TV Aerials/Amps.
FM state wide band or channelized.
TERMS: CWO, COD, P & P 32fp. Send
2fp stamps for lists. Callers Welcome.
OVERSEAS customers welcome. Note
New Zealand/Australia by sea, 7 weeks
min. By Air quotations given.

JEFFRIES SERVICES
31 Hambrook St., Portsmouth. Tel. 28354

SERVICE SHEETS

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
40p each plus postage

We can supply Trader Service Sheets for
most makes and types of Radios, Tape
Recorders and Televisions-Manuals for some.

Cheques and open P.O.s returned if sheets not
available.

OAKFIELD ENTERPRISES
LIMITED

29 CHURCH ROAD,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

Make Model Radio !TV

1971 List now
available at 10p
plus postage

If list is required
indicate with X

From

Address

enclose remittance of
(and a stamped addressed envelope)

s.a.e. with enquiries please
MAIL ORDER ONLY (May T)
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SERVICE SHEETS (continued)

Service Sheets & Manuals
LARGE RANGE OF MODELS AVAILABLE FOR RADIO TELEVISION TAPE RECORDERS R PLAYERS.

FROM 25p EACH SAE WITH ENOUIRIES PLEASE 1971 LISTS ARE AVAILABLE 13P
MULLARD TRANSISTOR AUDIO AND RAC'O CIRCUITS PRICE ft  63p
T V FAULT FINDING COOK by DATA PUBLICATIONS ITO 550
MULLARD VALVE Er SEMI CONDUCTOR DATA BOOK
MAZDA VALVE by PICTURE TUBE DATA BOOKLET

Eitr:tBRIMAR /ALVLS Et TELE TUBE DATA LIST 20o
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE INDICATOR DISC 13p
Se, of Brand New Valves supplied for most makes of Radio T V atc Prices on fenuesl

BELLS TELEVISION SERV!AJbart Repos Harrogate Yorkshire Tel FrYbR-8684.

ETC

QUICK, EFFICIENT, UNIQUE
SERVICE SHEET SERVICE

Very Large Stock
TVs, Radio, Amps, Test Gear.

Special Telephone Service available to
Trade Customers.

Colour TV and Test Gear Circuits.
Exchange Service.

Full details with first Order.
List price 10p Post Free.

State Make and Model Number.
Large S.A.E. and 25p unfilled P.O.

Mail Order Only.
A.S.L., 21c Drydon Chambers,

119 Oxford Street,
London, WIR 1PB

LARGE SUPPLIER
of

SERVICE SHEETS
(TV, RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,

CAR RADIOS)
Only 25p each. Manuals from 50p
PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH

ALL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS.
Otherwise cannot be attended to.

(Uncrossed P.0 's please, original
returned If service sheets not available I

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK,

LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post).
Please state make and model number

alternative.
Free TV fault tracing chart or TV list on

request with order.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

SERVICE SHEETS
(1925-19711 for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors, Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.

By return post with
FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p
Over 8,000 models available.

Catalogue 13p.

Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex

Telephone Bexhill 7097

RADIO, TELEVISION, over 3,000
models. JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION,
lb Shepherds Bush Road, London, W.6.
SHE 8441.

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, etc.
8,000 models. List 10p. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS with Free Fault
Finding Chart 35p, plus stamped
adddressed envelope. LESMAR, 15
Conholt Road, Andover, Hants.

SETS & COMPONENTS

SPARES
From used TVs. S.A.E. your enquiries.
Complete but untested TVs. 19 in. 405
lines, f5, 19 in. dual standard, E.G.,
Ekco 402, Sobel), 1000 series, Thorn 850,
etc., £8 (less U.H.F. tuner). 19 in. dual
standard with U.H.F. tuner, £12. Car-
riage and packing, i1.50. Lists. S.A.E.

LINAVALE RADIO LIMITED
48 Hoe Street, London, E.17,

01-520-7546.

71LI EiriF
ELECTRONICS

LOW NOISE HI -STABS
watt 5% all E24 values, 3 for 2p, plus p & p 6p

for up to 50 resistors +lp for each additional 50
Skeleton Presets 0.1 watt 5p, 0.25 watt 7p.
5µF 64v; 16µF 40v, 6p. 100µF 40v, 9p.
640u.F 25v, 18p. Polystyrenes 5p each.
Silver Micas 7p each up to 220pf. C280,
0 1µF 250v 3p. Feedthrough Ceramic
1000pf 5p.
BC107 12p BC187 27p
BC108 11p BF194 17p
BF167 25p BF195 17p
BF173 25p BF196
8F184 25p (BF239)15p
BF180 42p BF197 15p

BU105 £275
BZY88 range 15p each.

TTL Decade Counter 7490 87p
Coax Socket 8p. Switch 2 pole 3 way 25p

FREE CATALOGUE P & P 3p.
P & P on all orders other than Resistors 6p

Dept. 56 Fortis Green Rd., London.
N10 3HN

0A90
0A95
2N1613
TAA700
AC128

7p
7p

22p
f2
17p

RADIO SPARES
EQUIPMENT

Now available for enthusiasts and ama-
teurs. Callers by appointment. S.A.E.
MUST accompany all enquiries.

SONAR GROUP (Dept. T.)
24 Furdway Avenue, Blackpool, Lancs.

Telephone 0253 (Blackpool) 32819.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

BRAND NEW TUBES AT
REDUCED PRICES

A28 -14W (A28 -13W) £12 75
431-18W £1250
A47 -11W £9 95
A47 -13W £12 50
A47 -14W £8.25
A47 -26W £1075
A50-120WR £1250
A59 -11W £12 95
A59 -13W £13.50*
A59 -15W £9 95
A59 -16W £13.50*
A59 -23W £1475
A61 -120W R £1600
AW36-21, 36-80 £5.75
AW43-80 £6 95
AW43-88, 43-89 £6.75
AW47-90, 47-91 £7.50
AW53-80 £7.50*
AW53-88, 53-89 £8.25
AW59-90, 59-91 £9 00
C17LM, 17PM, 17SM £6.50
CME1201 £12.50
CME1402 £5 75
CME1601 £1050
CME1602 £12 00
CME1702, 1703 £6 75
CME1705 £7 75
CME1713/A44-120 £14 50
CME1901, 1903 £7 50
CME1906 £1250
CME1908 £7 75
CME2013 £1250
CM E2101, 2104 £825
CME2301, 2302, 2303 £9 00
CM E2305 £1475
CME2306 £1350*
CME2308 £9 95
CME2413R £1650
CRM93, 124 £5 50*
CRM141, CRM142 £5 50
CRM171, CRM172 £6 50
CRM211, CRM212 £7 50*
MW36-24, 36-44 £5.50
MW43-69 £6.75
MW43-80 £6.75
MW53-20, 53-80 £7 5*
TSD217, TSD282 £14 001-
13BP4 (Crystal 13) £14.001'
190A134 £9.25
230D134 £11 -25
1 -Rebuilt tubes also,
at £7 00 plus bulb

*These types are FULLY rebuilt.
ALL TUBES ARE TESTED AND GUAR-
ANTEED FOR A MINIMUM OF

12 MONTHS
ADD 75p FOR CARRIAGE AND

INSURANCE

COLOUR TUBES
19 in. and 22 in. having slight
marks or scratches at £35 each

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.11. BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

NEW MOSTLY BVA VALVES! Huge range by post service well known to the
trade. Brief list of television types herewith, full list S.A.E. All types. ex stock!

DY86/7 43p PCF86 63p PY82 50p 20L1 95p

EB91 250 PCF801/2 62p PY800/1 50p 20P4 £1.00

ECC82 42p PCF805 87p R19 85p 30C15 90p

ECL80 50p PCF808 85p U25 95p 30C17 95p

EF80 42p PCL82 51p U26 95p 30F5 95p

EF85 45p PCL83(S) 60p U37 75p 30FL1 & 2 65p

EF1B3/4 57p PCL84 60p U191 90p 30L15 95p

EH90 55p PCL805/85 66p U193 48p 30L17 90p

EY51 60p PCL86 66p U251 95p 30P12 95p

EY86/7 43p PL36/8 87p U301 90p 30PL1 90p

PC86 & 8 75p PL81 80p U801 £1.25 30P4MR £1.25

PC97 45p PL83 85p 6/30L2 90p 30P19 87p

PC900 55p PL84 65p 6AT6 55p 30PL13 £1.00

PCC84 50p PL500 90p 6BW7 82p 30PL14/5 £1.10

PCC89 62p PL504 90p 6CD6G 95p etc.. etc.
PCF80 52p PY81 50p 6F23 95p Trade prices

DEDUCT 5",., FROM AUGUST 197i ,
POST FREE OVER £3.00. 21p PER VALVE BELOW £3.00

LATEST NEW BY100/127 type silicon rectifier 15p, 33i2 res 5p!
Large bulb Imported PCF80 32p1 Note. Ask for separate component and
Ph/bps PCL805'85 57p! transistor lists

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now ! !
NEW TELEVISION TUBES !

TWO YEAR FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR VIEWING-
LATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING TINTED SCREENS ON

MOST 19" and 23" TYPES
Large stocks by British leading manufactUrers, why buy cheap rebuilds. Two year

warranty!
COLOUR! FOUR (yes 4) years guarantee: 19" £49.00: 22" £53; 25" £57

Enquiries welcomed.
Special offer! 19" mono rebuilds. 2 year guarantee £5.50! 23" £7.50

12" £3.00 (not 110") 20" 14- to 16" (not 1101 £4.75
17" £5'87 A50/120W £10'50
19" mono tubes-all £6.87. Carriage all 60p. All 21" mono tubes-£7.87
23" mono tubes £9.50. Carriage 75p, also 24" and 25" available.

Prices on application. Quality before price !
RIMBANDS. 19" £8.50; 23" £11.50 t Carriage
TWIN PANELS. 19" & 23" £10.12 & £15.00 5 75p

Bulk enquiries welcomed. GIRO 34.361.4006

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(Suppliers to H.M. Govt. etc.)

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Closed Thurs. & Sat. afternoons TEL. 01-449 1934 & 1935

(Adjacent to Post Office) ( Robophone)

AERIAL BOOSTERS £2.95 EACH
We make four types of transistorized aerial

pre -amplifiers. These take only seconds to
install.
I. L45 625 TELEVISION (U.H.F.).
2. L12 405 TELEVISION (V.H.F.).

Please state channel numbers.
3. LI I V.H.F. F.M. RADIO.
4. LIO WIDEBAND RADIO.

This covers MAW and S/W to 20 MHz.
PRICE EACH

L45, L12 and LI I L2.95; LIO 61.95.
S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
P. & P. 10p ALL ORDERS

VALVE BARGAINS

Any 1 - 10p, 5 45p, 10 -- 70p.
EB9), EBF89, ECC82, EY86, ECL80, EF80,

EF85, EFI83, EFI84, PCC84, PCC89, PCCI89,
PC97, PCF80, PCF86, PCF800, PCL82, PC97,
PCL84, PCL85, PL36, PL81, PL83, PY32,
PY33, PY81, PY82, PY800, PY801, 30FLI,
30F5, 30L15, 30C15, 6F23, 6-30LZ.
TESTED, WITH 3 MONTH GUARANTEE VALVES
20p EACH
BY100 TYPE RECTIFIERS with Surge -
resistor on bracket, 12)13 each.
MAINS DROPPERS 3 SECTIONS 33-33-
33 OHMS 9p each.

VELCO ELECTRONICS
62c Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. Tel. 3036

TV's TV's TV's

SPECIAL OFFER-LIMITED
PERIOD ONLY

Thom 800 Chassis. 13 channel slim TV's.
Good working order. Polished cabinets.

Only 29.50 PLUS 61.50 Carr.

EX -RENTAL TV's
Complete with 13 channel tuners. Good cabinets.

Carriage 111.50 extra.
17' Semi Slim 190° Tube) .. 12.50
17'/21' Slim (110° Tube) .. 64.50
19' Slimline

Slimline
19- BBC2 Sets 614.50

PERFECT SPEAKERS EX T.V.
Pm 3 ohm (minimum order two) 5 in. round, 8 in. by
2 in. rectangular - 121p each. Add 710 prr speaker p. & p.

VALVES EX EQUIPMENT
EB91
EBF89

Op
12ip

30P4
PC97 17412ip9

PL81
PY81

1710
150

ECC82 12ip PCF86 171p PY800 151)

EC180 7ip PC84 710 PY82 71p
EF80 12)p PCF80 710 PY33 nip
EF85 12)p PCC89 121p U191 1710
EF183 12iD PCL85 211111 61,23 Inv
EF184 12ip PCL85 1780 30PL1 2211,

EY86 17)p PCL82 1710 30P12 000
30PL13 20p PCL86 178p 30F5 109

63OLZ 12iP PCL83 1210
30L15 12)p PL36 22)p

Add Zip per val e p. & p., orders user El p. & p. free

UHF TUNERS
To suit Ferguson 850 900 chassis 6250, p. & p. 50p

SLOT METERS-SPECIAL
OFFER

Smiths 511, 11 lid. Convertible to 5p. (Smiths Kit cost.
350) el each inc. p. & p. or 10 for /5 inc. p. & p.

Please write with SAE for quotations on any spares

TRADE

DISPOSALS (Dept. T.S.)
Thornbury Roundabout, Leeds Rd., Bradford

Telephone 685870

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.
Dept. P.T., 236 SANDYCOMBE ROAD.

RICHMOND.
SURREY.

Telephone 01-940 8146. 9 a.m. 1,11 5 p

TELEVISION LINE
OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
PRACTICALLY ANY MAKE OR MODEL

SUPPLIED OR REWOUND
EKCO, FERRANTI, DYNATRON
Replacement cases LI 00 each, please
state model.
S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 20p for postage.
C.0 D. orders will be charged 30p extra.
Transformers fully guaranteed. (98

EKCO FERRANTI LOFTS. All types,
1250, transistors U.H.F. tuners, £4.
All post free. C.W.O. 1 Old Shoreham
Road, Southwick, Sussex.

PORTABLE TELEVISIONS
Battery or Mains. We stock over
eleven different models. BIG Money
Saving Offers. Trade supplied with
Full Trade Discounts. All enquiries

with S.A.E. please.
Ross Electrics,

I Church Street, Ainsworth, Bolton.
21408/51956.
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

SOUTHERN VALVE COMPANY ( 1

44 Earls Court Road, London. W.8
We do not claim the cheapest, but quality 1,51 !

ALL valves boxed and brand new, some BVA I Send s.a.e. for hue lists.
DY87 37p PC868 50p PCL805 44p U193 35p 30L17 75p
DY802 45p PC97 40p PCL86 37p U251 62p 30P12 70p
EB91 15p PCF80 32p PL36 52p 6 30L2 60p 30PL1 60p
ECC81 37p PCF86 52p PL81 46p 6BW7 60p 30P4MR 95p
ECC82 30p PCF801 50p PL84 55p 6CD6G 90p 30P19 70p
ECL80 40p PCF802 50p PL500 /4 65p 6F23 75p 30PL13 75p
EF80 27p PCF805 50p PY81 35p 6F28 48p 30PL14 75p
EF183 37p PCF808 60p PY800 35p 20L1 85p etc., etc.
EF184 37p PCL82 37p PY801 35p 20P4 90p NOTEEH90 45p PCL83(s) 50p U25 65p 30C15 70p ST100/17127
EY51 50p PCL84 37p U26 60p 30FL12 75p eon, only Hs
EY86/7 37p PCL85 44p U191 65p 30L15 75p .rith resistor.

Post free £2,00 and over. Mail order only. [932

T.V. SPARES
OIL FILLED MURPHY LOPT's U26 type.
Model number not known. 11.25 each plus
23p p.p.

B AIRD/FERGUSON V.H.F. TUNERS.
Uses PC97 and 30C I 8 valves. Fits 620 to 650
series models, complete with all coils, supplied
less valves, LI-75 each plus 2Sp p.p.

B RC 960 I.F. PANELS. Complete and unused,
less valves. Dual standard V.H.F./U.H.F.
405/625. Absolute bargain at /2.50 plus 25p
p.p.

FERGUSON/EKCO PLUG IN MAINS
LEADS. Moulded two -pin connector type.
6 for L1.50 plus 25p p.p.

LATE G.E.C./SOBELL 625 405, etc. Dual
Standard 405/625 I.F. Panels, complete with
switching for direct replacement in this
popular Radio and Allied receiver. LI -75 plus
25p p.p.

TIMEBASE PANELS to fit Sobel! 195, 282,
283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288 (and DS models),
McMichael MT762, 763, 765, P4OS. Complete
and new for direct replacement, LI.75 each
plus 25p p.p.

V.H.F. ROTARY TUNER UNITS to fit
McMichael, Sobel!, G.E.C. New and unused,
11.75 each plus 25p p.p.

FERGUSON 800/850 series TIMEBASE
PANELS, complete and unused in original
Packing. L2.25 each, plus 25p p.p.

SCAN COILS, 110° type will fit most makes,
after modification. Originally manufactured
for Pye but we have used them in BRC, Philips,
etc. with good results. L1.50 plus 25p p.p.

WILLOW VALE
ELECTRONICS LTD.

4 & 5 The Broadway
Hanwell, London, W.7

Tel:01-567 2971 and 5400
01-579 3582

Terms cash with order 01 C.O.D. 274p extra
S.A.E. all enquiries. Catalogue 20p

TV COMPONENTS (send S.A.E. for
list), e.g.: Resistors in packs of 5, all
values supplied. Price per pack as fol-
lows: 1 watt -10p, 2 watt -19p, 10 watt
wire wound -40p, BY127 Silicon Recti-
fiers -20p each, Thermistors THI-10 p
each. Instant Heat Soldering Gun, only
£3.25. Orders despatched within 24 hours
(stocks permitting). For urgent orders
telephone Doncaster 49874. Please add
15p for P. & P. (orders of £5 or over
P. & P. free). TRIDENT TELEVISION
SERVICES, 29 Richmond Road,Scawsby,
Doncaster, Yorks.

TELEVISIONS. Fantastic Reductions.
100 Guaranteed Sets £5 to £10. New
Portables BAT ,MAINS £48-£50 (Save
£21). New UHF 23" £55! Transistor
Radios, Record Players at Trade Prices!
All Eagle Equipment -Huge Discounts.
T.V. Bargain Centre, 47 Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush. W.12. 01-743 3050.
Open till 7 pm.

R 6c R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lanes

Tel.: Rossendale 3152
TESTED VALVES -

3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
EBF80 15p
EBF89 17/p
ECC82 15p
ECL80 15p
EF80 10p
EF85 15p
EY86 2.0p

PCC84 15p
PCF80 15p
PCL82 20p
PL36 2.5p
PY33 25p
PY81 171p
PY82 15p

PY800 171p
PY801 171p
UI91
30C15 25p
PCF86 25p
PCL85 25p
PCL84 25p

Copper Laminate Board, for etching, I p per
ag.in. Double sided I Ip per sq.in. Any sire cut,
min. order 50p plus 10% P. & P.
oPostragepoonstVpaalivdes: one valve 4p, up to 6 21p
over

TOP 20 TV Valves, 10p; PL504, PL36,
PY33, 15p, P&P 4p per valve, over 12
valves post free. Guaranteed tested
ex -equipment, individually boxed.
Resistors and capacitors all values and
sizes. Leading manufacturers compon-
ents and hi-fi equipment, 10% or more
off. I3A plugs, 12p. Mains fuses, 20p
for 10. Tools, etc., P&P extra on all
items. Trade enquiries welcomed, dis-
count for quantity. S.A.E. for list.
L & D Components Ltd., 71 Westbury
Avenue, Wood Green, N.22.
01-888 2701.

LARGE quantities of used TV spares
for most models, 1952-64. Lopts,
Tuners IF Strips, Time Base Panels
Scan Coils, Frame Transformers, Knobs,
cabinet Trim, etc. New manufac-
turers replacement parts, can be supplied,
for more modern sets on receipt of an
order deposit. S.A.E. for quotations.
C.W.O. to TV Dismantlers, Foxhole,
Whitstone, Holsworthy, Devon.

VALVES, VALVES, VALVES
Any ten of your choice 72/p, post 5p.

100 L550, post paid.
EF85, EF80, EB9I, EBF89, ECL80,
EFI83, EY86, PCF80, PCC84, PL36,
PY8I, PCL82, PCL83, PCC89, PY33,
PY82, PY800, PY801, PY88, PCL84,
30F5, 6BW7, PY801.

BOB'S,
2 St. James Street, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lancs.
Mail order ONLY.

TOWERBY LTD
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

We have the Country's largest stock of Manu-
facturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
Dacca, Dynatron, Ekco, Ferguson, G.E.C.,
H.M.V., K.B., Masteradio, Peto-Scott,
Philips, Regentone, RGD, Sobel!, Ultra,
etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator
transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy.
Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 350'410,5401659/
759, L735; Bush, TV80, TV95, TV96, CUM
Cossor 950, LI 871; Ferguson 3061308,
L3.971; Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly,
L675; Ultra 1984-200c, L506.
Rewind most L.O.P.T., L4-50.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ekco improved type for Models 7221, 231, 310,
all at L2.25; Ferranti 14T4 series inserts, L1.25;
Philco 1019/1021, 12.621. Terms: C.W.O. or
C.O.D. (171P), post -packing 30p; 2 or more
L.O.P.T.s post, packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists
available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD
MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD.

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2
Tel.: 01-674 2185.

Brand New
HARTLEY OSCILLOSCOPES

C.T.3I6
In original packing. Miniature valves.
Band width up to 5 Megs.
Mains supply.
£40, plus £1.50 post and packing.
C.W.O. Carriage charges mainland only.

A. H. THACKER
Radio Dept, High Street, Cheslyn Hay.

Nr. Walsall, Staffs.

120 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors,
Electrolytic, Mica, etc., and Resistors,
/20W, 85p, Post Free. Whitsam Elec-

trical, 33 Drayton Green Road, Lon-
don, W.13.

WANTED

WANTED August and September, 1969
issues "PRACTICAL TELEVISION"
Card, 27 Scarborough Road, Lytham-
St-Annes, Lanes, FY8 3ER.

CASH PAID for New Valves. Payment
by return. WILLOW VALE ELEC-
TRONICS, 4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London, W.7. 01-567 5400/2971.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMIL-
TON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

TOP PRICES PAID
for new valves, popular

TV & Radio Types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES
(A), 367 Kensington Street

Bradford 8, Yorks

WANTED! New valves especially TV
types. Cash waiting. Bearman, 6 Potters
Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel. 449/1934.

NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS
wanted. Payment by return. Johnsons
(Radio), St. Martins Gate, Worcester.
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B.R.C.

LINE OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
PLEASE STATE only n
MAKE & MODEL

£1.50 "REDUCTION FOR
QUANTITY each 2511

CHILTMEAD LTD.

7 & 9 Arthur Road
Reading

Tel. No. Reading 582605

DON'T BE CAUGHT OUT!
Colour television is already here, but
1971 is a big year for colour television
with a number of single standard colour
sets comingon to the market, engineers
with a knowledge of colour television
will obviously be in great demand.

SO DON'T DELAY
We have developed a colour television course
geared for the service engineer which will
enable him to tackle any problem in colour
television.

The course consists of 10 lessons on colour
mixing, Pal colour system, colour
receivers, decoders, IF circuits, time -
bases, convergence, waveforms, set-up
procedures, test equipment, fault find-
ing, typical circuits. Fee for complete
course 10 gns. Write for details without obligation to:

DAYLIN ELECTRONICS
(Dept. A) la Avebury Road

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA

T.V.
TUBES "VIDEOCHROME" T.V.

TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION

17" £5.00
19" £5.50
21" £7.00
23" £7.50

19" PANORAMA £6.25

23" PANORAMA £825

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER

TRADE SUPPLIED
ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR OWN
FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN  EACH TUBE
BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY HIGH

STANDARD BEFORE DESPATCH

2 YEARS GUARANTEE  FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE

RAMSGATE. KENT. Tel. THANET 52914

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed and Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
155 .26 DCC90 -80 EF88 30 PCL85 .40
185 .21 DF91 -14 EF89 24 PCL86 -38
1T4 .14 DF96 -35 EF91 12 PFL200 -52
384 .26 DK91 EF183 26 PL36 -47
3V4 .37 DK92 -90 EF184 29 PL81 .45
5Y3GT .27 DK96 .88 EL33 54 PL82 .30
6/301.2 -56 DL92 -28 51.84 22 PL83 .32
IIAQ5 .24 DL94 -87 EY51 34 PL84 .30
611W7 .55 DL96 -38 EY86 30 PL500 -62
681 -60 DY86 -24 EZ80 21 PL504 .63
6823 .69 DY87 -54 EZ81 22 PY81 -PA
6E25 .55 DY802 -88 0537 70 PY82 -24
68N7GT -28 EARC80 -30 KT61 54 PY800 -33
25L66T -20 EB91 -10 KT66 80 PY801 -33
30019 -60 EBC33 -38 N78 85 519 -30
30018 .62 EBF89 -29 PC86 47 U25 -64
3085 .67 50081 48 PC88 47 U26 -58
30FL1 -80 ECC82 -19 PC97 38 U191 -59
30FL14 .69 E0083 22 P0900 32 U251 -65
301.15 -58 ECF80 -27 PCC84 30 U329 -65
301.17 .68 ECF82 PCC89 45 1113889 -31
30P4 .60 ECH35 -27 PCC189 48 UCC85 -84
30P19 ECH81 -27 PCF80 28 UCH81 -30
30PL1 .60 ECI80 -81 PCF86 44 UCL82 -33
30PL13 -77 ECL89 -30 PC1/801 30 UCI83 .49
30PL14 .65 ECL86 -35 PCF802 43 UF89 -29
OCE135 -65 EF39 .35 PCF805 62 UL84 -31
DAF91 .21 EF80 -23 PCL82 32 ITY85 -26
DAF96 -35 EF85 -27 PCI84 34 Z77 -18

Postage on 1 valve 5p on 2 or more valves 3p per valve
extra. Any oareel Insured against damage In transit 3p
extra. Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83, OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON,
LONDON, N.16



for men of vision
rebuilt T.V. tubes

Current types
17" £4.75 21"

19" £5.00 23"

£5.50

£6.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
19" £7.00 23" £9.00

Twin panel
19" £7.50 23" £9.50

Cash or P.O. with order no C.O.D. Free delivery
in U.K.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun assembly.
Fully guaranteed for two years against any fault
except breakage.
Special terms for Hospitals, Orphanages, Old People's
homes.
Manufactured in our own factory backed by over 20
years' experience in the field of electronics. Callers
always welcome (by appointment) at

k.s.t. ltd.
Providence Mills, Viaduct Street,

Stanningly, Nr. Leeds, Yorks.

THE NEW UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"

UHF/625 LINE
CAN PRODUCE
REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN
COLOUR AND
PICTURE QUALITY
IN FRINGE OR
DIFFICULT AREAS
WITH SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN
NOISE (SNOW).

HIGH GAIN-VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD-INSTALLED IN SECONDS
HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
IVORY PLASTIC CASE 31 x x 11 CORK BASE
CHANNELS: Group A, Red code 21-33

Group B, Yellow code 39-51
Group C -D, Green code 52-68

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE
Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT

BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY

NOMINAL GAIN 17-18 DB BOTH BANDS
PRICES BOTH TYPES:

£3.75 Battery model or £5.87 Self-contained mains version
Postage and Packing l3p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
6 ORCHARD GARDENS, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

Telephone: Teignmouth 4757

UHF. COLOUR AND TELEVISION SPARES
COLOUR PLESSEY SCAN COILS £5.75 p.p. 35p, CONVER-
GENCE COILS 111.130 p.p. 25p, BLUE LATERAL £1.25 p.p. 9p,
or Complete Set £10 p.p. 50p. MULLARD TYPE, SCAN COILS
£3.50 p.p. 35p, CONVERGENCE COILS £1.75 p.p. 25p,
LUMINANCE/CHROMINANCE PANEL £1 p.p. 25p, INTE-
GRATED TRANSISTORISED DECODER UNIT including
Circuits 11.25 p.p. 10p. LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER In-
cluding EHT and FOCUS ASSEMBLY 12.50 p.p. 35p. (Shop
customers only, assortment Colour Panels of various makes).
ALSO COLOUR TV CAMERA UNITS.
COLOUR TV MONITOR PANELS Designed to highest BBC
standards. PAL filter & delay 16.00, Chrominance 18.00,
Luminance 14.50, Encoded Video Input 22.50 incl. circuit. p.p. 30p.
UHF 625 conversion kits and tuners available at reduced prices.
Lists available.
UHF Integrated transistd. 6 position push button tuners, leading
British makers surplus 14.50 p.p. 35p. Transistd. IF panels
(salvaged) £2.50 p.p. 25p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
as,einbly can be used as separate UHF receiver 17.50 p.p. 50p.
ti23 IF amplifier incl. 5 valves and circuit £8 p.p, 35p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 IF amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
11.50 p.p. 30p. ULTRA 1980 C to 2384 625 IF amp & switch
incl. circuit £150 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 P/C IF panel incl.
circuit £1 p.p. 25p. GEC 2015 Series Dual 405/625 IF Panel incl.
circuit data 11.95 D.P. 30p.
UHF tuners transistd. incl. S/SI drive, knobs £3.95, or push
button £5.25. Valve type, cyldon £1.75 p.p. 25p.
EKCO/FERRANTI UHF tuner kit, incl. valves, slow motion
drive, knobs, leads, aerial panel £5.50 p.p. 30p.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS Latest PYE/LABGEAR all
station UHF VHF transistd. ''Set back" mains operated £5.90
UHF Mastic -ad 14.25, Power Unit £3.25 pp.. 25p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg., HMV, Marconi. New 11.90 P.P. 251).
PUSH BUTTON Messy, Ekeo, Ferranti 11.00 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS, AB Dual Standard Suitable Ferguson,
Baird, KB etc. 75p, Cyldon C 75p, Ferguson MT7 £2.75, GEC
2018/9 14.53 p.p. 25p. Large selection channel coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available,
brand new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be
supplied p.p. 25p. C.O.D. 25p.
MURPHY 470 to 530 (oiltilled) 13.75 Bush TV75/85 £2.50
MURPHY 849 to 939 .. 14.50 Bush TV95/99 12.50
PHILIPS 17TG100 Range BUSH 141, 148.
'FELLA 1011/1029 .. £3.50 15KV £2.50
PHILIPS 19TG111/12 14.00 Murphy 149,
PHILIPS 19TG121 to 156 .. £4.50 159, 15KV .. £2.50
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series .. 14.50 REG 10-6, 10-17 £2.50
BUSH TV53 to 6911.70105 to 135 14.50 REG 191, 192,
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 or U26) £3.50 17-18 12.50
FERRANTI 1001/19 (U25 or U26) 13.50 RGD 610, 711 .. £2.50
EKCO 342 to 394, FERRANTI ROD 619, 620 . £2 50
1021 to 1065 .. 13.75
EKCO, FERRANTI 418, 1093 etc. £3.50
DECCA DM17. 3. 4 (70:) DR95. LOPT Inserts p.p..15p
101/606 DRI. 2, 3. 121. 122 .. £3.95 Alba 655, 656 .. £1.75
FERG 305 to 436, 505 to 727 .. £3.75 Bush 125 to 135
FERG, HMV, MARCONI, (Round Tag
ULTRA, PHILCO 3600, 2600, Panel) .. £2.50
4600, 6600, 1100, Jellypot £3.75 Cossor 933 to 950 11.75
KB OV20, PVP20, VC1 to VC11 £4.00 Ekco TP308 .. 11.75
MARCONI VT157 to 172 £3.75 Emerson 700/711 £1.75
GEC 302 to 346, 12.50, 448 to 452 13.25 KB, NF70, OV30,
GEC 454/6, 2000 series .. 14.50 PV40, PYP20,
HMV 1865/9, 1870/6, 1890/1924 £3.75 QV10, 20, 30 .. £1.75
PYE CTM/CW series (printed KB/RGD VCII
circuit) 17/21. 17/S. 110 to 510, Fcatherlight £2.50
700, 830, 11U to 48 .. . £3.50 KB/RGD VC1-9 £1.75
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOPT5 Murphy 849 to
to above PYE £3.50 939 (Round Tag
PETO SCOTT 1419 to 1725 £1.75, Panel) .. 12.50
733 to 738 £2.50 Philco 1961, 1030
SOBELL/MeMICHAEL TPS 173, series .. £1.75
180, T23, 24, 178, 278, SC24, 270, Philips 17T0100
MP17, 18, M72, M74 .. £2.50 range .. £1.75
TPS 781. 279, SC34, 370, MP27, Pye, VT4, VT7 .. £2.15
M75, 76, 93, T25, 280, TPS710.. 13.25 RGD D17, 590 to
193, 282 to 288, 762, 763 .. £3.25 619 .. .. £1.75
SOBELL 196/7, 1000 series .. £4.50 REG 10-4, 10-17
PHILCO 1010 to 1021 .. £2.25 to 192 .. £1.75

70 to 13.75 Ultra 1770, 1780 £1.75
PRACTICAL TV 625 RECEIVER
Integrated push button transistorised tuner .. 14.50 p.p. 25p
Transistorised IF panel .. £4.75 p.p. 25p
850 line output transformer .. £3.75 p.p. 25p
850 field output transformer .. 11.62 p.p. 15p
830 scan coils 13.90 p.p. 25p

(p.p. on complete set of 5 items 50p)
VALVE BASES B9D for PL500 series and colour 12ip p.p. 5p
SPECIAL OFFER Leading British makers surplus 625 single
standard 625 TV chassis, latest design, almost complete, includes
transistorised IF stages, frame and line time bases, transformers,
etc., incl. circuit 18.65 p.p. 50p.

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751

MAIL ORDER: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
Staff Holidays: Aug. 16th to 30th
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In just 2 minutes,find out how
you can qualify for promotion
or a better job in Engineering . . .
That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon below. Mail it to
B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free book. B.I.E.T. has
successfully trained thousands of men at home - equipped them for
higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for
YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T. Home Study Course gets results fast -
makes learning easier and something you look forward to. There are
no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn on 'SATISFACTION
- OR REFUND OF FEE' terms. If you'd like to know how just a
few hours a week of your spare time, doing something constructive
and enjoyable, could put you out in front, post the coupon today.
No obligation.

WHICH SUBJECT WOULD INTEREST YOU?
Mechanical
A.M.S.E. (Mech.)
Inst. of Engineers
Mechanical Eng.
Maintenance Eng.
Welding
General Diesel Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
C. & G. Eng. Crafts
C. & G. Fabrication

Draughtsmanship
A.M.I.E.D.
Gen. Draughtsmanship
Dic & Press Tools
Elec. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Design of Elec. Machines
Technical Drawing
Building

Electrical & Electronic
A.M.S.E. (Elec.)
C. & G. Elec. Eng.
General Elec. Eng.
Installations & Wiring
Electrical Maths.
Electrical Science
Computer Electronics
Electronic Eng.

Radio& Telecomms.
C. & G. Telecomms.
C. & G. Radio Servicing
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
Radio Operators' Ccrt.
Radio & TV Engineering
Radio Servicing
Practical Television
TV Servicing
Colour TV
Practical Radio &

Electronics (with kit)

Auto & Aero
A.M.I.M.I.
MAA.IMI Diploma
C. & G. Auto Eng.
General Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics
A.R.B. Certs.
Gen. Acro Eng.

Management &
Production

Computer Programming
Inst. of Marketing
A.C.W.A.
Works Management
Work Study
Production Eng.
Storekeeping
Estimating
Personnel Management
Quality Control
Electronic Data

Processing
Numerical Control
Planning Engineering
Materials Handling
Operational Research
Metrication

Constructional
A.M.S.E.
C. & G. Structural
Road Engineering
Civil Engineering
Building
Air Conditioning
Heating & Ventilating
Carpentry & Joinery
Clerk of Works
Building Drawing
Surveying
Painting and

Decorating.
Architecture
Builders' Quantities

General
C.E.I.
Petroleum Tech.
Practical Maths.
Refrigerator

Servicing.
Rubber Technology
Sales Engineer
Timber Trade
Farm Science
Agricultural Eng.
General Plastics

General Certificate
of Education

Choose from 42
'0' and 'A' Level
subjects including:
Enelish
Chcmistry
Gents! Science
Geology
Physics
Mathematic
Technical Drawing
French
German
Russian
Spanish
Biology
B.I.E.T. and its
associated schools
have recorded well
over 10,000 G.C.E.
successes at '0' and
'A' level.
WE COVER A WIDE
RANGE OF TECHNICAL
AND PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATIONS.

Over 3,000 of our Students
have obtained City & Guilds
Certificates. Thousands of
other exam starve sses.

( Write if you prefer not to cut this page)

BIET

THEY DID IT
SO COULD YOU

"My income has almost trebled . . . my
life is fuller and happier."-Case History
G/321.
"In addition to having my salary doubled,
my future is assured."-Case History
H/493.
"Completing your Course meant going
from a job I detested to a job 1 love." --

Case History B/461.

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
These letters-and there are many more
on file at Aldermaston Court-speak of
the rewards that come to the man who
has given himself the specialised know-
how employers seek. There's no surer
way of getting ahead or of opening up
new opportunities for yourself. It will
cost you a stamp to find out how we
can help you.

7reel
Why not do the thing that really interests you?
Without losing a day's pay, you could quietly
turn yourself into something of an expert.
Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer
not to cut the page). We'll send you full
details and a FREE illustrated book. No
obligation and nobody will call on you ... but
it could be the best thing you ever did.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Dept BI Aldermaston
Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
p EN Nu im NI me mu
m To: B.I.E.T., Dept Bi , Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF

Please send me book and details of your Courses in

Name Age

Address

Occupation

B.I.E.T- IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF CAREERS-ALDERMASTON COURT, BERKSHIRE


